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CHAPTER- I 

INTRODUCTION 

Attempts have been made to understand gender relations in 

studies in history. With the developemnt of regional studies the process 

has gained an impetus. Regional studies being more focused play an 

important role in understanding gender relations. 

I will attempt to look at gender relations in Central India during 

the early medieval period. This period has been described as one which 

experiences manifold changes, but these have not being examined from 

the point of view of gender. My aim will be to look into changes in 

gender relations, studying the inscriptions of the Vakatakas [4tL6th 

century A.D.] and the Kalacuris [9th -12h century A.D.]. 

Epigraphical records of both the dynasties are used as a source 

material to study gender relations. It's important to mention that the 

epigraphical records are those issued by the kings, queens, their 

officers and feudatories, therefore these are restricted to the ruling 

elites. 

The distribution of the inscriptions of the Vakatakas covers 

present day Maharashtra. Most of the inscriptions are found in 

northern Maharashtra. Three principal river systems, the Tapi, 

Godavari and Krishna drain the entire region. Except the Tapi, which 

drains into the Arabian Sea, the rest of the rivers flows into he Bay of 

Bengal. The temperature conditions do not change significantly. The 

region is characterized by black cotton soil or regur. 

The inscriptions of Kalacuris are found in the present Madhya 

Pradesh and Chattisgarh area. In Madhya Pradesh the Jabalpur region 



has the maximum number of inscriptions. Narmada - Son are the major 

river system. Its subsidiaries like the Ken, Karnauti drains into Ganga. 

Climate is monsoonal in character. Soil of the region is sedentary and 

region around Narmada is alluvial. 

In Chattisgarh a cluster of inscriptions are found in the regwn 

around Raipur. The Mahanadi forms the major river system. The 

climate is tropical rainy climate with dry winters. The plains have 

chiefly tropical red and yellow soils. 

Any study of the early medieval period is incomplete without a 

discussion on the ongoing debate on its characterization. Thus the 

chapter is divided into four sections, the first deals with the debate. The 

second discuses the regional character of the Vaka~aka and Kalacuri 

dynasties. The third attempts to outline gender history related to the 

present study. The last section deals with inscriptions as a source for 

the study of history. 

I 

The early medieval period is one of the most contested periods in 

Indian history. The term 'early medieval' as a phase in ancient Indian 

history, was used in the Indian History Congress in the 13th and 14th 

session [1950 & 1951]. The scheme of periodization followed in the 

Congress involved dividing the ancient India into two segments i.e. upto 

711A.D. and 712-1206 A.D. The period 1206-1526 A.D. was called 

early medievall. This periodization was contested among scholars and 

attempts were made to look for the beginning of the early medieval 

period from 4th century A.D. This period had been characterized as a 

period of weak decentralized, fragmentary polity and as the harbinger of 

feudalism. According to R.S. Sharma between 4th and 7th century 

1 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, (2"d 
edition), 1998, p. I, fn.- I. 
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ancient Indian life was in a stage of fermentation and transformation. 2 

It was seen as a period of continuity from ancient to medieval. 

The medieval era, as Cynthia Talbot3 says, was a period of 

progressive change characterized by the extension of agrarian 

settlement, a rise in the number of religious institutions, an expansion 

of commercial activities and an evolution of political systems and 

network. 

Various theories have been put forward to understand the early 

medieval period, of these three major contesting theories are the feudal 

model, segmentary state model and integrative model. The feudal model 

was propounded by R.S. Sharma and others. As suggested by R.S. 

Sharma4 , the political essence of feudalism lay in the organization of 

the whole administrative structure on the basis of land, its economic 

essence lay in the institution of serfdom in which peasants were 

attached to the soil held by landed intermediaries placed between the 

king and the actual tiller who had to pay rent in kind and labor to 

them. The system was based on the self-sufficient economy in which 

things were mainly produced for the local use of the peasants and their 

lords and not for the market. The most striking development was the 

practice of land grants to brahmanas from the 1st century A.D. From 

the Gupta period onwards, villages were given to the doneejs together 

with the fields and its inhabitants, along with fiscal, administrative and 

judicial rights and exemptions from royal interference. There was a 

decline in commodity production, urban centers and foreign trade 

resulting in the growth of a self-sufficient economy in which metallic 

2 Sharma, R.S., Early Medieval Indian Society. A Study in Feudalisation, Orient Longman, Kolkata, 
2001, p.- 43. 
3 Talbot, Cynthia, Pre colonia! India in Practice, Oxford University Press, New York, 2001, p.- 2. 
4 Sharma, R.S., Indian Feudalism, Macmillan India Ltd., (2"d edition), Delhi, 1980, p.-1. 
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currency became relatively scarce. All payments had to be made 

through assignments of land or revenues fran it. 

The segmentary state model looks at the state in the early 

medieval period as one, which has crossed the tribal stage and had not 

acquired the character of a strong state. Burton Stein worked out the 

model in the context of South India from the Pallava to Vijayanagara 

period. His study was based on A. Southall's model of segmentary state 

for an East African society, the Alur. The nadu was seen as the 

autonomous administrative unit. The region was divided into core and 

periphery. The Colas had undisputed political control only in the 

central 'core zone', whereas in intermediate and peripheral zones 

political control faded into ritual sovereignty.The characteristics of the 

model5 are first, territorial sovereignty is limited to the core area and 

restricted towards the periphery. Secondly, the center has a limited 

control over the administration of the peripheral area. Thirdly, there is 

a pyramidal repetition of the structures and functions of the central 

administration in the periphery. Fourthly, we see absence of absolute 

monopoly of legitimate force at the center. Lastly, the periphery is 

characterized by shifting allegiance. 

The integrative model looks for acculturation and continuity. It 

takes away the epicentric view and gives weight age to regional polities. 

B. D. Chattopadhayaya regards political integration as a counterpoint 

to the decentralized polity of the feudal model and as a keynote of the 

early medieval period. The models of feudalism and the segmentary 

state restrict political change mainly to aspects of fragmentation and 

segmentation of political authority. The changes, according to 

5 Stein, Burton, Peasant State and Society in Medieval South India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 
1994, p.- 265. 
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Chattopadhayaya, are continuous? They implied the transformation of 

the pre-state polities into state polities and thus integration of the local 

polities into structures that transcended the bounds of local polities. 

The development was based on a series of processes for example, 

extension of agrarian society through peasantization of tribal groups, 

improvement of trading network, expansion of caste society, emergence 

and spatial extending of ruling lineages by the process called 

kshatriyaization, increasing hinterland with a network of religious 

institutions patronized by royalty and land assignments to officials and 

attempts to centralize administrative functions particularly revenue 

collection 7. These measures did not lead to full annexation but affected 

the structure of the state. Since the integration is never complete there 

are always tensions between creating a unified state and the tendency 

to assert independence. 

One important feature of the early medieval period was the 

change in political structure. According to R.S. Sharma the early 

medieval period was characterized by political decentralization. The 

single ruling power over a large part of India in the earlier period 

disintegrated and smaller regional polities came up. The crystallization 

of the new polity was located only in the post-Gupta period. The 

emergence of landed intermediaries was seen as the hallmark of Indian 

feudal social formation and was linked to both disintegration and 

decentralization of state authority leading to major changes in the 

structures of agrarian relations. The landed beneficiaries were given 

powers of taxation and coercion, leading to the creation of new sources 

of authority or state power.s 

6 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, (2"d 
edition), 1998, p. 34. 
7 Kulke, Herman (ed.), State in India, 1000-1700, Oxford University press, Delhi, 1995, p.- 41. 
8 Sharma, R.S., Early Medieval Indian Society. A Study in Feudalisation, Orient Longman, Kolkata, 
2001' p.- 21. 
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As 'opposed to this B.D. Chattopadhayaya says that the change 

during this period may not be seen in terms of a collapse of the earlier 

historical social order. The most dominant pattern was the shaping of 

regional societies, which was a movement from within, following 

historical processes in regional contexts. This may explain the long

range stability of regional social structures and identities. The crucial 

agency of change, according to Chattopadhayaya, was the phenomenon 

of state formation at diverse territorial levels, from local through supra

local to regional and expanding into supra regional. It brought a 

measure of cohesion among local elements. 9 

Cynthia Talbot points out in, Pre-colonial India in Practice, that 

the polities that appear throughout the subcontinent during the Middle 

Ages were not the dispersed fragments of a previous, centralized 

government but new formations arising out of the extension of agrarian 

settlements and the resulting growth of population. The increasing 

numbers of political powers that figure in the historical records do not 

provide evidence for the usurpation of the royal power by a formally 

independent class but the emergence of new political elites among the 

evolving societies along the agrarian frontier. 

Economic changes of the period were linked with the increase in 

land grants both in number as well as in terms of the detail of the 

grant. R.S. Sharma looks at the land grants as the marker of feudalism. 

Land grants were seen as one of the cause of decentralization.1o But 

B.D. Chattopadhayaya, in contrast, sees land grants as the method of 

consolidation. According to him land grants were methods of bringing 

newer areas under cultivation. By giving it to brahmat).as and other 

9 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, (2"d 
edition), 1998, p. 35. 
10 Sharma, R.S., Early Medieval Indian Society. A Study in Feudalisation, Orient Longman, Kolkata, 
2001,p.-5. 
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religious institutions allegiance was sought from that area and it was 

also a source of revenue in the futur& 1. 

According to R.S. Sharma another feature associated with the 

period was the emergence of the self-sufficient village economy. He 

argues with the help of archaeological evidence that around the middle 

of the Ist millennium A.D. there was a decline in urban centers. There 

was decline in trade as well as in coinage. The mode of production 

whish emerged as a result of land grants and decline of towns, both of 

which tie up with kali crisis, created a kind of selfsufficient economy12 . 

B.D. Chattopadhayaya argues on the basis of epigraphical materials 

that Prthudaka (Pehoa), Tattanandapura (Ahar), Siyadoni (near Jhansi), 

and Gopa - giri (Gwalior) flourished as urban centers with extensive 

networks during the early medieval period.l3 There was a continuation 

of local inland trade. It was also been pointed out that Gupta coinage 

traditions continued in various parts of the eastern, western and 

central India. 

According to R.S. Sharma, peasantry during the early medieval 

period was subjected to immobility, forced labor and payment of 

revenue at exorbitantly high rates 14 . The subjection of the peasantry 

was linked with the rise in the landed intermediaries. States began to 

assign land revenues directly to the priests, military chiefs and 

administrators for their support and there was an increasing burden of 

rent in kind and cash. D.N. Jha15 says that in the post-Gupta period, 

the Pala records specify only a few taxes but leave room for the grantees 

11 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., Making of the Early Medieval india, Oxford University Press, (2"d edition), 
Delhi, 1998, p.- 193. 
12 Sharma, R.S., Early Medieval indian Society. A Study in Feudalisation, Orient Longman, Kolkata, 
2001' p.- 28. 
13 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., Making of the Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, (2"d edition), 
Delhi, 1998, p.- 145. 
14 Sharma, R.S., Indian Feudalism, Macmillan India Ltd., (2"d edition), Delhi, 1980, p.- 62. 
15 Jha, D.N.(ed.), Feudal Order, Manohar Publishers and Distributors, Delhi, 2000, p.- 15. 
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to Impose fresh taxes. They refer to 'samasta pratyaya' i.e. paying all 

dues to the donee. 

B.D. Chattopadhayaya argues that the peasantry was not as 

oppressed and immobile as portrayed. He referred to the Kaivarttas who 

were a formidable community of cultivators who put up resistance 

against Palas. Furthermore, there was mention of groups like Vardhakis 

(carpenters) as owning plots of cultivable land in the late-Gupta period 

or Carmakaras (leather workers) either owning plots of land or having 

received land from the King to provide services to a newly established 

temple 16 . 

D.N. Jha sees the Kaivartta rebellion as a historical instance of 

conflict, which strengthens the impression that the feudal formation 

was marked by its own social contradictions, manifesting itself very 

clearly in the antagonism between the landed aristocracy and the 

pea san try 17 . 

Social changes were seen in the coming up of new castes, which 

had been explained in the brahmanical t~xts, through the miscegeny of 

the four varnas. The brahmanical texts see this change as the coming of 

the Kaliyuga. The Kaliyuga was believed to be congruous with actual 

historical time span because the texts use concrete social categories 

such as the state, human settlement, varnas to highlight an upheaval, 

which heralded a rupture with the pastlB. 

R.S. Sharma in 'Kali Age: A period of social crisis' describes it as 

a period when there was a deviation from the established order of 

things. Kali was explained in terms of neglect of rituals and 

16 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, (2"d edition), 
Delhi, 1998, p.- 25. 
17 Jha, D.N.(ed.), Feudal Order, Manohar Publishers and Distributors, Delhi, 2000, p.- 21. 
18 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, (2"d edition), 
Delhi, 1998, p.- 14. 
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predominance and influence of heretical sects and also of fo:eign non

brahmana rulers19. It was also defined as non-performance of functions 

assigned to different social strata or varnas by Dharmasastras. Kali 

crisis of late 3rd and 4th centuries acted as catalyst for feudalization of 

Indian society2o. This period was also seen as the period of gender 

reversal, when the women started marrying below their varna status 

and became adulterous. In that way, women were seen as one of the 

causes of this social crisis. However R.S. Sharma does not deal with 

this aspect of gender reversal in his article. 

This period was also associated with varnasarhkara, oppressed 

peasantry, and large-scale migration, which led to social crisis. Land 

grants were seen as a way to solve the crisis. The large scale of grants 

with administrative rights to the doneejs lightened the king's 

responsibility of collecting revenue and maintaining law and order. 

B.N.S. Yadava associated social tensions and crisis with Kali age. He 

looked at the crisis in terms of urban decline. He referred to famines, 

insecurity caused by foreign invasion and internal disturbances, the 

emergence of petty principalities and landed estates, the phenomenon 

of a closed agrarian set-up, forced labor and over-taxation which 

sometimes compelled people to leave the cities and go to the rural 

areas. The decline of trade and commerce as well as shortage of money 

shows depression in the economy. All these factors along with sizeable 

ruling aristocracy and landed gentry led to the fragmentation of political 

authority21 . Kulke22 says that kali yuga was nothing but a bliilimanical 

worldview. In this way the brahmanas explained the changes taking 

place in the society. These changes led to the decline in the status of 

19 
Sharma, R.S., 'Kali Age: A Period of Social Crisis', in D.N. Jha (ed.),Feuda/ Order ... , ibid., p.- 62. 

20 Sharma, R.S., Early Medieval indian Society. A Study in Feuda/isation, Orient Longman, Kolkata, 
2001, p.- 76 
21 Yadava, B.N.S., 'Kali Age and Social Transition', in D.N. Jha (ed.),.Feudal Order ... , p.- 101. 
22 Kulke, Hermann, S'tate in India, I 000-1700, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1995, p.- 13. 
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the brahmanas who took such agloomy view of the changes taking 

place. 

Varnasarhkara was seen as the marker of the crisis, it was 

explained in terms of caste proliferation. Thus, it was polluting the 

purity of varl).aS and women were specifically condemned for miscegeny. 

Uma Chakravarti23 sees a relationship between caste hierarchy and 

gender hierarchy. The purity of women was central in brahmanical 

patriarchy because purity of castes was contingent upon them. Women 

were seen as gateway into the caste system. The proliferation of caste 

was alternatively seen as acculturation of the tribal into realm of 

brahmanical society. As V. Jha24 says that three categories of people 

combined to produce the phenomenon of mixed castes, later 

untouchables. Firstly, the less assimilated backward aboriginals, then 

the degraded artisans and finally the groups which through 

infringement of caste rules lost their vanJ.a status. Theoretically, the 

castes were subdivisions of the four varnas or the result of miscegeny 

but infact they had a different origin and were much more dynamic and 

spontaneous in their growth. Miscegeny explained in terms of 

varnasankara was an orthodox and idealist point of view of the 

dharmasastras. 

D.N. Jha25 quotes epigraphic records which refer to kali yuga and 

the social crisis and refers the king as the remover of the kali or 

putting an end to the caste proliferation and in a way providing 

legitimization to the royal authority. 

23 Chakravarti, Uma, 'Conceptualising Brahamanical Patriarchy in Early India: Gender, Caste, Class and 
State', Economic and Critical Weekly, 1994, p.- 579. 
24 Jha, V.N., 'Varryasankara in Dharmasastras: Theory and Practice', in K.M. Shrimali (ed.), Essays in 
Indian Art, Religion and Society, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, 1987, p.-
25 Jha, D.N.(ed.), Feudal Order, Manmohan Publishers and Distributors, Delhi, 2000, p.- 9. 
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According to B.D. Chattopadhayaya the ideological dimensions of 

the society identified as early medieval were comple~6 • Cult 

assimilation does not necessarily imply a harmonious syncretism, 

which R.S. Sharma sees in the context of tantricism. Chattopadhayaya 

says that it implies the formation of a structure, which combines 

heterogeneous beliefs and rituals into a whole, even while making 

specific elements dominant. The fact that brahm~as came to control 

the major cults and cult centres was the mechanism, which 

transformed the character of the earlier local and tribal cult. The 

symbiosis which developed between royal power and perception of 

divinity as well as the nexus involving different social groups which 

operated around a major cult centre are illustrated by the cult of 

Purusottama- Jaganath at Puri in Orissa. All cults of a region function 

towards the integration of other local cults and became one of the 

recognizable symbols of the region. The religious and ideological 

expressions of a region in varied forms thus became enmeshed in the 

web of its polity, economy and society. 

According to the exponents of the feudal model, the core ideology 

of the period was bhakti, which was feudal in content. It accentuated 

the relationship of loyalty and devotion, which were believed to be the 

hallmark of feudal ties. Tantricism was also seen as an important 

development, as it emerged prominently in princely courts. 

R.S. Sharma traces the origin of tantricism with the acculturation 

of tribal areas and interaction between tribal cults and brahmanical 

pantheons of gods through land grants27 . Tantricism arose in response 

to the socio-economic needs of the early medieval times. It had alarger 

26 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, (2"d edition), 
New Delhi, 1998, p.- 28. 
27 Sharma, R.S., 'Material Milieu ofTantricism', in D.N. Jha (ed.), Feudal Social Formations in Early 
India, Chanakya Publications, 1987, p. -389. 
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social base as it included women and sudras. Tantricism represented 

a religious attempt at social reconciliation and integration than 

accentuation of social conflict28. 

The early medieval period was characterized by the coming of the 

regional polity and prominence was given to the regional 

differentiations. I will attempt to study the two dynasties and try to look 

at the gender identities which the historiography of the period does not 

deal. I will explore the extent to which gender identities were regarded 

as significant in a specific regional contet. This is an aspect that has 

been relatively neglected in the broad overview of the period by 

renowned scholars. 

II 

In the last quarter of the 3rct century A.D., Central India saw the 

emergence of a local power, which succeeded the Satavahanas, the 

Vaka~akas. From a minor ruling dynasty they became a major power by 

the 4th century A.D. The Vakatakas claimed to be brahmans of 

visnuvrddhi gotra and their first king was Vindhyasakti. The Purai].as 

(Vayu, Brahmanda, Vi~~u, and Bhagavata Ptrfu]as) refer to the 

Vaka!akas as 'vaidesika nrpa'29. Pragiter takes them to be 'dynasties of 

Vidisa'. But all of the dynasties mentioned were not linked with Vidisa 

(in Madhya Pradesh) even remotely. According to A.M. Shastri, it 

probably meant 'kings of various regions'. 

The place of origin of the Vakatakas is contested among scholars. 

K.P. Jayaswal traces their origin from Bijnaur-Bagat a village in 

Bundelkhand. Altekar says that as PuraJt.as mention Vindhyasakti, the 

founder of the dynasty, as the ruler of Vidisa, modern Bhilsa near 

28 Sharma, R.S., Early Medieval Indian Society. A Study in Feudalisation, Orient Longman, Kolkata, 
2001, p.- 265. 
29 Shastri, A.M., 'Puranas on Vakalakas', in Journal of Asiatic Society of Bombay, Vol.- 74, 1999, p. -
171. 
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Bhopal. Purika mentioned as capital was connected with Vidarbha 

(modern Berar) and Asmaka, by ancient geographers. Therefore, it was 

presumed that the nucleus of origin of the Vakataka principality lay in 

the western- central province or Berar. 

V.V. MirashiJO advocated e_ theory of a South Indian origin for the 

Vakatakas because of the mention of a gahapati (householder) named 

Vakataka in a fragmentary inscription datable to about 3rd century A.D. 

engraved a column at Amaravati in Guntur district in Andhra Pradesh. 

This view was not accepted as it was a personal name and not a clan 

name. The person was described as a simple householder and not as a 

ruler or high official. And Amaravati was a famous Buddhist place 

where people from far and wide came and gave grants. A.M. Shastri31 

says that Vindhyasakti and his son and successor Pravira or 

Pravarasena 'I founded the dynasty and hailed from Vindhya region. 

K.V. Ramesh32 traced the origin of the Vakatakas in Akola district 

Basim. He says that the term was Vakadu, which was the Dravidian 

form of the Sanskrit word Vakata which, in Dravidian mean 'a forest'. 

Starting with A.S. Altekar and R.C. Majumdar's The Vakataka

Gupta Age, quite a number of books deal with the political history of 

the Vaka~akas. The Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan series edited by R.C. 

Majumdar in its volumes, The Classical Age, and the Struggle for 

Empire deals with the chronology and the military conquests of the 

rulers. S.R. Goya133 discusses the relationship of the Vaka~akas with 

the Bharasivas and also the Guptas. 

30 Mirashi, V.V., Inscriptions ofthe Vakatakas, Corpus Inscritionarum fndicarum (C/1), Voi.-V, 
Ootacamund, 1963, p. - xvi. 
31 Shastri, A.M., 'The Vaka!akas: Original Home and Some Other Problems', in A.M. Shastri (ed.), The 
Age of Viikiitakas, Harman Publishing House, New Delhi, 1992, p.- 12. 
32 Ramesh, K.V., 'On the Vakatakas and their In~criptions', in A.M. Shastri {ed.), The Age ofViikiitakas, 
ibid., p.- 29. • • 
33 Goyal, S.R., A History of the Imperial Guptas, Central Book Depot, Allahabad, 1967, pp.- 89-94, 
237. 
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K.M.Shrimali34 pointed out in the study of the economy of the 

Vakatakas that it was agrarian as there was no mention of trade in the 

inscriptions and also because of the absence of coins issued by 

dynasty. Further, excavations reveal that the flourishing urban centres 

of the Satavahanas declined during the Vaka~aka rule. Shrimali regards 

the large number of land grants i.e. nearly 80% of the total grants, to be 

the main feature showing agrarian character of Vakataka rule. 

According to him the two centuries of VakaFaka rule in parts of Central 

India and Northern Deccan with its non-monetary small-scale village 

and relatively declining urban economy presented a milieu in which the 

beginning of feudalism must have found its roots3~ 

R. Vajepayi36 discusses the archaeology in the Vidarbha region 

and shows that urbanism which was in ascent in the period of the 

Satavahanas shows pulls of de-urbanization in the Vaka!aka period. He 

argues that lack of trade and commerce, led to the growth of feudal 

tendencies and fragmentation ofland and state power. 

In keeping with the feudal model, R. Vajepeyi37 takes up the 

Chammak land grant of Pravarasena ·rr to show the social crisis with 

the rise of the brahmanas as landed intermediaries. He focused on the 

condition of the grant dictated to the grantee and the tensions inherent 

in it. According to Sircar, the condition of the grant was that the 

grantee should wage war against the killers of brahmanas, while Fleet, 

Kosambi and Mirashi hold that the condition specify that they do not 

wage war. This condition, according to Vajpeyi, points to social tensions 

in the region. Vajepeyi sees it as the factor, which contributed to the 

34 Shrimali, K.M., Agrarian Structures in Centra/India and Northern India, A Study of the Vakiitaka 
Inscriptions, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers pvt. Ltd., Delhi, 1987, p.- 6. • 
35 ibid., p.- 30. 
36 Vajpeyi, R., 'Opposite Pulls of De-urbanization & Semi-urbanization in Vidarbha in the Times of 
Vakii£akas', in Indian Hist01y Congress (IHC), 46'h session, Amritsar, 1985 (1986), pp.- 147,154. 
37 Vajpeyi, R., 'Socio-economic Tensions in the Bhojakata- Rajya ofViikiitaka kingdom in the Times 
ofPravarasena II', Indian Hist01y Congress ,45'h session, Annamalai Nagar:1984 (1985), p. -139. 
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transformation of the ancient economy and polity into the feudal 

system in the Vaka~aka kingdom in the 5th century. It showed that the 

powerful feudatories and brahamaJ)a fief-holders as intermediaries 

between the state and the peasantry had given rise to a new class of 

landed aristocracy. This class had tremendous resources and it could 

create socio-economic tensions in rural areas18 . 

From a minor power, the Kalacuris gained prominence after 5th 

century A.D. They established themselves in Central India. The 

Kalacuris, like other contemporary Rajput dynasties called themselves 

'candravamsis' and traced their descent from the Haihayas 

Sahasrarjuna, the son of Kartavirya. B.D. Chattopadhyaya says that 

the origin myth of a dynasty was also a way of claiming legitimization as 

was seen in the origin myth of the various Rajput dynasties39. Thus for 

the Kalacuris claiming descent from the moon was a way of claiming 

legitimization and also a method of proving their long ancestry. 

D.R. Bhandarkar talks of the foreign origin of the Kalacuris, 

refers to Vi~l}U Pural}a and Harivamsa where Haihayas were said to 

have taken help of Saka, Yavana, Parade and Khasa tribes, who were all 

foreigners, to defeat king Bahu40 . R.K.Sharma and V.V. Mirashi do not 

accept this explanation of foreign origin. According to Mirashi simply 

because they have taken help from foreigners does not prove their 

foreign origin. Besides Kartavirya and Bahu were characters of the 

vedic period when Sakas and Yavanas were not even known41 

38 ibid., p.- 145. 
39 Chattopadhayaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, (2"d edition), 
New Delhi, 1998, p.- 59. 
40 Asopa, J .N ., Origin of Raj puts, Bhartiya Pub! ishing House, Delhi, 1976, p.- 174. 
41 ibid, p. 174. 
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Not much work has been done on the Kalacuris. D. C. Ganguli42 

deals with the beginning of the Kalacuri dynasty and discusses the 

relationships of Kokalla T with other kings. Rahman Ali43 deals with 

the chronology of the kings and their achievements in his book on art 

and architecture of the Kalacuris. R.D. Banerji44 in Haihayas of Tripuri 

and their Monuments discusses the chronology of the kings and their 

military conquests. He also deals with their relationships with other 

kings especially the Rastrakutas. On their political history the 

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan series volumes, the Classical Age, the Struggle 

for Empire and the Age of Imperial Unity, edited by R.C. Majumdar deal 

with the chronology and the military conquests of the rulers. S.K. 

Majumdar45 characterizes the Kalacuris as a military state. By their 

military power they annexed a large number of territories and retained 

hold over them. Kalacuri inscriptions and copper plate grants mention 

a large number of military officials, which, according to him would 

characterize them as a military state. R.K. Sharma in his book 

'Kalachuris and their times'46 also deals with the kind of polity under 

them. The economy of the Kalacuris, like the Vakatakas, was based on 

agriculture. Some kind of internal trade is mentioned in inscriptions, as 

it talks about taxes to be paid for sale and purchase by the shops called 

vlthl {Bilhari stone inscription of Yuvarajadeva 'ICJ. However, the 

evidence for trade in the inscriptions were not adequate enough to label 

it as a trading society. The Kalacuris issued coins as early as 6th 

42 Ganguli, D.C., 'Early History of the Kalacuris of Cedi', Indian Historical Quaterly (IHQ), Vol.- I 3, 
I 937,p.- 482-487. 
43 Ali, Rahman, Art and Architecture of the Kalacuris, Sundeep Prakashan,Delhi, I 980, p. - 1-12. 
44 Banerji, R.D., The Haihayas ofTripuri and their monuments, in Memoirs of the Archaeological 
Survey of India, vol. -23, Delhi, 1991. 
45 Majumdar, S.K., 'A Note on the Military Power and Organization of the Later Kalacuris ofTripuri', in 
Indian History Congress, Vol.-22, 1959. 
46 Sharma, R.K., Kalacuris and their Times, Sundeep Prakashan,Delhi, 1980, p.- I 52. 
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century A.D., which included the gold cams of Gangeyadeva and 

Jajjaladeva47. 

As will be seen that the issues that have been explored vis-&vis 

these dynasties are genealogy, place of origin, details of chronology and 

in the case of Vaka!akas the question of agrarian expansion. Gender 

relations have not been explored for either of the dynasties. 

III 

Turning to studies on gender in general, we find that more often 

than not women have been referred to as a uniform category. Studies of 

women have generally been restricted to the family, she was described 

as a wife, mother and daughter, in a way confined to the household. 

Her contribution to society was relegated to the background and her 

role was seen only in procreation. 

Altekar48 while tracing the position of women from Rgvedic to 

medieval times, does not distinguish women beyond the family. Vijay 

Nath49 traces the position of women in the context of the changing 

nature of economy. She sees a decline in the position from vedic period 

with changing role in economic production. Saroj GulatiSO in her book 

'Women and society' discusses the status of women as mother, 

daughter, wife and widow. She rejects the reason like foreign invasions, 

brahamanical austerities, lack of education etc. to account for the 

decline in the position of women. She attempts to explain the decline in 

status of women through what she understands as the socio-economic 

47 Gupta, P.L., Coins, National Book Trust of India, Allahabad, 
48 Altekar, A.S., Position of Women in Hindu Civilization from Pre historic Times to Present Day, 
Motilal Banarasidass, Delhi, 1938. 
49 Nath, Vijay, 'Women as Property and their Right to Inherit Property upto the Gupta Period', Indian 
Historical Review (IHR), Vol.-20. 
50 Gulati, Saroj, Women and Society: Northern India in II 1

" and I i" centuries, Chanakya Publications, 
Delhi, 1985. 
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degeneration of the period. She deals mainly with textual sources and 

the use of inscriptions is limited. 

In political history, the role of women is never given much 

attention. Her role is limited to queen, mother, wife and daughter of the 

king. Tripat Sharma51 says that the women of royal families play an 

important role in politics of the period. He gave examples of some 

queens who held prominent place in history like the Va.kataka queen 

Prabhavatigupta. R.K. Sharma in 'Kalacuris and their times'52 in the 

chapter on society discuses marriage and the status of women, 

suggesting that the eloquent titles with which women were described, 

showed their high position in the dynasty. He further says that in many 

land grants the queen was addressed, which again implies that she 

played an important role in the administration. This would show that 

she probably exercised some kind of power and control over resources, 

which is why she was informed about the grant. 

Other insights can be drawn from the work of Cynthia Talbot53, 

who takes up the case study of Rudrama-cevi, the queen of the 

Kakatiya dynasty, who was referred to as a king in many of her 

inscriptions. She points to the fluidity in society, which made it possible 

for a woman to exercise power through adoption of masculine titles, 

attire and attributes. Her approach is very different from T. Sharma. 

She looks at the direct role played by women in the politics of the 

region, and tries to provide a structural and contextual explanation for 

the same. 

In the sphere of economic history women have been discussed in 

the context of property regulations, especially the stridhana. The law 

51 Sharma, Tripat, Women in Ancient india, Ess Ess Publications, New Delhi, 1987, p.- 53. 
52 Sharma, R.K., Kalacuris and their Times, Sundeep Prakashan,Delhi, 1980, p.- 81. 
53 Talbot, Cynthia, 'Rudrama-devT, the Female king, Gender and Political Authority in Medieval India', 
in David Shulman (ed.), Syallables of the Sky, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1995, p.- 399. 
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books of this period deal with the definition and the content of the 

strldhana. It was the earliest recognized form of property of women, 

which was given to the bride at the time of marriage. It tended to be 

small in value and was movable. Cynthia Talbot54 says women who 

acquired political prominence did have some kind of economic power. 

As daughters and wives of privileged men, high-born women enjoyed 

considerable social prestige. They also often had control over significant 

economic resources either in their own rights or as agents for their 

children. K.K. Shah55 says that the property rights of women in theory 

did have some substance in reality when she happened to be a queen or 

women from aristocracy. 

Uma Chakarvarti56 deals with the relationship between caste 

hierarchy and gender hierarchy and points out the importance 

brahmanical texts gave to the controlling of the female sexuality. 

Kaliyuga was defined in terms of women failing to perform their duties, 

which among other things led to miscegeny and thereby social crisis. 

Lower class men who were held to be a threat to upper caste purity had 

to be institutionally prevented from having sexual access to women of 

the higher caste. When the structure to prevent miscegeny failed, the 

entire edifice of the social order collapsed. 

Methods of using inscriptions to study the gender relations are 

well developed in Leslie C. Orr's 'Donors, Devotes and the Daughter of 

the God'57 . Her work is on temple women and the inscriptions of the 

c• . period are used. She compares the position of temple women 

with that of other women and also with the men associated to the 

54 ibid., p. - 392. 
55 Shah, K.K., Legal Rights of Women to the Landed Wealth, A Case Study of Candella Queens, in 
Kiran Pawar (ed.), Women in Indian History, Vision & Venture, New Delhi, 1996, p.- 83. 
56 Chakravarti, Uma, 'Conceptualising Brahamanical Patriarchy in Early India: Gender, Caste, Class and 
State', in Economic and Political Weekly, 1993, pp.- 579-580. 
57 Orr, Leslie C., Donors, Devotees and Daughters of the God, Oxford University Press, New York, 
2000. 
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temple. She studies the terms used for the temple women and links it 

with their status and the domestic activities. One such important group 

was the 'tevaratiyal' who were employed in the temple and their 

donative capacities show their right over income and property. She 

looks at the grants as a method to acquire position, property and 

privilege. 

Cynthia Talbot uses inscriptions to study the regional dynasty of 

Kakatiya of Warangal and studies them in the context of early medieval 

polity. She looks at the terminology used in the inscriptions for the 

social structure of the period. The social typology which was implicit in 

the names and titles borne by donors of religious endowments played 

an important role in understanding medieval social organization. Status 

was shown by the suffixes and prefixes used. Erriinent persons often 

had an administrative title to indicate possession of an official position 

that preceded all other parts of the name.ss 

Patronage to the temple was also viewed as a symptom and cause 

of dynamism of Andhra society, as a method of resource mobilization 

and distribution with the rise of the temple cult. There was extension of 

agriculture, most particularly intensive agrarian techniques involving 

irrigation. The patronage to temples became popular because of a 

multiplicity of social and political objectives, which could be achieved 

through this medium. She sees the cultural practice of religious gifting 

and inscriptions as strategies for consolidating social ties and 

articulating social identities. 

The methodology of both the studies are helpful for the present 

study. The use of inscriptions and analysing terms used in a way forms 

an important method to understand gender relations. 

58 Talbot, Cynthia, Pre colonia/India in Practice, Oxford University Press, New York, 2001, p.-56. 
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Epigraphical records are seen as a cultural practice of the early 

medieval period. The most notable feature of the 'age of inscriptions'59 

was the impulse to document religious giftsin a permanent form, as the 

gifts were recorded in stone as well as in copper plates to ensure their 

longevity. The majority of the inscriptions were religious endowments. 

Talbot correlates inscriptions with political changes and points out that 

in the case of Andhra, the period of political stability saw effloresce of 

inscriptions6o. This could be seen in the eloquent titles and epithets 

used to describe the king and the dynasty. 

Epigraphic records as a source for the study of history are 

significant, although problems, regarding their accuracy are pointed out 

by scholars. Inscriptions are of many types of which two prominent 

types are panegyric and donativ& 1. Most of the inscriptions are a 

mixture of the various types. Mostly the records begin with the 

panegyric description of the king I donor and the dynasty followed by 

details of the grants along with the rights and exemptions. Then, the 

genealogy of the donee, along with his achievements is mentioned. It is 

then followed by the names of the officials I social groups to whom the 

grant is addressed and the scribe, executor etc. Finally, we find the date 

and the occasion of the grant accompanied by the seal of the king. 

While this is the general structure not all grants follow this pattern. 

Inscriptions of the earlier period contained few details as 

compared to those of the early medieval period. With the help of the 

inscriptions a gendered study can be undertaken by comparing the 

records of the men with those of the women. By comparing the entire 

content of the records like the religious affiliation, grant, genealogy, 

59 ibid., p.- 18. 
60 ibid., p.- 27. 
61 Sal oman, Richard, Indian Epigraphy, Oxford University Press, New York, I 998, p.- II 0. 
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place of issue, titles etc. the relative status of women and men can be 

understood. 

The aim of the present study is to understand the underlying 

gender relations in the Vakataka and Kalacuri dynasties with the help 

of the inscriptions. The aim is to study the entire corpus and then 

compare the records of men and women in the dynasty as well as 

between the two dynasties. Attempts will be made to look at the 

changes over time in Central India. 

I propose to study the different aspects of these grants in 

separate chapters. The first chapter deals with the dating method, 

language and script, similarities and dissimilarities focusing on the 

extent, if any, they are gendered. I suggest that these are the implicit 

markers of identities and thus may be significant. In chapter-2, I will 

focus on the genealogy of the donor Is, titles, seals and place of issue. I 

will examine in particular the points where women figure in the 

genealogy and the significance, if any, given to their lineage is noted. 

Similarly, titles used by the king and those attributed to them by their 

successors and also the titles associated with the queens are analyzed. 

These I suggest are more explicit markers of identity. The third chaper 

deals with the similarities and dissimilarities in the grant, exemptions, 

addresses, doneejs and other officials- senapati, executor, scribe etc. 

associated with the grant. I examine the way in which men and women 

used donations to claim social status. In the last chapter, I compare the 

evidence for religious beliefs and practices as noted from the 

invocations, deities mentioned and rituals etc. 
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CHAPTER- II 

IMPLICIT IDENTITY MARKERS 

Dating methods, language and script are the implicit identity 

markers in an inscription. Every region has its own characteristic 

method of dating as well as specific language and script used. By 

studying them, regional specifications can be ascertained. Through the 

study of these implicit aspects of the grants the gender identity could 

be ascertained. I am considering whether men and women use these 

markers in identical way or differently. Language and script sometimes 

shows the influences of the local dialect and marks the process of 

formation of the regional dialect. 

I 

There are many methods of dating like in regnal years of the 

contemporary ruling king or dynastic years such as the Gupta era, 

Kalacuri-Cedi era and also eras such as the Vikram era, Saka era etc. It 

was generally noticed that dating in eras shows a claim to a long 

tradition and to continuity which could be interpreted as claim to 

status as a strong ruling dynasty. Emphasis was on continuity through 

the use of long traditions. Dating in dynastic eras show comparatively 

loose political structure. Dynastic era was regional in character. The 

emphasis was on the dynasty and not much on older traditions. Regnal 

years were considered more limited in nature and probably portrayed a 

minor ruling power. It did not portray continuity and was restricted to 

the ruling king. However, occasionally strong rulers like Asoka used 

regnal years. Using long eras were suggestive of claims to legitimacy 

and necessarily not a strong state. Dates also sometimes mention 

season or month. Dating in terms of season seems to have been a 
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regional feature while dating in months was a practice used through 

out the subcontinent. 

For the Vakatakas there are overall thirty-six (36) inscriptions of . 
these four (4) are in fragmentary condition, therefore they are not 

considered for the present study. There are two branches of the 

Vakatakas, one with Nandivardhana-Padmapura-Pravarapura as 

capital (hereafter mentioned as the major branch). The other branch 

ruled from Vatsagulma. Of the total, twenty-eight {28) inscriptions 

belong to the major branch and eight (8) to the Vatsagulma branch. Of 

the eight (8), three (3) were the records of the grant by the feudatories of 

the Vatsgulma branch. 

The Bahamani plates of Bharatabala, which was held to be a 

grant by the feudatory of Narendrasena!- of the major branch is not 

counted. A.M. Shastri2 says that after the discovery of the Mallar plates 

of Surabala alias Udirnavira shows that the Bahamani plates were also 

issued by the same king and not by his father Bharatabala alias Indra 

as it was held earlier. In the inscription there was inadverant omission 

of the prose portion introducing Surabala after the description of 

Bharatabala. So the word 'narendra' referred only to Surabala as the 

king and in no way, refer to Vaka!aka king Narendrasena. Moreover, 

Surabala Udirnavaira and Narendrasena were separated chronologically 

and a relationship between the two was not possible. Hence the 

inscription was omitted. 

Of the remaining thirty-three (33) inscriptions, twenty-three (23) 

record the donations by men. The distribution of the inscriptions3 is as 

follows: 

1 Mirashi, Y.V., Inscriptions ofthe Vaka£akas, Cll, voi.-Y, Ootacamund, 1963, p.- 83. 
:Shastri, A.M., Vaka£akas: Sources and History, Aryan Books International, New Delhi, 1997, pp., 7-8. 

For reference see Appendix -lA, column-I, III and IV. 
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TABLE- 2.1 DATING METHOD OF THE VAKATAKA MEN: 

S.no. King/ Dynasty Number of Regnal Other 

Feudatory/ Inscription/ s years 

Minister 

1. Rudrasena J4 Major 1 - -

2. Rudrasena II Major 1 1 -

3. Pravarasena II Major 11 10 -

4. Pr .. thvisena II Major 2 2 -. 

5. Vindhyasakti Vatsagulma 1 1 -

6. Devasena Vatsagulma 3 2 1 

7. Harisena Vatsagulma 1 1 -

8. Varahadeva Minister of 2 - -

Harisena 

9. Ravisamba Feudatory 1 - -

of Harisena 

Of the remaining nine (9) inscriptions, five (5) record the donation 

by women of which, Prabhavatigupta gave three (3) and one was by an 

unnamed queen of Pravarasena II. Another one i.e. the RamtekS 

inscription was probably given by daughter of Prabhavatigupta. This 

inscription was fragmentary and was given in the memory of 

4 
Mirashi holds thet Deotak plates belonged to Rudrasena (1), (C/1, vol. 5, p.- !)but K.M. Shrimali says 

that it could also belong to Rudrasena(II), (Agrarian Structures in Central and Northern India, 1987). 
For the present study it is counted as Rudrasena (I)'s inscription. 
5 

Mirashi calls it Ramtek, according to A.M. Shastri its Mansar plates and Hans T. Baker refers to it as 
Kevala Narasimha temple inscription. 
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Prabhavatigupta and identifies the deity to whom the grant was made 

as Prabhavatisvamin. 

TABLE- 2.2 DATING METHOD FOLLOWED VAKATAKAS BY 
WOMEN: 

S.No. QUEENS Dynasty Number of Regnal years Other 

Inscription/ s of king 

1. Pra bhavatigu pta Major 3 3 

2. Unnamed queen Major 1 1 

of Pravarasena II 

3. Daughter of Major 1 -

Prabhavatigupta 

Other four (4) inscriptions were given for the religious merit of 

the mother of the ruling king. Pravarasena II gives two such grants, 

while P:rithvisena II gives one. Another one was given by Narendraraja 

but it can not ascertained whether he was the son and successor of 

Pravarasena II because of the fewer titles mentioned and the lack of 

prominence of the donor and his mother. 

The Vakataka inscriptions are generally dated with the mention 

of tithi, month or season along with regnal years. S.B. Dikshit6 says 

that the word 'tithi' denotes the l/13th part of the lunar month. It 

could be translated in English as a 'lunar day'. There are seven (7) 

6 Dikshit, S.B., 'The Methods of Calculating the Week Days of Hindu Tithis & Corresponding English 
Dates', in Indian Antiquary (IA), Vol.-16, 1887, p.- 114. 
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inscriptions, which are not dated Such inscriptions are dated on the 

basis of the paleography. Nine (9) inscriptions are dated in terms of 

season i.e., summer (4), rainy (4) and hemanta (1). Its interesting to 

note that all the records of the Vatsagulma branch are dated in terms 

of season along with the four (4) records of the major branch. The 

major branch inscriptions fourteen (14) are dated in terms of month 

like, karttika (6), Jyestha (3), Vaisakha (2), Asvina (1), Phalguna (1), 

and Magha _(1). The Miregaon inscription of Pravarasena II, year 20, 

which record the donation of Prabhavatigupta was the sole instance of 

dating in month as well as in season i.e., Hemanta Pushyamasa. The 

Hisse-Borala inscription of Devasena is dated in Saka years. The date 

of this inscription was of great importance as it referred to Saka 380 

corresponding to the year 3020 of a cyclic reckoning in astronomical 

terms and reference to the planetary position of the Great Bear 

(saptarsi) in Uttara naksatra. No other inscription uses this method of 

dating; it's the first instance7 • It's the only known record of the 

Vakatakas to be dated in Saka era. Both men and women of the 

Vaka!akas followed the same dating pattern of mentioning the regnal 

year of the ruling king. Women also used the regnal year of the king. It 

shows that they derived their status from the king and did not have 

power to use their own regnal year, even when she was ruling as in the 

case of PrabhavatigupW. 

The Kalacuris were divided into four royal lineages whose 

inscriptions were found. They were the Kalacuris of Tripuri, Saryupara, 

Ratnapur and Raipur. The inscriptions of the Kalacuris of Raipur 

belong to a period after 15th century A.D., therefore it is not considered 

for the present study. The inscriptions found began from 8h century 

7 Kolte,V.B., 'Hisse-Borala Inscription ofVaka!aka Devasena', in G.T. Deshpande, A.M. Shastri & 
V.W. Karambelkar (ed.),Felicitation volume to V. V.Mirashi, pp.-373,379. 

Sircar, D.C., 'Date of Hisse-Borala Inscription of Vakataka Devasena', in Journal of Ancient indian 
History, Vol.-1,1967. • 
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A.D. (Saugor inscription of Sailkaraganadeva). There are sixty-eight 

(68) inscriptions of the Kalacuris. The distribution of the recordsB is as 

follows: 

TABLE- 2.3 DISTRIBUTION OF THE KALACURI INSCRIPTION& 

Inscriptions Trip uri Saryupara Ratnapur Total 

By Men 19 1 23 43 

By Women 6 - - 6 

By Both 2 - - 2 

Fragmentary 10 1 6 17 

Total 37 2 29 68 

TABLE 2.4 DISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS BY KALACURI MEN: 

S.no. King/Feudatory I Dynasty Number of Dynastic Other 

Minister Inscription/ s years 

1. Sankaragaoadeva Trip uri 2 - -

2. Lakshmanaraja II Trip uri 1 - -

3. Kokalladeva Tripuri 1 - -

4. Gangeyadeva Trip uri 1 1 -

5. Kan;a Trip uri 5 4 -

6. Prthvideva I Ratnapur 2 2 -

7. Yasahkarna Trip uri 1 1 -

8. Sodhadeva Saryupara 1 - 1 . 
9. Jajjalladeva I Ratnapur 1 1 -

8 for reference see Appendix -18, column-!, III, and IV. 
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S.no. King/Feudatory I Dynasty Number of Dynastic Other 

Minister Inscription/s years 

10 Ratnadeva II Ratnapur 3 2 

11. Prthvideva II Ratnapur 10 9 

13. Gayakarna Trip uri 2 1 
• 

14. Narasirhha Trip uri 2 1 

15. Jayasimha Trip uri 4 4 

16. Jajjalladeva II Ratnapur 3 3 

17. Ratnadeva III Ratnapur 1 1 

18. Vijayasimha Trip uri 3 2 

19. Pratapamalla Ratnapur 2 2 

Of the grant by women three (3), were given by queens and two 

(2), by other women. One inscription records donation for the religious 

merit of the donor's wife. All these grants belong to the Tripuri branch. 

The distribution table of the grants by women is as follows: 

TABLE- 2.5 DISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS BY WOMEN: 

S.no. Inscription King Donor Dynastic 
year 

1. Saugor Sankaragru:;ta Kri~Q.adevi of -
Loniya family (8thcentury) 

2. Bilhari Yuvarajadeva II Nohala,wife of the -
king (lOth century) 

3. Sarnath Karna Mamaka, wife of 1058 A.D. 
Dharmesvara 

4. Bhereghat Narasirhha AlhaiJ.adevi, mother 1155 A.D. 
of the king 
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S.no. Inscription King Donor Dynastic 

I 
year 

5. Bhereghat Gauri- Vijayasimha Gosaladevi, mother -
Sarl.kara temple of the king (13th century) 

6. Umariya plates Vijayasifnhadeva For the religious 1193 A.D. 
merit of Mokha 

(wife of the donor) 

The inscription of Karitalai mentions grant by king 

Lakshmal)araja II and his queen Rahada along with some other 

officers. The Rewa stone inscription of Kar:q.a mentions donation of 

Vappulla and his wife Nayanavati. These inscriptions are studied 

separately as joint donations. 

The Kalacuri inscriptions were mostly dated in Kalacuri-Cedi era 

I.e. about 249-250 A.D. It was probably founded by Abhira king 

Isvarasena as it commences from the date of his coronation. Kielhorn 

dates it as 24 7-248 A.D. According to Mirashi, of the various dates 

249-250 A.D. is most suitable9. Kalacuris in their inscriptions gave 

details like, tithi, month as well as the dynastic year. We do not find 

any inscription dated in terms of season. 

Of the records nine (9) inscriptions do not mention date. Twelve 

(12) mention only year of grant and remaining twenty-eight (28), 

mentions month like, Magha (7), Bhadrapada (4), Asvina (4), Karttika 

(4), Phalguna (3), Sravana (2), Agrana (1), Puasha (1), and Suchi (1). 

Three (3) inscriptions are dated in Vikram era. They are Alha-ghat 

inscription of Narasirhhadeva and Rewa plates of Vijayasirhhadeva of 

the Tripuri branch, and Ratnapur stone inscription of Prithvideva II, 

9 
Mirashi,V.V., 'New Light on the Epoch of the Kalacuri Era', Indian Historical Quaterly,(IHQ), Vol.-

25,(1949), p.- 83. 
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Year 120710 of the Ratnapur branch. The Koni stone inscription of 

P:rithvideva II, Year 900, mentions a soiar eclipse in that year but no 

such thing happened. 

By comparing the records of the two dynasties it could be noticed 

that both had distinct dating method. The Kalacuris used dynastic 

years while the Vakatakas used regnal years. The Vatsagulma branch 

dated only on terms of season while both the major branch of the 
' 

Vakatakas and the Kalacuris dated in terms of month. It could be . 
deduced that the Vatsagulma branch controlled a smaller region and 

was more influenced by local or regional methods. Others emphasized 

on long traditions and continuity. In terms of dating there was no 

difference in grants by men and women. Uniformity was seen in this 

context. Grants by women were dated in terms of month and regnal 

years in the records of the major branch of the Vakatakas and in the 

dynastic era of the king in the Kalacuri records. In the case of Kalacuri 

women three grants were dated in the dynastic year of the king while 

three donot give any date. Probably they did not have the status or 

position to use the dynastic year of the king. 

II 

This period saw effloresce of Sanskrit as the language of 

inscriptions. Earlier inscriptions used Prakrit. Rudradaman's 

Junagadh inscription was the first long epigraphic text in virtually 

classical language and style. Sanskrit was in use earlier but was 

limited to literary works. It was during the Gupta period that Sanskrit 

was used as an administrative language in epigraphs. Use of Sanskrit 

was seen as a method of legitimization and continuation of 

brahmanical traditions. It was seen as a status symbol. Richard 

10 Scholars are divided on its date. Kielhorn dates it to 1247 i.e. 1189-90 A.D., while Mirashi dates it to 
1207 i.e. 1149-50 A.D .. For the present study Mirashi's dating is used. 
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Saloman 11 says that the gradual sanskritization of inscriptions reflects 

on the one hand, the formalization of inscriptions and on the other 

hand, the spread of Sanskrit into the administrative realm, which was 

fully accomplished under the Guptas and their contemporaries. 

The Vakatakas used Sanskrit as the language of their 

inscriptions and the script they used was box-headed variety of 

southern alphabets. For the major branch, the inscription of 

Rudrasena I, was in Sanskrit. Of Pravarasena II's fourteen (14) records, 

only Pandhurna plates12 contain some Prakrit words, for the rest of the 

record Sanskrit was used. The script used was the box-headed variety. 

For the Vatsagulma branch, the inscriptions of Vindhyasakti II 

i.e. the Basim plates was partly in Prakrit and partly in Sanskrit. It was 

interesting to note that the genealogical part with which the common 

people had not much to do was in Sanskrit while the rest, which was in 

the form of an address to the people was drafted in Prakrit. It could be 

seen as a stage when Sanskrit was taking over Prakrit. Another 

interesting point m this respect was that the Prakrit used had 

similarity with what is now known as Maharashtri and also other 

dialect of Prakrit. It showed that the dialects were yet to be localizecP. 

In terms of language there was no difference between men and women. 

Using same language for records would imply claim to similar status. 

In terms of the scripts the Poona plates of Prabhavatigupta holds 

interest as it contains an admixture of northern and southern 

alphabets. The northern variety predominates which was seen as an 

effect of the Gupta relationship. But A.M. Shastril4 says as 

Prabhavatigupta's other grants like the Riddhapur and Miregaon 

11 Saloman,Richard, Indian Epigraphy, Oxford University Press, New York, 1998, p.- 94. 
12 A.M. Shastri calls this grant as Tigaon inscription on the basis of the find spot, p. -32. 
13 Shast:ri, A.M., Vaka!akas: Sources and History, Aryan Books International, New Delhi,l997, p. -39. 
14 ibid., p.- II. 
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inscriptions were in the box-headed variety, the choice of the script 

depended solely on the scribes. The ruling patron was only interested 

in getting their grants and other details properly recorded. In any case, 

it was important as it was only in the grant by a queen of north Indian 

origin that we find the use of the northern script. It does show that 

Prabhavatigupta wanted to create a separate identity for herself. Except 

Prabhavatigupta no other grants by women had variation in script. 

The language used in the Kalacuri inscriptions was Sanskrit and 

the script was nagari. Exception to this was the Banaras plates of 

Karna in which Prakrit was used in verse 12. The Chhoti-Deori 

inscription of Sankaraga!la, also show influence of the local dialects. 

The Alha-ghat stone inscription and the Sarnath stone inscription had 

incorrect Sanskrit and showed the influence of the local dialects. 

In the case of script all the inscriptions use nagari except Chhoti

Deori and Sarnath inscriptions, which are in proto- nagari script. The 

Chhoti-Deori inscriptions belonged to the 8th century A.D., one of the 

earliest Kalacuri records. The Paikore stone pillar inscription of Kar:pa 

was written in proto-Bengali script of the northern Indian alphabets. It 

may be due to the influence of his claim over Vahga. The Sarnath 

inscription of Kar:r?-a given by Mamaka, who belonged to elite family, 

used proto- nagari probably shows that she did not have access to the 

script used by the ruling class. 

In the matter of language and script the Vakataka inscriptions 

show a period of transition from Prakrit to Sanskrit while the Kalacuris 

used only Sanskrit, which showed that Sanskrit had acquired high

status and was also the means of claiming legitimacy. There is 

uniformity in the use of language and script in the records of men as 

well as women in both the dynasties, except in the case of the Poor1a 

grant of Prabhavatigupta. Men and women using the same method of 



dating, language and script in records showed that probably they 

shared a common administrative culture. They used the same official 

method to record their grants. In this respect even the feudatories and 

ministers also followed the trend of the ruling class. This shows that 

the ruling elite shared a common culture. This uniformity shows a 

deviation from the Sanskrit plays where women were shown using only 

Prakrit, which was an non-elitist language. Therefore, the use of 

Sanskrit in the records of donations by women implied their access to 

the elite language. 
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CHAPTER - III 

EXPLICIT MARKERS OF IDENTITY 

Place of issue, titles, genealogy and seals may be identified as the 

explicit markers of identity used in the inscriptions. They mark out the 

power, position and status of the donor clearly, while dating method, 

language and script forms the implicit identity markers. All these 

characters are not equally explicit. For instance genealogy is more 

explicit as the position of the queen or the king mentioned shows 

her /his prominence in the dynasty. Titles, similarly, specifically mark 

out the status as well as power of the donor. Seals and place of issue 

are not as explicit as the other aspects of the inscriptions. Each of 

these elements of the inscriptions is analyzed in subsequent sections. 

I 

Generally the place from where the grant was issued was 

mentioned at the beginning of the record. It is usually the capital as in 

the case of the Vakatakas, or the victory camp i.e. 'jayaskandhavareas 

in some of the Kalacuri inscriptions. 

The Vaka~aka inscriptions, records the shift of the capital from 

east to west i.e. from Padmapura to Nandivardhan and then to 

Pravarapura. Pravarapura was also called 'vaijeyika dharmasthtina'. 

Mirashi 1 translates it as victorious place of worship, whereas A.M. 

Shastri2 says, that this expression was never used in ancient times in 

the sense of a temple or place of worship. According to him, it denotes 

a court of justice viz. dharma Oustice) and sthtina (place). Thus, the site 

was a place of justice. Here 'vaijeyika' (victorious) has been taken as 

1 Mirashi, V.V., Inscriptions of the Vakii_takas, CII, Vol.-5, Ootacamund, 1963, pp-11. 
2 Shastri, A.M., Viika{akas: Sources and History, Aryan Book International, New Delhi, 1997, pp- 4-5. 
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honorific without much significance. To record the grant given from 

this place would probably indicate that the court buildings were used 

for the purpose of declaring land grants. 
I 

TABLE -3.1 PLACE OF ISSUE MENTIONED: 

GRANT BY PADMAPUR NANDIVARDHAN PRAVARAPUR MENTIONED AS 

'Vaijeyika 

Dharm.asthiina' 

BY KING 2 2 9 14 

BY QUEEN - 1 1 -

BY FEUDATORY/ 23 - 3 -

MINISTER 

The unfinished Mohalla plates of P~thvisena J4 was intended to 

be issued from Padmapura, which was probably the dynastic capital. 

Mirashi proposes to identify this with the modern village Padmapura, 

two miles from Amagaon in the Bhandara district. A.M.Shastri 

identifies it with Nagpur-Wardha region. The capital was Padmapura 

during the reign of Prthvisena I whose hold on the Vindhyan region and 

to the north of Narmada was slackening due to the imperial designs of 

the Gupta emperor, Samudragupta. He was probably compelled to give 

this region under the care of his vassal Vyaghradeva two of whose 

records were found from Nachna-ki-Talai and Ganj (Panna district, 

Madhya Pradesh). The capital was then shifted to the Vidarbha region 

i.e. Padmapura, which was safe. 

3 Nachna-ki-Talai and Ganj inscriptions given by Vyaghraraja (feudatory) are both fragmentary and are 
not used for the present study. 
4 This record is fragmentary therefore not used for the present study. 
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Then agam the capital was shifted to Nandivardhan (Poona 

plates of Prabhavatigupta) i.e. :"J'agardhan, near Nagpur. This became 

the capital of the Vaka~akas in the later years of Rudrasena II or during 

the regency of Prabhavatlgupta. It remained the capital till the 11th 

reigning year of Pravarsena II as mentioned in the Belora plates. 

The Mandhal plates of Pravarasena II, year 16 and 17 mentions 

the capital as Pravarapura i.e. Pavnar, near Wardha. The reason for the 

shift of the capital between thellth and the, 16th year of the reign of 

Pravarasena II is not known. It was named Pravarapura after 

Pravarasena II, since it was during his reign that the capital was 

shifted. This could be seen as a process of legitimization. The method of 

naming the place on the name of the king could be seen as a method of 

claiming authority. Scholars have not been able to identify any precise 

reason for the shift to the west. 

Of the thirty-two (32) inscriptions (leaving out the fragmentary 

records), five (5) do not mention the place of issue which includes two 

of the Vatsagulma branch i.e. Hisse-Borala plates of Devasena and 

Thalner plates of Harisena. In Mandhal plates of Rudrasena (II), 

Miregaon and Ramtek plates of Prabhavatigupta, it's probably lost. The 

two Ajanta caves inscriptions and the Ghatotkacha inscriptions of the 

Vatsagulma branch do not specify the place of issue, which, was 

obviously the Ajanta caves. It would imply that only the king had the 

power to mention the place of issue as'vaijeyika dharmasthana'.the 

queen and the ministers did not have the right to do so. 

The geographical distribution of the inscriptions of the Vaka~akas 

as is seen in the map does not show any sharp differences in the 

grants by men and women. It can be seen that the grant by the 

feudatories were towards the west of present day Maharasatra and not 

in the cluster of grants near the present day border of Madhya 
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Pradesh. The cluster of grants was around the Wardha region, between 

the river Wardha and Wainganga. This area plain as compared to the 

area near the Ajanta caves5 from where the ministers and feudatories 

gave their grants. The Wardha region also had mineral deposits like 

coal, manganese, limestone, etc. this is also corroborated from the 

references to mines in the exemptions given in the grants. It would 

show that the border area was under the direct control of the royalty 

and the feudatories and the ministers do not have the right to donate 

there. The India Office plates by Devasena and the Miregaon plates of 

Prabhavatigupta could not be shown on the map, as the place could 

not be identified. 

The Poona plates of Prabhavatigupta, the Jamb plates and the 

Belora plates of Pravarasena II mentioned Nandivardhan as the place of 

issue. Pravarasena 'II: mentions it as the 'vaijeyika dhannasthana' but 

Prabhavatigupta does not use this term. It was probable that she could 

not exercise her power over the administrative centres even though she 

was reigning during the period of the Poona grant. She could grant 

from Nandivardhan, which was the capital but could not call it as the 

'vaijeyika dhannasthdna'. Nine (9) inscriptions of Pravarasena II 

mention Pravarapura as the place of issue while two I.e. Siwani and 

Indore plates mentions only 'vaijeyika dhannasthana', which was 

probably Pravarapura. After Pravarasena II his successors do not 

mention Pravarapura as the place of issue. 

After the Poona grants Prabhavatigupta also issued grants from 

Riddhapur during the reign of Pravarasena II. he place of issue for this 

grant was the footprints of the lord of Ramgiri i.e. Ramtek. It was a 

religious place. In the Masoda plates, given by the unnamed queen of 

Pravarasena II, the place of issue was Pravarapura as in other records 

5 Singh, R.L., India. A Regional Geography, National Geographical Socierty oflndia, Varanasi, 1992, 
p.- 701. 
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of Pravarasena II. The Ramtek inscription given by the daughter of 

Prabhavatigupta mentions the place of issue as Ramtek. 

Tirodi plates of Pravarasena II mentions Narattangavari i.e. Wari, 

Akot tahsil, it was not called the 'vaijeyika dharmasthdna'. Wadgaon 

plates mentions camp (vasaka) at Hiranya i.e. Erai as the place of issue 

and calls it as the 'vaijeyika dharmasthana' Pandhurna plates 

mentions 'Pravaresvara devakula' as the vaijeyika dharmasthana. 

Mandhal plates 'A' mentions Ramgiri as the place of issue and set 'B' 

mentions Bennatasthana as the vaijeyika dharmasthana. The 

Mahurjhari plates of Prthvisena II mentioned Prthvfsamudra as the 

place of issue and were derived from his name. Of the Vatsagulma 

branch records, Basim plates of Vindhyasakti II, ,India Office and Bidar 

plates of Devasena mention Vatsagulma i.e. Basim as the place of 

Issue. 

In the Kalacuri records, only two grants mention the place of 

issue. The Banaras plates of KariJ.a grants from the victorious camp, 

'jayaskandhavard at Prayag and the Goharwa plates mentions the 

victorious camp at Kan;tatftha Rest of the inscriptions does not 
~ 

mention any place of issue. The grants by women do not mention the 

place of issue. 

The geographical distribution of the inscriptions of the Kalacuris 

doesnot shows any fixed pattern. The cluster of the grants by women 

and those given for the religious merits were around Jabalpur region as 

can be seen from the map. It was interesting to note that the grants are 

found around the Jabalpur and Ratanpur with only few inscriptions 
-

touching the present day Uttar Pradesh border. These clusters have 

grants by both men and women. The clustering would show that these 

two regions were more prominent during this period. The Jabalpur 
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region was fertile with mineral deposits of coal, limestone, bauxite etc6 . 

The Ratnapur region is known for rice cultivation along with mineral 

resources like iron, coal, bauxite etc7 • Sheorinarayan and Kharod 

inscriptions could not be shown in the map because of the lack of 

information about the place. 

Place of issue mentioned in the grants was an important method 

of showing control over the administration which women could not 

exercise. Although, PrabhavaFgupta gave grant from the capital 

without mentioning it as vaijeyika dharmasthana as done by 

Pravarasena II in his grants. But she does not call it as the 

administrative center. This shows that even during the period of her 

regency her power is restricted. In other records the place of issue was 

a religious center i.e. Ramtek. In the case of the Kalacuris except two, 

the grants do not mention place of issue. The king gave both the grants 

from victorious camp. None of the grants by women mentions place of 

issue. This would show that they probably did not have the right to use 

administrative terms. 

II 

Titles are the epithets, which, the ruling king, queen and other 

officers and feudatories claim. More high sounding the titlejs more is 

the power claimed by the person. For instance the title ascribed to the 

queen or claimed by her show her position in the dynasty. A queen 

from a strong and powerful lineage is generally mentioned with high 

sounding titles. Here I tabulate the titles used by the kings and the 

queens of both the dynasties. 

6 ibid., p.- 631. 
7 ibid., p.- 741. 
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TABLE- 3.2 COMPARISON OF TITLES USED BY MEN AND WOMEN: 

V AKA TAKA- MAJOR BRANCH . 
TITLE USED BY NO. OF MEN USED BY NO. OF WOMEN 

--
Raj an 1 -
Maharaja 2 -
Parama-mahesvara- 1 -

Maharaja 

Mahadevi - 2 

Agramahisi - 1 

VAKATAKA- VATSAGULMA BRANCH . 
TITLE USED BY NO. OF USED BY NO. OF 

MEN WOMEN 

Raj an 1 -

Maharaja 2 -

Dharma-Maharaja 1 -

KALACURIS - TRIPURI 

TITLE USED BY NO. OF USED BY NO. OF 

MEN WOMEN 

Raja 2 
. -

N;pa 3 -

Maharaja/ Maharajru 2 1 

Maharaj adhiraja 1 -

Paramabhattaraka- 6 -

maharaj adhiraj a-

paramahesvara 

Maharha-maha- 1 -
mahattaka 
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TITLE USED BY NO. OF USED BY NO. OF 

MEN WOMEN 

Trikalingadhi pati 4 -
Cediraja 1 -

Asvapati 1 -

Gajapati 1 -

Sam rat 1 -

Mahadevi - 1 

SARYUPARA 

TITLE USED BY NO. OF USED BY NO. OF 

MEN WOMEN 

Pararnabhattaraka-.. 1 -
maharaj adhiraj a-

pararnahesvara 

RATNAPUR 

TITLE USED BY NO. OF USED BY NO. OF 

MEN WOMEN 

Raja 1 -

Nrpa 3 -

Narendra 1 -

Bhupati/ 2 -

Bhuratnadeva 

Mahipala 1 -
Mahibhujo 1 -

Lord of Tumana 1 -
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For the Vaka~akas the queen does not share the title with the 

king and uses different titles like Mahadevf and Agramahisf. Although 

Prabhavatigupta ruled as a regent for her minor son still she does not 

uses titles equivalent to those of a king. This would imply that during 

this period women used only the derivative titles, which would imply 

that the queen derived power from the king. 

Another feature about the titles was the wide range of titles used 

by the Kalacuris as compared to the Vaka!akas. This would probably 

imply a sharper stratification. In the Kalacuri records it's seen that 

king claims many titles, for example, KarJ?.a uses the title of 

Paramabha~taraka-maharajadhiraja-mahesvara, Trikalingadhipati, 

Maharaja, Cediraja and Naradhipam. Prthvideva (II) uses the titles 

such as Mahipala, Narendra, Bhupati, Bhuratnadeva, Mahipala and 

Narevara. Narasimhadeva uses titles like, Nrpa, Paramabhattaraka

maharajadhiraja-mahesvara, Trikalingadhipati, Asvapati, Narapati, 

Gajapati and Maharajadhiraja As can be seen except Maharaja whose 

equivalent Maharajiz was in use by the Kalacuris. For the other titles 

no such equivalent was found. Amongst Kalacuris Gosaladevi uses the 

title of Maharajnf in the Bhere-ghat Gauri Sankara inscription of 

Vijayasimha. Using equivalent title could be seen as sharing equal 

status. The absence of equivalent titles would suggest lesser power and 

status. 

III 

The genealogical part of an inscription generally praises the 

dynasty and informs about the conquests and achievements of the 

rulers of that dynasty. For the Vakataka (major branch) the Jamb 

plates of Pravarasena II (422 A.D.), was the first to record the genealogy 

and the same was recorded in other inscriptions of the branch. The 

mention of the queens, if at all, was in the sense of one through whom 
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the successor was born. The general term used in the context of women 

was 'utpana' i.e. produced from. Thus the identity of women was not 

always sharply delineated. 

In the VakaJaka inscriptions the genealogical part is missing in 

only three (3) viz. Deotak, Mandhal plates of Rudrasena II and India 

office plates of Devasena. In Deotak it was not mentioned which would 

imply that mentioning of genealogy was not important to the ruler. 

About the Mandhal plates of Rudrasena II it was not known, as it was 

not mentioned in the source. In the India office plates of Devasena this 

portion was damaged. The rest of the inscriptions mention the line of 

rulers starting with Pravarasena 'I . He was described as Samrat while 

all other rulers use Maharaja as their title. For the major branch the 

genealogy was -

{Jamb plates of Pravarasena (II)} 8 

Samrat Pravarasena I 
c.270 A.D. 

I 
Gautamiputra 

m. daughter of Maharaja Bharasiva 
I of Bhavanaga 

Maharaja Rudrasena I {dauhitra} 

Parama-mahesvara -maharaja 

c. 330 A.D. 

I 
Maharaja P~thvisena I 

c. 350 A.D. 

I 
MaharajtRudrasena II 

c. 400 A.D. m. Prabhavatigupta daughter of 
Mahariijiidhiriija 

Devagupta or Candragupta II 

Pravarasena II 
c. 420 A.D. 

8 V.V. Mirashi, Inscriptions ofthe Vakatakas, CII, vol.-5, Ootacamund, 1963, pp-12. 
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{ Mandhal plates of Prthvisena } 9 I 
(year II) · Maharaja Narendrasena 

c. 450 j>.D. m. Majjhabhat_tjtrika, daughter of 
1 lord ofKuntala (Kuntaladhipati) 

Maharaja Prthvisena II 
c. 470 A.D. 

The Bharasiva and the Gupta alliances were mentioned in all the 

inscriptions. The lineage of the other queen i.e. Majjhathat!arika was 

not clearly specified. There was no title ascribed to her. This shows that 

the Vaka~akas considered the Bharasiva and the Gupta alliances
1 
more 

important. The Masoda plates of Pravarasena II was given at the 

request of an unnamed queen (bhalT!P Mahadevq but details were 

missing. 

In the case of genealogies of the Vaka.takas, we do not have 

inscriptional evidences of Pravarasena 'J', to whom the title 'samrat' 

was used, and of Gautamiputra. It was noteworthy that Gautamiput:-a 

uses a matrilineal name and was bereft of any title. It can be said that 

real power started from Rudrasena I. Thus the marital alliance 

becomes significant. It's noteworthy that after the Gupta alliance 

Pravarasena II uses a superior title of maharajadhiraja than used by 

his predecessors. Again the importance of the matrimonial alliance was 

highlighted. Next alliance was probably not as important as the other 

two as the no superior title was claimed by the successor. This would 

imply the importance of matrimonial alliances in the dynasty. 

The use of matrilineal name would again suggest the importance 

of family of mother. As probably was the case of Gautamiputra. 

9 
Shrimali, K.M., Agrarian Structures in Central and Northern India. A case study ofVakatakas 

incriptions, Munshiram Monoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, I987. 
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According to D.C.Sircar1° matronymics denotes paternal gotra of 

mother. But I.K. Sarma 11 says that it was a method of following 

brahmanical and Vedic religion and custom. 

Gautamiputra was succeeded by Rudrasena I who was described 

as dauhitra and was ascribed the title of Maharaja The term dauhitra 

meant that the person inherits the property of his grandfather in the 

absence of any other heir. According to Trautmann Manu says that 

dauhitra was the putrika-putra who inherits his grandfather's 

patrimony, but not of his own father, unless his father has no other 

son. But Hans Bakker12 says that the kings were not disinheriting the 

son by marrying him to a brother-less maiden rather they arranged the 

marriage of that son with a putrika, whom they had destined to be their 

own heir. The Vakataka king Rudrasena I nherited parts of the 

kingdom of his grandfather Pravarasena I as well as territories of the 

Bharasivas, a branch of the Naga dynasty that ruled from PadmavatL 

The marriage of Prabhavatigupta with Rudrasena II was an 

important matrimonial alliance. Prabhavatigupta was the daughter of 

Candragupta II and KO.beranaga of Naga dynasty. This marriage was 

sapinda because Rudrasena II was maternally linked with the Naga 

dynasty and also Prabhavatigupta's mother belonged to the Naga 

dynasty. This marriage alliance was against the dharmasastric norms, 

as sapinda marriage was not permissible13 . The alliance was also 

pratiloma in the terms of royal status as Rudrasena II was Maharaja 

while Candragupta II was Mahdrajadhiraja. Thus pratiloma alliances 

10 Sircar, D.C., 'Gotrantara or change of a Women's Gotra', in Indian History Congress, vol.-8, (1945), 
pp- 50-51. 
11 Sarma, I.K., 'Significance of Gotra and Matronymics in some Early inscriptions', in Journal of the 
Epigraphical Society of India (JESI), vol.- 8, (1981), p- 72. 
12 Bakker, Hans T., Viikiifakas: An Essay in Hindu Jconology,Egbert Forsten Groningen, Netherlands, 
1997, p.- 9. 
13 Kane, P.V., History of Dharmasiistra, vol.-2, Bhandarkar Institute of Oriental Studies, Pune, pp 
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were in practice, specially if it was politically important as probably in 

the case of Prabhavatigupta. 

Prabhavatigupta's Poona plates and Riddhapur plates has a 

special place in terms that they in the genealogical part of the 

inscription refer to the Gupta lineage rather than to the Vakatakas. 

She grants to Vaisnava shrines whereas the Vaka!akas were followers 

of Siva. In the genealogy she uses superior title of Maharajadhiraja for 

Candragupta II as well as Samudragupta while ascribing the title of 

Maharaja for Rudrasena ,[II~ . She also specifies her gotra as Dharana 

whereas the gotra of the Vakatakas was Vi~~uv:rddhi. According to the 

dharmasastra the gotra of a women changes when she gets married. 

D.C. Sircar14 says that the gotra of a women changes if the marriage 

takes place in regular way1s. Prabhavatigupta retained her paternal 

gotra as well as her paternal cognomen. Similarly, her mother 

Kuberanaga of Naga dynasty did not give up her paternal family name 

at marriage. Thus mentioning the matrilineal descent of the king 

appears to have continued by the Gupta::J-6 

Genealogy of the Guptas as given in the Poona plates of 

Prabhavatiguptal7: 

Maharaja Ghatotkacha 

I 
Maharaja Candragupta I 

I m. Mahadevz Kumaradevi 

Mahariijadhiraja Samudragupta 

14 
Sircar, D.C., 'Gotrantra or change of a Women's Gotra', in Indian History Congress, vol.-8, (1945), 

pp- 48-52. 
15 Of the eight forms of marriage viz. Brahma, Prajapatya, Arsa, Daiva, Gandharva, Asura, Raksasa and 
Paisaca, the first four were considered as pure and advisable. 
16 Sarma, I.K., 'Significance ofGotra and Matronymics in some Early inscriptions', in Journal of the 
Epigraphical Society of India (JESI), vol.- 8, (1981 ), pp- 71. 
17 Y.Y. Mirashi, Inscriptions ojthe Viikiifakas, CIJ, vol.-5, Ootacamund, 1963, pp-7. 
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Jvfaharajadhiraja Candragupta II 
I m. lvfahadevz Kuberanaga 

daughtet 
Agramahisi Prabhavatfgupta 

I m. Maharaja Rudrasena II 

Yuvaraja Divak'arasena 

The Riddhapur plates of Prabhavatigupta was similar to the 

Poona plates in terms of the genealogy except few changes like she 

mentions Kumaradevi as Lichchavi, uses lesser title of Mahiirajafor 

Samudragupta. She also mentions his wife MahadevfDattadevl. She 

does not ascribe any title to Kilberanaga. She claims for herself the title 

of Agramahisi and Mahadevl. In this inscription she describes herself 

as the mother of Maharaja DamodarasenaPravarasena which has 

become a matter of contention among scholars who are divided as to 

whether it refers to two kings or one. 

There were differences between the genealogy and the title of the 

Guptas given in the inscriptions of Prabhavatigupta and the standard 

Gupta genealogy. In the Bhitari stone pillar inscription of 

Skandagupta Is it was given as: 

Maharaja Ghatotkacha 

I 
Maharajadhiraja Candragupta I 

m.,ahadevz KumaradevT 

Maharajadhiraja Samudragupta 
1 m. Mahadevl Dattadevl 

Maharajadhiraja Candragupta II 
1 m. Mahadevz Dhruvadevl 

Maharajadhiraja Kumaragupta 

18 Fleet, J.R., Inscriptions of the Guptas and their Successors, CII, vol.- 3, Varanasi, (3'd revised 
edition), 1970, p.- 53. 
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A comparison shows that Prabhavatigupta uses eloquent titles 

only for her father. She mentions several asvamedhas performed by 

Candragupta II, which was assigned to Samudragupta in the Gupta 

inscriptions. Her main concern was to highlight her father and mother 

rather than the lineage of the Vakatakas. In this record, like in the 

Vaka!akas, the matrimonial alliances were specified specially the 

mother of the successor. 

Prabhavatigupta distinguishes her identity carefully emphasizing 

her differences from the Vakatakas. The Va.katakas in their inscription . 
mention the Gupta relationship but they use the title of Maharaja for 

Candragupta II m some and mention Devagupta instead of 

Candragupta. The mention of the Guptas would imply that it was an 

important relationship for them. 

For the Vatsagulma branch, the genealogy as given in the Basim 

plates19 (392 A.D.) and Thalner plates is as follows: 

Dharma maharaja Vindhyasakti I 

I 
Dharma raja Samrat Pravarasena I 

I 
Maharaja Sarvasena I 

I 
Dharma maharaja Vindhyasakti II [described as Haritiputra] 

I 
MaharajiPravarasena II 

I 
Maharaja Sarvasena II 

I 
Maharaja Devasena 

I 
Maharaja Harisena 

19 
V.Y. Mirashi, Inscriptions ofthe Vakiitakas, Cli, vol.-5, Ootacamund, 1963, pp-75. 
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Their inscriptions do not mention any queen. It was probable 

that they had no important diplomatic matrimonial alliance to 

proclaim. Probably it was a minor power. 

The inscription of feudatory of Harisena of Vatsagulma branch, 

m Ajanta caves XVII20 (approx. 475-499 A.D.), the genealogy of 

Ravisamba, ruler of Kandesh was given as follows: 

Naradhipatl (Name lost) 

Dhritarkshtra 
(Son1) 

Ragyo Harisabbo 

I 
Kshitipala Saurisamba 

(Son?) (Younger Son) 

Prthukirtidhru Upendragupta Kacha I 

I 
(Son?) 

Naradhipatf Bhikshudasa I (Son?) 

Nrpa Niladasa 
(Son?) 

Kacha II 

Nrpa Krishqadasa m.Aticandra 

I 
D haradhi pa21 Ravisamba 

20 V.V. Mirashi, Inscriptions of the Viikiifakas, CII, vol.-5, Ootacamund, 1963, pp-124-125. 
21 Mirashi says that name is lost while A.M. Shastri says that the name was Dharadhipa. 
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Only Krisnadasa's wife was mentioned but unfortunately her 

lineage and other details were missing. Since they were feudatories the 

rulers were ascribed with lesser titles like Nrpa. 

In the inscription of Varahadeva, minister (saciva) of Harisena, 

Ajanta cave XVI (approx. 475-499 A.D.) does not mention the genealogy 

of the minister and gives the genealogy of the Vatsagulma branch and 

ascribes no titles to the rulers. In the Ghatotkacha inscription, the 

genealogy of the ministerial family was given, which belonged to a 

category of brahmana called Valluras22. 

Yajfiapati 

rleva 

Brahmin wife m. sJma m. Ksatriya wife 
1 (Sons) 1 

established and Ravi 
carried out duties 
as Valluras 

I 
Pravara 

Sri-kama 

K~rti 
I 

_ _ Koso23 Hastibhoja 

I 
saciva Varahadeva 

In this genealogy the varl}a identity was highlighted. The 

brahm~a wife was mentioned first and the sons from her performed 

the duties as Valluras. The sons from the ksatriya wife performed 

ministerial roles. 

22 
Mirashi uses this evidence to argue for the south Indian origin of the Vakatakas. A. M Shastri does 

not agree with it. 
23 It was probably Hasti koso, designation of an officer 
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The Kalacuris traced their origin to moon. Mythical origin was a 

way of claiming long ancestry as well as legitimacy. The Tripuri branch 

mentions the conquest of the kings in the genealogy unlike the 

Vaka~akas. 

(Banaras plates of Karr:a, 1042 A.D.)24 
Candra 

J 
Hmhayas 

l 
ArJuna 

Kokallladeva I m. Natta (Candella) 

I 
Raja Prasiddhadhavala 

Sar'lkaragm:mdeva III Bhudayuviiraja Yuvarajadeva II 

(Jabalpur plates 
of Jayasirhha 

year 918i5 

I 
Kokalladeva II 

I 
Nrpa Gangeyadeva 

I -
Parama-bhattaraka-mahariijadhiriija Kama m. A valladevl 

paramesvara (Pmp) I 
Parama-bhattaraka-maharajadhiraja Yasahkarna 
paramesvara I 

Parama-bhattaraka-mahiirajiidhiraja Gayakarna m. AlhaJ)adevi 
paramesvara 

Nrpa Narasimha Pmp Jayasimha 
(Bhereghat Gauri sankara 1 m. Gosaladevi 
Temple Inscription ofVijayasimha, 
13 11

' century A.D.)26 
Pmp Vijayasiinha 

I 
Mahakumar Ajayasimha 

14 
V. V. Mirashi, Inscriptions oft he Ka!achuri-Chedi Era, ClJ, vol.-4, part-1, Ootacamund, I 955, pp-241-

244. 
25 ibid., pp. - 327-328. 
26 ibid., p.- 364. 
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References to the queens, in the inscriptions, ends with her being 

described as the mother of the successor. Her lineage was not 

elaborated. She was described as 'janaya' of the successor .. Nowhere 

was she directly referred to as the wife of the king. 

Sometimes in the genealogy, the king was described as the 

mediating at the feet of Parama-bha~~araka-mahiiriijiidhiriija -

paramesvara (Pmp) Vamadeva, probably he was the founder of the 

northern Kalacuri power27 . Scholars do not agree regarding the 

identification of Vamadeva. D.C. Sircar identifies him as ascetic 

Vamadeva, to whom king Sahasika of Kalacuri dynasty dedicated his 

empire according to P[thviriija-vijaya The king was identified as 

Gangeyadeva. On the similar evidence V.S. Pathak identifies him with 

Saivacharya Vamasambhu with reference in the Malkapuram stone 

inscription. The king was identified as Yuvarajadeva(II). V. V. Mirashi 

puts Vamadeva to the end of 7th century and as the founder of the 

Kalacuri dynasty2s 

Of the records of the grants by the officials only the Rewa stone 

inscription of Karna (year 800) and Rewa stone ot Vijayasiinha year 

944, mentions the royal genealogy briefly. The Chhoti- Deori inscription 

of Sankaragaqadeva, Makundapur stone inscription of Gangeyadeva, 

Bahuriband statue record of Gayakarna, Lal- Pahad and Alha- ghat of 

Narasimhadeva along with Rewa and Tewar records of Vijayasimha 

does not give any genealogy. The Rewa stone inscription of Vijayasimha 

year 94429, besides giving the royal genealogy also gives the genealogy 

of the donor Malayasirhha. 

27 Mirashi, V.V., Kalachuri Naresh aur unka kal, p.- 14, in Sharma R.K., Kalacuri and their times, 
Sun deep Prakashan, Delhi, 1980, p.- 9 (footnote- I). 
28 V.V. Mirashi, inscriptions of the Kalachuri-Chedi Era,. Cll, vol.-4, part-1, Ootacamund, 1955, pp
lxviii. 
29 ibid., pp.- 350-351. 
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Padmasirnha 

I 
Kfrtisirhha 

Jata (head ofvisaya under king Kama) 

Yasahakarna (under Gayakarna) 

Candrasimha 
(grhasaciva of Vijayasimha) 

Malayasini.ha 
I m. Talhanadevi 

Prthvidhara (name lost) 

Then the genealogy of Vidhyadhar~o, the superintendents of the 

excavations of the tank, who belonged to the family of Vastavya 

Uddharma 

Sridharal 

Thakkura Lakshmidhara 

Vidhyadhara 

Then the genealogy of Purushottam, son of Valhana and also of the 
poet Purushottam31. 

30 ibid., p.- 353. 
31 ibid., p.- 353. 
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Ramacandra 

I 
Divakara 

I 
Purushottam 

The Rewa plate of Vijayasirhha (year 1253)32 gives the genealogy of 

Salakshanavarman, feudatory (samanta) of Vijayadeva. 

Kirtivarman 

Dhahilla 
I (?) 

VajUka 
I (?) 

DandUka 
I (?) 

khBjUka 
I (?) 

Jaya varman 
1 (son) 

Vatsaraja 
I 

Salakshanavarman 

There was no refrerences to women in the genealogy. 

In the records by women other than queens, there was no 

genealogy given. In the Bilhari stone inscription of Yuvarajadeva II,, of 

lOth century A.D., the royal genealogy starts with Kokalladeva ,I~ to 

Yuvarajadeva or Keyuravarsha. In the verse 30.37 the genealogy of 

Nohala was given. It states that from a handful water taken by sage 

Bharadvaja to curse Drupada there was born a warrior,the family 

descended and came to be known as Calukyas This highlights the 

32 ibid., p.- 361. 
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importance of Nohala in the kalacuri dynasty. Genealogy33 was given 

as: 

Sirnhavarman 
1 (son) 

Sadhanva 

A 
I. 

vamvarman 
I (daughter) 

Nohala m. Yuvarajadeva 

In the next part of the record it mentions the son of Nohala and 

Yuvarajadeva, Lakshmanaraja (Bhudbhupat1. In later part, the branch 

gave the genaelogy of Saiva ascetics from Kadambaguha34 . 

Rudrasambhu (disciple of lord of Mattamayura) 

I 
D haramasambhu 

sladaSiva 

I 
Madhumateya 

I 
Chudasiva 

I 
Hridayasiva (invited by Lakshmanaraja) 

Agh6rasJva 

The Bhere-ghat stone inscriptiom of Narasimhadeva (year 907)35 gives 

the royal genealogy from moon to Gayakarpa. Then gives the genealogy 

of Alhal}adevl. This shows that she held an important position in the 

Kalacuri dynasty. The genealogy given as: 

33 ibid., p. - 212. 
34 ibid., p.- 213. 
35 ibid., pp.- 316-317. 
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GiibhiiTutra 

N:pa Hamsapala 

I 
vasudhapatWarimha 

Prthvl]Jatf Vijayasithha 
m Syamaladevi (daughter(sutaya) of 

daughter Udayaditya, ruler ofMalava mandala) 

Alhanadevi m. Gayakarna 
( S~ns) • 

Nrpa Narasirhhadeva Jayasimha 

Then the genealogy of Sasidhara , who composed the eulogy and 

belonged to the Maunya lineage36. 

Mahesvar~ 

Dhabnidhara 

, I . 
Sas1dhara Prt~vidhara 

(wrote eulogy) (composed eulogy) 

The Bhere-ghat Gauri Sankara Temple inscription of Vijayasimha gives 

no genealogy and only mentionsMahiirajfii Gosaladevi. 

Of the inscriptions which records grants by both men and women, the 

Karitalai mentions three Kalacuri princes Yuvarajadeva, 

Lakshmal).araja and Sal}ka(raga:pa) but nothing was specified about 

Rahada, wife of Lakshmai].araja (II). The Rewa stone inscription of 

Kar:r;a(year 812 i.e. 1052-53 A.D.) gives royal genealogy from Kokalla 

36 ibid., p.- 317. 
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(II) but no reference to women was there. Genealogy of Vappula37, the 

donor was given as: 

(Name lost) 
I 

Vijjalaranaka Vigraharaja 

Vap~ulla 

Nayanavati was mentioned as wife (patni) of some person probably, 

Vappulla but nothing else was known. 

The genealogy of the branch ofSaryupara38 also starts from moon. 

Candra 

Kiirtivzrya Arjuna 

_ I brother 

Laksh -.- mal)araja 

Raja Rajaputra 

, I 
Sivaraja I 

I 
Sahkaragana I 

I 
MadanadevT m. Gunabhodhideva m. kafichanadevT 

I or Gunasagar I 

Bhamandeva m. DehattdevT 
Ullaba 

37 ibid., pp.- 281-282. 
38 ibid., part- ii, pp.- 386-389. 
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, I 
Sankaragava (II) or Mughatunga 

I m. Vidya 

Nrpa Gunasagar(II) m. Rajava (priya) 

I 
Sivaraja or Bhiimanadeva II 

I m. Sugalladevim 

Sankaragaqa III 
I m. Yasolekhya 

Bhima (lost kingdom) 
Gunasagar m. Lavanayavati 

V
I_-
yasa 

I 
P arama-bhaJ{araka-maharajadhiraja Sodhadeva 

Unlike the Tripuri branch, these kings were mentioned along 

with their wives but unfortunately the lineage was not mentioned. As 

usual the wives were mentioned without any titles only for Rajava, wife 

of Gunasagar II the term priyii was used. Kings do not use any title 

except the lesser title of Raja and Nrpa Only Sodhadeva uses the high 
• 

sounding title of Parama-bhatraraka-mahiiriijiidhiriija. Probably the 

Saryupara branch was a minor power. It important to note that in this 

branch, wife of nearly all the rulers were given which would imply to 

their prominence in the dynasty. It would also imply the strategy of 

enhancing power through marriage. 

For the Ratanpur branch of Kalacuris all the inscriptions g1ve 

details of genealogy except the Raipur plates of P:thvideva I. Their 

genealogy also starts from the candra. 
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Candravamsis 

I 
Kokalla 

1

18 sons 
youngest 

Kalingaraja 

Kamalaraja 

Ratnaraja 

J 

m. Nonnala daughter ofVajuvarman, 
king of K6m6-mandal 

Nrpa P thvideva I 
' j m. Rajalla 

Nrpa Jajjalladeva 
' I m. Lachehhalladevi 

Bhupati Ratnadeva II 

N;pa P.rthvideva II 

ajalladeva (lord ofTumana) 

Jogaddeva m. Somalladevi 

Bhupati Ratnadeva III 

I 
Nrpa Pratapamala 

In the genealogy the lineage of the queens was not mentioned. 

They were not ascribed any title. This shows that they were given less 

prominence in the dynasty. But they were mentioned would show that 

they were significant. 
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The Rajim stone inscription of P-rthvideva II39 , year 896 i.e.1145 

A.D. mentions the genealogy of the donor Jayapala from Thakkura 

Sahilla of the family Rajamela who migrated from Vadahara. 

Thakkura Sahilla 
brother 

sons I 
Vasudeva 

I I I 
Bhayilla or Desai a Sramin 

m. 
Thakkurajfii Udaya I 

Devasimha Jagadeva 

Jagapala 

It was the sole instance where a title was ascribed to some 

women, who did not belong to the royalty. It was also interesting to 

note that except the first member no one was using any title. And 

Udaya was using the equivalent of that title. It shows that she must be 

having a dominant position in the family. 

In the Ratnapur stone inscription of Prthvideva II40, year 1207, 

1.e. 1149-50 A.D. the royal genealogy was given from Jajalladeva I' and 

then the genealogy of the donor, Devagana, was given. 

39 ibid., pp.- 453-454. 
40 ibid., pp.- 486-487. 

Govinda (Vastaya family) 

I 
~arne Rlghava 

Rltnasimha m. Rambha_Ratni) 

(vaddhu) Prabha m. Devagana m.Jambo (drtiya patni) 

I 
(santana) (duhita) 

Jagatsimha Rayasimha Bhopa 
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This inscription clearly mentions the relationships and uses the 

terms like patni for wife. This was also the sole instance were daughter 

was mentioned and the term used was duhita This probably shows 

that the daughter held some important position so she was mentioned 

in the genealogy of the family. 

In the Akaltara inscription of Ratnadeva (II)41, (12th century A.D.) 

besides mentioning the mother of the king, it gives the gen€alogy of the 

donor, Vallabhanlja, of Vaisya lineage. 

Devadija 

I 
Raghava 

I 
Harig ana 

V Jnabharaj a 

In the Koni stone inscription of Prthvideva IF2, year 900 i.e. 

1148-49 A.D. after the royal genealogy, the lineage of the donor 

Purushottama was given. 

So9hadeva (minister of Prthvrdeva I) 

Nimbadeval m. Lakhama 

PurJshottama 

The Ratnapur stone inscription of ~rthvideva II, year 910 i.e. 

1158-59 A.D. mentions the donation of Vallabharaja also mentions his 

41 ibid., p.- 432. 
42 ibid., pp.- 468-469. 
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wife SvetalladevL The royal genealogy was same as given in the other 

inscriptions. 

In the Ratnapur stone inscription of P!thvideva II, year 915, i.e. 

1163-64 A.D., it also mentions the genealogy of the donor, 

Bnlhmanadeva, son of Prthvipala. Similarly the Mallar stone 

inscription of Jajjalladeva II (year 919) i.e. 1167-68 A.D. gives the 

genealogy of the donor, Brahmai).a Somaraja, who was the son of 

Gangadhara and grandson of Prthvidhara of Kr,~:p.atriya gotra from the 

village Kumbhati in Madhyadesa43. 

The Sheorinarayan stone inscription of Jajalladeva II (year 

933)44, i.e. 167-68 A.D., the donor Amanadeva and Vikrannadeva 

belonged to a collateral branch of the Kalacuris. Their genealogy was as 

given below: 

Tej lladeva 

Prthvideva I 

I younger brother 
Sarvadeva (at Sonthiva) 

l(son) 
Aman deva I (probably) 

I 
Rajadeva 

Vikkanna eva 

Am~nadeva II 

Kharod stone inscription of Ratnadeva III (year 933)45, i.e. 1181-

1182 A.D., gives the genealogy of the mantri Gangadhara. 

43 ibid., p.- 514. 
44 ibid., pp.- 522-523. 
45 ibid., p.- 538. 
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Devadhara (kasyapa gotn] 

Rajadeva m. Jiva (priyii) 

(bharrya) Ralha m. Gangadhara m. Padma 

I I I I 
Suprada Jijaka Khadgasimha 

In the context of women the Vakatakas describe their 

relationship with the king as one who produced the successor. She was 

described as daughter and the term used was sutaya that, was a 

derivative of suta, which, meant born of or by. Only in the Ghatotkacha 

cave inscription was a direct relation was specified i.e. patni. The 

Kalacuris also use the similar terms for women. The terms used were 

jaya, janaya and sutaya. In few cases the word priya was used which 

means beloved. It was interesting to note that the inscription of 

ministers and feudatories use terms like patnj vaddhu, bharrya and 

priya. Also the term duhita was used. Thus the king does not gi\e 

much prominence to women in the genealogy; only the women with 

some kind of power were referred to. In the Ratnapur and Saryupara 

branch inscriptions mention the wife of nearly all the rulers, which 

would imply to their importance in the dynasty. 

Another point that can be seen was the standardization in the 

genealogies given by men. In the genealogy by women i.e. by 

Prabhavatigupta this standardization was not there. There were 

differences in the two inscriptions in which, she gives the genealogy of 

the Gupta dynasty. In the genealogies by men usually there were no 

diffetences. 
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IV 

Seals used were giVen at the end of the grant. Seals were the 

proof of royal proclamation. It was also a method of authentication. In 

the case of Vakatakas only twelve (12) inscriptions were sealed for the 

rest it was either lost or not given. For the major branch, seals started 

with the Poona grants of Prabhavatigupta. She mentions herself as the 

mother of the yuvarajaDivakarasena. 

Viikiifaka-laliimasya 

[r ]m-priipta-nrpasriyah 

Jananyii Yuvariijasya 

Siisanam-ripu-sasanam 

[This is the enemy chastening mother of the prince who got royal 

fortune by inheritance46]. 

Pravarasena II uses the seal only from the Mandhal plates year 

16and 17 i.e.436 A.D. He follows same pattern as the Prabhavatlgupta 

and mentions himself as 'raja'. 

Viikii{ha(ta)-kalamasya 

Krma-pratapa-m;pa-srya[h J 
Riigya[h} -Pravarasenas 

Siisanam-ripu-siisanam 47 

[This is the enemy chastising command of the king Pravarasena 

the ornament of the Vakataka who has inherited royal fortune by 

inheritance]. 

46 V.V. Mirashi, Inscriptions ofthe Vakiifakas, CII, vol.-5, Ootacamund, 1963, p-8. 

47 ibid., p.- 26 
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All the grants by Pravarasena II i.e. Chammak, Siwani, Dudia, 

Tirodi, Pattan and Pauni had same seal. 

In the Riddhapur plates of Prabhavatigupta the seal was lost. 

The seal used in the Miregaon plates was different from the earlier seal 

in the Poona plates. This again shows that in the grants by men there 

was a standardized method followed whereas in the case of women it 

was not. The Miregaon inscription seal was as follows: 

Vikrantayor=janayas tu 

Viikiifaka-narendrayoh 

Sri-Prabhavati(tl}gupta yah 

Sasanam-ripu-sasanam 48
. 

It describes Prabhavatigupta as the mother of two powerful kings 

and refers herself as the chastiser of the enemies. It was also 

interesting as this grant was made during the rule of Pravarasena 'If. 

This shows that even then she could exercise power and not only give 

grant but also gives her own seal. 

The Mandhal plates of Prthvisena year 2and 10 gives the 

following seal: 

Narendrasenasatsunoh 

Bhartut-vakiitakasrya 

Pri (pr) thvzsenanrpatye 

Jigfsonjayasasana(m/9 

In the seal he describes himself as the son of Narendrasena who 

wants or desires to win over enemies. 

48 
Shastri, A.M., Viikiifakas: Source & Histoty, Aryan Book International, New Delhi, 1997, p.- 92. 

49 
Shrimali, K.M., Agrarian Structures in Central & Northern India. A study of Viika[aka inscriptions, 

Munshiram Maniharlal,Publishers, Delhi, 1987, pp. -73,77. 
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The Bidar plates of Devasena of the Vatsgulma branch which, 

ends with the legend, Vaka~aka ruler, king Devasena. 

Vakiitakanam -maharaja-Sri-Devasena50 

For the Kalacuris, in the donations of the Tripuri branch only the 

Jabalpur plates of Jayasitnha (year 918) have a seal with the legend 

Sri-Jayasirhha. For the remain~ng grants there was no seal. In the 

Saryupara branch inscription the seal was Sri-Sodhadeva. In the 

records of the Ratnapur branch only seven (7) inscriptions have seal 

and they only mention the name of the king. Only the Sheorinarayana 

plates have the seal which, says, 

Maharanaka, Srzmad-·Ratnadeva51 

Pr;thvideva :n· in five of his inscription contains the seal: 

Raja-Srzmat- P':thvzdeva 

Pendrabandh plates of Pratapamalla also give the seal: 

Raja- Srz- Pratapamalladeva52 

It was only Prabhavatlgupta and Pravarasena Ilwho, used long 

seals rest all the rulers mention only their names in the seal. The seal 

as the mark of royal status was quite well seen in the case of these two 

rulers. It seems that rest of rulers only use it as the mark of 

authentication. 

50 Shastri, A.M., Viikiitakas: Source & History, Aryan Book International, New Delhi, 1997, p.- 110. 
51 V.V. Mirashi, Inscriptions ofthe Kalachuri-Chedi Era, CII, vol.-4, part-ii, Ootacamund, 1955, pp-
422 
52 ibid., p. - 548. 
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The explicit identity markers would show that the king held a 

high position, which was not shared with others. The kings mention 

the place of issue, which was generally derived from the name of the 

king. The queens do not use the place of issue, even when she 

mentions it she does not term it as capital. The feudatories and 

ministers do not mention place of issue. In the case of titles, which was 

quite explicit of the status of the donor the kings used a range of titles 

whereas the queens used only derived tittles which shows that she 

derived her power from the king. This would imply her subordinate 

position. The ministers do not claim any title. In genealogies women 

were given prominence that they were mentioned in the inscriptions 

but since lesser titles were used which, shows that they did not have 

equal power. Except Prabhavatigupta no other .queen so explicitly 

claims a· position different from the king. 

Through the study of the aspects like grant, exemption, officials 

addressed and other officials and social categories mentioned the 

administrative power of the donor could be noticed. The next chapter 

analyses these aspects of the grant and powers of the king , queen and 

of the feudatories are noticed. 
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CHAPTER- IV 

GENDEERED CONTROL OVER POLITICAL AND 

ECONOMIC REOSURCES 

This chapter deals with control over the resources by the donors. 

The following aspects of the grant are discussed in separate sections

grants given, exemptions and rights, doneejs, officials addressed and 

other officials or social categories mentioned. 

These aspects of grants indicate the administrative and economic 

power of the donor. The grant she/he gives, how many exemptions 

given and types or variety of rights provided to the donee show her /his 

control over resources. This raises the question of ownership of land. 

Land can be donated only if the donor has ownership right over it. 

There has been an ongoing debate on the question of ownership of land 

amongst scholars. 1 Different forms of ownership - private, royal and 

communal have been suggested.2 Most scholars agree that the king 

had ownership rights. In most grants of village/ s, only right to collect 

revenues was transferred and the king maintained some right over 

land. Granting land was a way of establishing control over resources. It 

could be seen as a method of claiming legitimacy. 

I 

Grants can be classified under the following heads- plots of 

land, villages, resources for the construction of temple, tank, garden 

etc. Sometimes the grants were combined i.e. granting land along with 

constructing a temple and so on. Most of the grants were given for the 

1 Maity, S.K., Economic Life in Northern India in Gupta period, Calcutta, (2"d edn.), 1970, pp. 29-32. 
2 Ibid, p. 19. 
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purpose of gaining religious merit for the donor and sometimes for 

her /his parents. In many cases, grants were given for the religious 

merit of mother, as in the Vaka!aka grants. The occasion of the grant 

may be lunar or solar eclipse or any other special occasion like victory 

or sraddha etc. Sometimes it was linked with religious activities such 

as taking a bath on a certain day or breaking fast. Some records donot 

provide explicit reasons for grants. 

The normative texts specify that in case of land grants 

boundaries must be well-defined. Dispute often arose regarding 

boundaries of villages and also those of individual holdings. In order to 

reduce the possibility of such disputes jurists like Manu, Brihaspati, 

Yajavalkya, Narada emphasize the maintenance of boundary marks of 

different kinds.3 In Vakataka grants, of the thirty-two (32) grants, ten 

(10) donot mention the specifications of the boundaries, rest all 

mention the boundaries on the four directions. In the case of Kalacuri 

grants, there was no mention of the specification of the land or village 

given. Thus, practically boundaries were not given much importance 

and by the Kalacuri period it was not mentioned. The boundaries 

specified would mean that the land grant already existed and therefore 

there was no need to mention it. 

Table below helps to understand the distribution pattern of 

grants. 4 

3 Niyogi, Puspa, Contributions to the Economic History of Northern India, Progressive Publishers, 
Calcutta, 1962, p. 46. 
4 For reference see Appendix- III (a), Column- III. 
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TABLE 4.1: GRANTS BY VAKATAKAS: 
' 

MAJOR BRANCH 

Grant No. of Land Village Temple Other 
grants 

By King 16 3 12 - IS 

By Queen 5 1 3 1 -

By Feudatory I 3 2 1 - -
Minister 

VATSAGULMA BRANCH: 

Grant No. of Land Village Temple Other 
grants 

By King 4 1 3 - -

By Queen - - - - -

By Feudatory I 4 - - - 4 
Minister 

Villages were the most common grant by the king. Probably 

giving villages was a kind of royal prerogative. It was also interesting to 

note that no temple was donated by the king. 

In case of donations by women all three (3) grants by 

Prabhavatigupta were villages. We had noted her unique position when 

analyzing genealogies where we had seen that she refer to Gupta 

genealogy and not the Vaka~aka. She issued her seals, used titles, all 

these point out her special position, different from the other Vakatakas. 
~ 

In the case of land grant, she gives villages which would imply her 

5 Deotak plates by Rudrasena (I) according to Mirashi refers to construction of temple but A.M. Shastri 
says it meant court of justice. Here it is counted in other grants. 
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control over land. In Riddhapur, she grants a village along with one 

house-site and four huts of farmers. No other grant except the Pauni 

grant of Pravarasena 'If mentions grant of house-site. In the Masoda 

plates of Pravarasena p land was donated at the request of Mahadev1. 

In the Ramtek inscription, recording the donation made by the 

daughter of PrabhavatiguptEt>, refers to the construction of a temple 

and tank. The temple was built in memory of Prabhavatlgupta and was 

named as 'Prabhavatlsvamin '. This could be seen as a method of 

honoring the person by naming the deity of a newly founded temple 

after him or her. 7 This was an unique instance in case of Vaka!akas. 

Of the grants by minister or others land was given in two records 

while one refers to the grant of a village. Of these, one was the 

Chammak landgrant, which grants a huge amount of land i.e. 8000 

nivartanas to a thousand brahmanas of whom only forty-nine (49) were 

mentioned. It was given at the request of Kondaraja, son of 

Satrughnaraja. Nothing else about the donor was mentioned. It was 

important that such large amount of land was donated, it would imply 

that Kondaraja had some control over land and resources. Another 

instance of granting a village was by Narendraraja in Mandhal plates of 

Pravarasena .11 1, year 16. The speciality of the grant was that lj3rd of 

the merit accruing from grant was for Ajjihikabhattarika, mother of 

Narendraraja. 

For the Vatsagulma branch, again the maximum number of 

grants record donation of villagejs, and only one mentions grant of plot 

of land. No grant by women was recorded for this branch. Of the total 

eight (8) inscriptions, four (4) record donations by ministers and 

6 The name of the daughter was lost as the inscription was in a fragmentary condition. 
7 Talbot, Cynthia, 'Temples Donors & Gifts: Patterns ofPatronage in Thirteenth Century South India', in 
Journal of Asian Studies, vol. 50, no. 2, 1991, p. 333. 
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feudatories. There were three (3) grants of viharasin the Ajanta caves. 

Another i.e. Hisse-Borala inscription mentions the construction of a 

lake called 'Sudarshan'. It could be suggested that ministers and 

feudatories did not have the right to donate land. Probably they did not 

have control over landed property. 

For the Kalacuris, the distribution pattern is tabulated8 as: 

TABLE 4.2: DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF GRANT BY KALACURIS: 

TRIPURI BRANCH 

Grant Total Land Village Temple Temple Other 
Number &Land 

By King 8 19 7+11° = 8 1 - -

By Queen 3+ 11 1 = 4 - 1 1 1 -

By Other Women 3 - - 1 - 2 

By Feudatory I 14 - 3 8 - 3 
Minister 

RATNAPUR BRANCH 
--

Grant Total Land Village Temple Temple Other 
Number &Land 

By King 13 1 11 - 1 

By Queen - - - - -
By Other Women 212 - - - -

By Feudatory I 9 - - 4 2 
Minister 

8 For reference see Appendix- III (b), Column- 3. 
9 In Gurgi inscription two fields were given along with village. 
10 In Jabalpur Stone Inscription of Jayasimha, year 926, grant was given by Vimala.Siva where king gave 
3 villages. 
11 The Joint donation is counted i.e. Karitalai inscription of Lakshmanaraja. 
12 These grants are not given by women i.e. Sheorinarayan inscription of Jayalladeva (year 919) and 
Ratnapur inscriptions ofPrthvldeva (II). These mentions minor donations by women. 
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Specialities of some of the Kalacuri grants were in Chhoti-Deori 

inscription of Saflkaragar;tadeva where a granery was granted. In 

Ratanpur inscription of Jajalladeva JI , besides grant of village to the 

god of temple installed, a group of patala trees were granted to the 

monastery. In the Akaltara grant, the feudatory gave a temple as well 

as a tank. And, the Alhaghat inscription of Narasirhha mentions the 

construction of a temple for the goddess Ambika and a shatashadika 

ghat. 

There were many Kalacuri-grants which, record donations by 

multiple donors. There are five such grants, such as the Karitalai grant 

of Lakshmal).araja ·n., and Jabalpur grant of Jayasimha (year 926) of 

Tripuri branch. In the Ratnapur branch, the Amoda plates of 

Prthvideva I:, the Ratnapur stone inscription of Prthvideva (II) (year 

910), and the Sheorinarayan inscription of Jajalladeva (year 919), the 

king donates along with ministers, bankers, or other important 

persons. In the case of Tripuri branch the king gave villages. It seems 

that granting land was royal prerogative. It was probable that king 

owned land thereby he had the right to donate it. Only in one instance 

was a temple constructed. 

On joint donations it can be said to be a method of enhancing 

social prestige. 13 It showed political affiliations. When ministers and 

others granted along with the king, the relationship between the two 

was highlighted. Cynthia Talbot points out that the patron was not 

only enhancing his prestige and legitimacy in the locality, but was in a 

way confirming his membership in a powerful political network.14 

13 Talbot, Cynthia, 'Temples, Donors & Gifts: Patterns of Patronage in 131
h Century South India', in 

Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 50, no. 2, 1991, p. 334. 
14 Ibid, p. 335. 
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In Bilhari grant given by Nohala gave a temple of Siva and gave 

the income of two villages for its maintenance. This would imply that 

she controlled the resource but did not have the ownership right over 

land. The deity was named after her, Nohalesvara. As also seen in the 

case of Prabhavatigupta (Ramtek inscription), it was probably a method 

of enhancing the prestige of the person. In the Bhereghat stone 

inscription of Narasimha (year 907), his mother Alh~adevi constructed 

a temple of Siva under the name of V aidyanath besides donating a 

matha and a hall of study. She also gave income from two villages for 

its maintenance. This would similarly imply that she did not have 

ownership but controlled some resources. 

In the Karitalai inscription Rahada gave a village with the 

consent of the king which, suggests that her control over resources was 

restricted. The Bhereghat Gauri-sabkara temple mentioned that 

Maharajfii Gosaladevi paid obeisance to Bhagna.Kidra i.e. Siva, but it 

says nothing about its construction, therefore it was not counted in the 

table. 

Of the grants by women other than queens, in the Saugor 

inscription probably a temple was constructed by KrsnadevL In the 

Sarnath stone inscription of Karl)a, Mamaka causes a copy of 

Ashtasadhasrikaprajfia, to be written and some donations to the 

monastery for the recitation of the book. In the Rewa stone inscription 

of Kar:qa (year 812), a grant was given by Vappulla where he mentioned 

that Nayanavati caused the image of Uma-Mahesvara to be made. 

In the case of grants by feudatories/ministers, most of the 

donations to the temples shows that they did not have control over 

land and they were in a way restricted to the religious sphere, their 

position was somewhat like women, who could not grant villages. 
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In the inscriptions of Ratnapur branch, the king gave villages in 

most of the grants. The Amoda plates of Prthideva ;1 (year 831), record 

the grant of village along with the construction of temple. The grant 

was given for the religious merit of the parents of the king. No other 

grant by the king mentions temple construction. In the case of 

feudatories and ministers, as in the Tripuri branch, land was not 

granted. There were instances like Rajim and Koni inscriptions where 

the temple and village was donated. There was no instance of only a 

village being donated. This would again imply restricted control over 

resources. 

It was very interesting to note that in Ratnapur branch there was 

no grant by the queen. The grants by other women mentioned in table 

4.2, were not separate donations by them. Both the grants i.e. 

Ratanpur stone inscription of Prthvideva ·n (year 91 0), which, records 

the charitable works of Vallabharaja alongside mentions some works 

done at the instance of his wife (patnf Svetalladevi. In the 

Sheorinarayan stone inscription of Jajalladeva .II, (year 919), which 

records grant by the collateral branch of Kalacuris mentions 

Rambhalla excavating a tank and gave mango groves. Thus, these 

women had some control over resources from which, they made 

donations. But there was no donations by queens. In case of Saryupaia 

branch king grants villages in Kahila grant. 

Overall, in the case of grants it can be seen that king gives the 

grants land. It can be said ·that the king had the right to donate land. It 

shows that he had control over resources. There were few instances of 

king building temple or giving some other grant. There were no grants 

made by queen, the Vatsagulma and Ratnapur branches. In the major 

branch only Prabhavatigupta gave land. She had some control over 

resources. In the Tripuri branch only Rahada gave land as donation. 
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Nohala also gave village along with the construction of temple it shows 

their control over land. Women other than queens gave minor 

donations and not land which shows that land grants were royal 

prerogative of the king. 

A similar pattern was seen for the feudatory /ministers there were 

few instances of grant of land for the Vaka~akas, grant, to temples were 

few. Comparatively the Kalacuris grant to temple and land granted 

linked with temple was very common. The feudatory /ministers were 

restricted mainly to granting temples. It was a condition similar to 

women. Patronage to religion was probable the only public activity 

women could engage in. 15 The ultimate control of land rested with the 

king therefore only king gave villages in donation. 

II 

Exemptions were the rights the donee gets over the land or 

villages granted. Granting of exemptions was possible only if the donor 

had control over the administrative machinery. For the major of the 

Vakatakas, Deotak plates of Rudrasena 'I) and Yavatmal plates of 

Pravarasena ·n do not mention exemptions given to the donee. 

Mandhal plates of Rudrasena II, Miregaon inscription and Ramtek 

inscription was not mentioned in A.M. Shastri. 

For the Vaka~akas, I have focused on a comparison between the 

Poona plates of Prabhavatigupta, Jamb plates of Pravarasena (II) and 

Basim plates of Vindhyasakti .II,. Except the Poona plates no other 

grant by women mention exemptions. In the Riddhapur inscription 

Prabhavatigupta gives exemptions similar to the Jamb plates. In case 

of kings, all the grants except Chammak, Siwani, and Patna records, 

15 Ibid, p. 328. 
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have exemptions similar to Jamb plates. In the Vatsagulma branch 

only the Basim plates mention exemptions. Other inscriptions do not 

record any exemptions. Therefore, comparison of these grants would 

show the differences and similarities of the trend followed by men and 

women. 

For an easy comparison, the various exemptions granted in the 

above three inscriptions are tabulated.16 

TABLE 4.3: EXEMPTIONS GIVEN BY VAKATAKAS 
• 

S.No. Exemptions Poona Jamb Basim 

1. Exemptions Caturvidya- Caturvaidya- Caturvejj a-
incidental to an agrahara- grama- aggramanjjata-
agrahara granted parihara maryyada- parihare-vitana 
to caturvaidya an vi taramarta-

yatha 

2. Not to be entered Bhatach -chatra- Bhatach-chatra- Arahttha-
apravesyah 

.. 
by soldiers and apravesyah samvvinayika-
policemen. abhadappavera 

3. Exempt from the Acara-asana Acara-asana- Acarasidika-
obligation to charmmana- charmmasa- acammangalika 
provide grass, angara angara 
hides, as seats 
and charcoal 

4. Exempt from KiD.va- Alavana-kenna- Alavana-kenna-
khan~a 

.. .. 
royal prerogative krenikhamakah khan aka 
of purchasing, 
fermenting 
liquors and 
digging salt. 

5. Exempt from Apuspaksirsa Apuspaksirsa Apuppha-akkhira-
obligation to aggahna 
supply flowers 
and milk. 

16 For reference see Appendix- III (a), Column- IV. 
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F Donated together Sanidhi, Sa11dhi, Sa!}idhi, sopanidhi, 
with right to sopanidhi, sopanidhi, sukUtuppanta 
hidden treasures k~ptopa!qpta krptopakrpta . . 
and deposits and 
together with 
major and minor 
taxes. 

7. Exempt from - - Ahiranna-
obligation to adhannay-appanya-
make presents of appaieya 
gold and grain 

8. Exempt from - - Akhatta-achollaka-.. 
providing cots, avenesika 
water pots and 
servants to 
touring officials 

9. Exempt from all - Akaradayi Akarada 
taxes 

10. Exempt from - - Avaha 
providing draught 
cattle 

11. Right to platform - - Sarnaiicha-arnaha-
& large fields karana 

12. Exempt from - Sa-parihara- Savvaj ati-parihara-
immunities of all aprihritah aparihi tarncha 
kind 

13. Exempt from Akhanimedhyah - -

right to mines 

14. Freedom from Aparamparah Apararnparah Apararn-
offering transport gobalivareda 
facilities 

15. Free from period - Sarvvavi~!i -
labour 

Table shows that the Basim plates give a wide range of 

exemptions. Except from the exemption from forced labour, all other 
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kinds of rights were provided to the donee. Another interesting factor 

was that in Basim plates grant was made together with platform used 

for collection of tolls (maii.cha) and important officials (mahakarana). 

Thus according to D.C. Sircar17 not only local administrative 

machinery but also the local archives were sometimes placed at the 

disposal of the donee/ s of a village. Its also interesting to note that 

after Vindhyasakti (II), no other ruler of the Vatsagulma branch grant 

exemptions. It was probable that other rulers did not have power to 

give exemptions. 

The differences between the Poona plates and Jamb plates were 

not many, which would imply that Prabhavatigupta enjoyed most of the 

rights which a king enjoyed. She does not give exemption from forced 

labour, all taxes and immunities of all kinds. Probably, she did not 

have power enough to give these exemptions which, points out to the 

limits of her power, even though she ruled as the regent of her son 

during the Poona grant. In her Riddhapur grant· she gave exemptions 

similar to Jamb plates along with Korata (whose meaning was 

uncertain) and a right to levy a tax of 1/SOth. 

The Chammak plates which, were gives at the request of some 

Kondaraja gave exemptions similar to Jamb but it also specified 

conditions of the grant. "The grant to be enjoyed by the donee as long 

as sun andmoon will endure, provided that they commit no treason 

against the kingdom, consisting of seven constitutents of the king, that 

they are not found guilty of murder of brahmana, theft, adultery, and 

high treason etc. that they do not wage war (and) that they do not harm 

to other villages. But if they act otherwise or assent to such acts, the 

17 Sircar, D.C., Landlordism & Tenancy in Ancient & Medieval india as revealed by Epigraphica/ 
Records, University ofLucknow, Lucknow, 1969, p. 52. 
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king will commit no theft if he takes the land away" .18 The condition 

that they do not wage war has become the bone of contention among 

scholars. Fleet, Mirashi and Kosambi agree with the above translation 

but Sircar says that the condition was to wage war against the killer of 

brahmana. Dr. R. Vajpeyi19 used this condition to show that there was 

tensions in the society due to the emergence of powerful feudatories 

and brahman a fiefholders as intermediaries between the state and 

peasantry. 

Siwani plates gives all rights to the donee except 

caturvaidyagramamaryyadanvita-amaryya and akaradayi. Patna plates 

donot follow the pattern of Jamb plates and only gives the right to levy 

1 15th of tax. 

The kings show a uniform pattern of granting exemptions. All 

grants by kings refer to exemptions. Of the ministers and feudatories, 

Chammak plates becomes important firstly because it grants 8000 

nivartana of land and secondly, because it places conditions on the 

donee. In case of the Vatsagulma branch Vindhyasakti II' gives a wide 

range of exemptions to the donee but no other king referred to 

exemptions. The feudatories and ministers do not grant any exemption. 

Probably they did not have the right to do so. In the case of women, 

Prabhavatigupta, gave exemptions which, were similar to those given 

by the king except right to forced labour and exemption from all taxes. 

Other grants by women i.e. Masoda plates refer to exemptions as in 

Jamb plates. 

18 Mirashi, V.Y., Inscriptions ofthe Viikiitakas, CII, Vol. V, (1963), p. 26. 
19 Vajpeyi, R., 'Socio-Economic tensions'in Bh~jakata Rajya ofVaklitaka Kingdom in time of 
Pravarasena (II)', Indian History Congress, 451

h Sesion, Annamalai University, p. 139. 
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Only some Kalacuri grants mention exemptions. For the Tripuri 

branch only Banaras plates, Goharwa plates of Kar:Q.a, Khairha plates 

of Yasahkarma, Jabalpur and Rewa plates of Jayasirhha referred to 

exemptions. Of the grants by women only Bilhari gives exemptions. 

Among the grants by feudatories/ministers, Rewa inscription of 

Jayasirhha (Year 926) and Rewa grant (year 1253) and Umariya grant 

Vijayasimha mention exemptions. 

The Bilhari stone inscription, which records donations by Nohala 

was unique in the sense that it refers to the market place and grants 

exemptions in relation to trade. This would imply that she had some 

control over trade. This inscription was the sole instance of a grant 

linked to market place or trade. The following exemptions were given in 

the mandapika (market place) of the town, "there shall be paid a 

Sodasika (1 I 16th of dramma) on every Khandika of salt and one 

sodasika for (every) oil mill per month and a paura for a couple of 

yugas per day. In the case of betel-nuts, black-pepper, dried gonger 

and other merchandise, a paura (shall be paid), by every measurer, a 

Kapardi shall be paid for every vithi (shop) and dyQtakapardas for 

vegetables and egg-plants. In the case of dealers in liquids, the tax be 

(in form of) bundles of grass, dhirmara and whatever (else may be 

possible). An elephant (offered for sale) should be taxed four pauras 

and a horse two pauras". 20 There was also restriction that there shall 

be no sale or gifts of the donation. 

The Ban.aras plates of Karna mentions that taxes, bhoga, 

hiranya, produce of mines (SarvakhartJ and also mango and madhilka 

trees (samramadhuka), inclusive of pits, land, water and waste land, 

(Sagrasthalajalosar). In Goharwa stone, it states that the village whose 

20 Mirashi, V.V., inscriptions of Kalacuri-Chedi Era, CII, Vol. IV, 1955, pp. 223-224. 
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four boundaries were well determined to be given inclusive of water and 

land (Sajala, Sthala), mango and madhuka trees (Samramadhtlka), 

together with mines of iron and salt ( salavanakara) extending to its 

boundaries and together with woods, meadows and pasture land and 

also to pay all royal dues such as bhaga, bh6ga, hiranya and others to 

him. 

Khairha plates of Y asahkarna gives similar exemptions like 

Sajalasthala i.e. with land and water, with mango madhuka trees 

(samramadhuka), with pits and barren lands (sagatorsar), right to 

ingress and egress (Nirgamapravesa), with mines of salt (salavanakara), 

with pasture land (sagochara), marshy lands (sajaganalanupa), groves 

of trees, gardens of plants and grass (vrishaka and dandhuyantrinadi) 

and so forth. 

Jabalpur plates of Jayasiinha (year 918), g~ves similar 

exemptions and also adds rivers and hills, along with the (royal) share 

(of produce) taxes (the less on) pravanis, vada, grazing tax, liquor tax, 

ktimata, the cess on visenina, the tax levied for pattakilas and .. 
Dusstidhyas. The district rates and such other taxes levied or to be 

paid to the donee Rewa stone inscription of Vijayasifuha (year 96 (?)) 

gives grant together with cess on visena, fertile and together land, 

together with mango and madhuka trees along with pasture land, grass 

etc. Also ktimata, mavada and cess onpravanis and all other taxes to 

the donee. 

Of the grants by feuda.toryjministers, the Rewa stone of 

Vijayasimha (year 944), where the grant was given by Malaysiinha, 

mentions that all dues should be paid to the donee. In the Umariya 

grant of Vijayasimha (year 944), where the donor was Rtinaka 

Kumarapala, the grant was given for the religious merit of his wife 
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(term used was priya) Mokha. This was made along with water and 

land, mango and madhuka trees, together with pits and barren land 

and mines of salt. All the villagers were asked to pay all the taxes to the 

donor. 

For the Saryupara branch, the Kahila grant g1ves exemptions 

along with land, water (Sajal, Sthala), mango and madhuka trees, with 

woods and gardens (vanavatika) with pits and barren lands, with iron 

and salt mines along with all shares, enjoyments, taxes and royal cess 

and not subject to (the payment) of any dues, not to be entered by 

chata and bhatasand free from all annoyances. 

The Ratnapur branch records donot give exemptions except the 

Amoda plates of Prthvideva I and Amoda plates (first set) of Pz:thv!deva 

II. The Amoda plates of P-!thvideva I mentions that land granted with 

hereditary and to be enjoyed without interference, along with shares, 

enjoyments, taxes, hiranya, fines for (illegal) distillation etc. And 

Amoda plates of Prthvideva II says that the village was given with all 

taxes(sakara). 

In the case of exemptions the Vakatakas records much wider 

range of exemptions and rights than the Kalacuris. Nearly all Vakataka 

records grants such rights. Even the grants by women give a wide 

range of exemptions. Comparatively, the Kalacuris gave exemptions in 

a few grants and even they were not as wide ranging as the Vakataka 

exemptions. In case of grant by queen only Nohala gives exemption but 

that was exception as it was in reference to market place. This would 

imply some kind of control she had over market place it was important 

because the queen had control over trade. No other women gave 

exemptions. 
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III 

In the case of donee, the table21 below shows the preference of 

donee by the king, queen and feudatory/ministry. 

TABLE 4.4: DONEES OF THE VAKATAKA GRANTS . 
MAJOR BRANCH: 

Donee Brahmana Belonging A.carya/ Only Name Total No. oll' 
to Taittiriya Upadhaya Mentioned Grants 

sakha 

By King 5 7 1 4 16 

By Queen - 1 1 1 5 

By Feudatory/ 1 - - - 3 
Minister 

VATSGULMA BRANCH: 

Grant Brahmana Belonging to A.carya/ Only Name Total No. 
Taittiriya Sakha Upadhaya Mentioned of Grants 

By King 2 - - 2 4 

By Queen - - - - -

By Feudatory/ - - - - 4 
Minister 

For the major branch most of the grants were given to brahmana 

of TaittTriya sakha of the Yajurveda which, was related to sacrifices. We 

do not have information about the donee from Deotak, Pattan, Ramtek 

and Miregaon grants. For the Vatsagulma branch inscriptions, the 

Hisse-Borala, Ajanta Caves & Ghatotkacha do not mention the donee. 

The feudatories granted to Buddhist shrines and not to the Saiva cult. 

21 For reference see Appendix III (A), Column- IV. 
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Of the records by women, the Poona plates mentions a grant to 

aca:rya who could be a brahmat;a but this is not specified. Riddhapur 

plates mention grant to brahma!la of Taittiriya Sakha. Masoda grant 

mentioned the donee as Mahapurusa and nothing else was specified. 

The name would suggest Vaisnava affiliation, whereas the Vakatakas 

were Saivite. This grant was by the queen of Pravarasena II. We will 

examine further instances of variations in patronage in the next 

chapter. 

The Jamb plates the donee was described as gaqayajin 1.e. 

performer of sacrifice for guild. The performers of such sacrifices were 

abhored by ancient writers who prohibited them from being invited to a 

sraddha. This sacrifice was performed by the person only in exceptional 

case. He could employ a priest to free himself from sin, but the priest 

will be tainted by guilt. Therefore it was rare.22 

In Belora, Tirodi and W adgaon as well as Mandhal plates of 

Prthvisena II the residence of the donee was also mentioned. The 

preference was given to the brahmapa of Taittrriya Sakha which shows 

that the king patronised sacrificial order. Prabhavatlgupta in her Poona 

grant does not give make grants to brahmanas of the Taittiriya Sakha 

but to aca:rya. In Riddhapur grant she followed the royal trend of 

granting to the sacrificial order. 

For the Kalacuris, the preference was divided between brahmaz:a 

and saiva asceties. It's tabulated23 below: 

22 
Shastri, A.M., Vakiilaka: Source & History, Aryan Book International, New Delhi, 1997, p. 13. 

23 For reference see Appendix Ill (8), Column-IV. 
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TABLE 4.5: DONEES OF THE KALACURI GRANTS: 

TRIPURI BRANCH: 

Donee Brahmana Sa iva Other Total no. 
Aseetics of grants 

By King 3 - 1 8 

By Queen - 2 - 3 

Women other - - 1 3 
than Queen 

Feudatory/ 3 - - 14 
Minister 

RATNAPUR BRANCH: 

Donee Brahman a Sa iva Other Total no. 
Aseetics of grants 

By King 1- - 2 13 

By Queen - - - -. 
Women other - - - -
than Queen 

Feudatory/ - - - 9 
Minister 

As the table shows king as well as the feudatory or minister gave 

preference to brahmal}as while the queens gave grants to Saiva 

ascetics. Probably brahma1;1as did not want to take gifts from women. 

Another intriguing point was that although the Kalacuris were Saivite 

the kings did not grant to Saiva ascetics. They granted to brahm~as 

whereas queens granted only to Saiva ascetics. The Saryupara branch 

gave grant to brahmapa. 
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Overall, the grants given by king are to brahmar;as. The 

Vaka~akas gave grants to brahmanas of the Taittirfya sakha emphasing 

the older tradition of sacrifices, whereas queens except the Masoda 

plates given by wife of Pravarasena II, do not give grant to lrahmana of 

Taittfriya Sakha which would show that probably they did not have the 

right to make such donations. It could also be that since women did 

not have direct access to sacrifices therefore they could not make gifts 

to sacrificial priests. Like women the feudatories and ministers also like 

women could not make gifts to brahm~as of Taittiriya Sakha. 

Probably they did not have the right to do so. Similar trends can be 

seen in the case of Kalacuri grants where only the king grants to 

brahmanas. The queen granted to the Saiva ascetics. It was probable 

that the brahma-!1-as did not take grants from women. 

IV 

After the grant was made and exemptions laid down, the donor 

informed other officials about the donations and therefore addressed 

the grants to them. In the case of Vaka~akas, most of the inscriptions 

were addressed to the Kulaputra, who were employed by order of 

Sarvadhyaksa and soldiers and policemen to whom the order was 

already known. The inscriptions which follow this pattern were Jamb, 

Siwani, Indore, Dudia, Tirodi, Wadgaon, Pandhurna, Pauni plates of 

Pravarasena II and Mandhal 'B' and Mahurjhari plates of Prthvisena , 

II.24 The Pattan inscription is addressed to the residents. Mandhal 'A' 

plates of Prthvideva II addresses the residents of the village (grama 

prativasin) and elders (Ku~umbina) of the village led by brahm8.l]aS 

along with the usual pattern. These grants were not addressed to the 

24 For reference see Appendix- III A, Column-V. 
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officials. Similalry the Yavatmal, and Patna plates also address the 

villagers and not to any administrative officials. 

In the grants by women, Poona plates was addressed to 

Kutumbina and brahma?as. The Riddhapura plates were addressed to 

gramamaha~taras. We do not know whether Miregaon and Ramtek 

plates addressed to anybody, as these are not mentioned by A.M. 

Shastri. The Masoda plates, follow the pattern of the Jamb plates of 

Pravarasena II. It was interesting to note that Prabhavatigupta does not 

address the officials about the grant. It was probable that she did not 

have control over the administrative machinery sin::e the officials were 

mentioned only in some instances and in other instances they were not 

addressed, rather the villagers were informed. This could lead to 

questions about the validity of such grants. 

For the Vatsagulma branch, the Basim plates addresses to 

ajiiapati (executor of grant)25 and soldiers in all departments. The India 

office plates of Devasena were addressed to touring officers of noble 

birth (sancantari kulaputra) such as soldiers, bhojakas and 

dandanayakas. There was no addresses in Bidar plates of Devasena, 

Thalner plates of Harisena and Ajanta caves XVI & XVII and 

Ghatotkacha cave inscriptions. In this case, the position of feudatories 

and ministers is comparable to women, who could not directly address 

officers. 

In the case of the Kalacuris only the grants of kings of address 

officers. In the case of feudatories and ministers only Umariya grant 

given by a Ranaka for the religious merit of his wife (priydj Mokha 

addresses administrative officers. 

25 Sircar, D.C., LandLordism & Tenancy in Ancient & Medieval india as revealed by epigraphica/ 
records, University of Lucknow, Lucknow, 1969, p. 60. 
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No grant by women address officials. It shows that they did not 

have the control over administrative machinery. But was very 

interesting to note that in the addresses to the officials, the king 

informs the mahadevf/ maharafii of the grant. This suggests that the 

queen was duly informed of the condition, object and nature of the 

proposed grant.26 This shows that she had an administrative role and 

had some kind of control over resources. On the other hand in the 

donations made by her, she.rdoes not address the officials. 

The administrative functionaries addressed in the Kalacuri 

grants27 can be divided into groups of royal officers, central 

administrative officers, revenue officers, military officers and other 

officials. Grants which mentions these officers were Banaras, Goharwa 

plates of Karna, Khairna plates of Y asahkarJJ.a, Rewa plates (year 

96 (?)) and Umariya plates of Vijayasirhhadeva and also Jabalpur plates 

of J ayasimha. 

Royal officers included mahadevi and rajaputra Mahadevf/ 

maharajni i.e. the chief queen was the first functionary to be 

addressed. All the inscriptions except Rewa plates mentions the queen. 

This would imply that she had some control over land therefore she 

was informed about the grant. The second important official was the 

Yuvaraja or crown prince. He was mentioned in all except Jabalpur and 

Rewa plates. 

Officers of central administration included rajaguru, 

mahamantrin} mahamatya and mahasandhivigrahika1 rajaguruor the 

spiritual perceptor exercised great influence in administration during 

26 Sharma, R.K., Kalacuris and their times, Sundeep Prakashan, New Delhi, 1980, p. 81. 
27 For reference see Appendix- III (B), Column- V. 
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the Kalacuri regime28 . Only the Jabalpur and Rewa plates mentions 

rajaguru. It would show the rajaguru came to prominence as an 

administrative officer late i.e. after Narasimha (1155 A.D.). The 

Jabalpur inscription informs about the role of rajaguru in royal affairs 

which indicates that rajagurus were often entrusted with various kinds 

of works befitting their position.29 The Umariya grant mentions 

vimalasiva as both Mahamantrin and rajaguru. 

Mahamantrin was the chief councillor. He was variously called as 

Mahamantrin and Mantipradhana. He was mentioned in Banaras, 

Goharwa, Khairha, Rewa and Umariya records but not in Jabalpur 

inscription. 

Mahamatya was the prime minister who was mentioned only in 

Banaras, Goharwa and Khai ra plates. This would imply that by the 

late Kalacuri period Mahamatya lost his position and status. In the 

Koni inscription of Prthvideva II (year 900) he was calledSarvadhikarin, 

in the sense of prime minister.3o Mirashi holds that the officer some 

times appointed with supreme power of direction and administration3! 

Mahasandhivigrahika was the minister of war and peace, 

mentioned in Goharwa plates. The Jabalpur, Rewa and Umariya grants 

mentions sandhivigrahika. He was not mentioned in Banaras, and 

Khairha plates. These officials including the chief queen would have 

had any direct involvement in the administration of the landgrant. 

Nevertheless, the fact that they are addressed suggests that this was a 

distinctive political structure in which the queen exercised some power. 

28 Sharma, R.K., Kalacuris and their times, Sundeep Prakashan, Delhi, 1980, p. 83. 
29 Ibid, p. 83. 
30 Ibid, p. 85. 
31 Mirashi, V.V., Inscriptions ofKalacuri-Chedi era, CII, Vol. IV, 1963, p. CXI. 
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Revenue officers like mahakshapatalika, mahdbhandagarika, 

mahapramatri and arthlekhin are mentioned. Mahdkshapatalika was 

the chief keeper of records or accounts. He was mentioned in Goharwa 

and Khairha plates. Mahabhandagarika was the chief keeper of the 

royal treasury. The Goharwa, Khairha, and Umariya plates mention 

this officer. Mahapramatri was the chief revenue officer. He was 

mentioned in the Khairha plates. Arthalekhin corresponds to chief 

secretary and was mentioned in Rewa and U mariya plates of 

Vijayasimha. This would imply that this officer gained prominence 

under Vijayasimha rule. These officials would have been directly 

involved in recording revenues transactions. As such their mention is 

significant. 

Military officers like mahapramattavara and mahasvasadhanika 

were addressed in a few grants. Mahapramdtavara was the chief 

commanders of elephant force. He was mentioned in Goharwa, and 

Umariya plates. Mahasvasadhanika was the chief of cavalry force. He 

was mentioned in Goharwa and Khairha plates. Umariya plates 

mention asvasadhanika32 who may have been a subordinate officer in 

charge of cavalry. Reference to these officials would suggest that there 

was a connection between control over resources and the ability to 

mobilize armed forces. 

Other officers mentioned were mahapradhana, 

mahadharmadhikanika, mahapratihara, mahdsamanta, mahdpurohita, 

dharmapradhana, mahadhyksha, dushtasadhya, mahdmandalika and 

mahamahattaka. 

32 Sliarma, R.K., Kalacuri and their times, Sundeep Prakashan, Delhi, 1980, p. 88. 
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Mahapradhana was mentioned in Rewa and Umariya grants. The 

nature and function of this officer was not clear.33 

Mahadharmadhikarnika was the head of judicial department. He was 

mentioned in Goharwa plates. Mirashi holds it to be head of the 

Department of Religion. 34 Mahiipratihara was chief usherer. He was 

mentioned in Goharwa, Khairha aned Jabalpur plates. Mahasamanta 

was the chief feudatory. He was probably the minister-in-charge of the 

department dealing with the vassals. He was mentioned in Goharwa, 

Khairha and Umariya plates. Mahapurohitii was the chief priest 

mentioned in Khairha and Umariya plates. Dharmapradhana, was the 

officer related to the department of religion and mentioned in Jabalpur 

and Umariya plates. Mahadhyaksha was the great superintendent who 

supervised all departments. Only the Khairha plates mentions him. 

Dushtasadhya was mentioned in Jabalpur and Umariya grani.:s. 

Mahamandalika was mentioned m Rewa and Mahiimahattaka 

mentioned in Umariya. The duties of this officer cannot be ascertained. 

The Kahila grant of So<;ihdeva of Saryupara branch addresses the 

maharajfii, mahirajaputra, mahasandhivigrahika, mahamahantakr;t 

who was probably the same as mahamahattaka. It also addresses 

mahapratihara, mahasenapatf, mahakshapatalika, mahasadhanika 

(military officer, in charge of military supplies), mahiisresthi (chief 

banker), mahadanika, mahapafichakulika (chief pafichakulas, which 

was a committee of persons elected by residents of a town or a village 

for management of several departments), saukika, gaulmika, ghattapati, 

tarapati, vishyadanika, dushtsadhaka, khandaviila, baladhira and 

other and people of the country. 

33 Ibid, p. 85. 
34 Mirashi, V.V., Inscriptions and Kalacuri-chediera, CII, Vol. IV, 1963, p. 249, fn. 8. 
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The Ratnapur branch records do not address officials informing 

them about the grant. It was probable that the officers did not have the 

power and status in Ratnapur branch as they had in the Tripuri 

branch. None of the Kalacuri grants mentioned these categories. 

It was seen that women generally did not address officials about 

the grant except in the case of Prabhavatigupta. The Vakatakas do not . 
mention as many officials as Kalacuris. The large number of officials 

being mentioned by Kalacuris may point to a different political 

structure. In many cases the prefix 'maha' was added to the post 

which, according to R.K. Sharma points to the tendency in the 

administrative system towards greater organization, further 

concentration of power and unity of control which manifested itself in 

the appointment of heads even among the high ranking officials.35 

Another interesting point was the mention of mahadevf or mahiiriijni in 

Kalacuri inscriptions among the officers addressed the grant. It would 

imply the important position she had in the administration. 

v 

Besides the above mentioned officers who were informed about 

the grant certain officers like the Dlltaka (messenger), scribe, engraves 

etc. were mentioned towards the end of the grant. 

There was no mention of such officials in Vakataka inscriptions 

such as Deotak, Patna, Mirgaon and Ramtek of the major branch. In 

the Vatsagulma branch, the India office, Ajanta Cave XVI & XVII and 

Ghatotkacha caves also do not mention officials. 

Distribution of mention of the such officials is tabulated36 below: 

35 Sharma, R.K., Kalacuris and their times, Sundeep Prakashan, Delhi, 1980, p. 91. 
36 For reference, see Appendix -III A, Column-· VI. 
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TABLE 4.6: DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL CATEGORIES & OFFICIALS 

IN INSCRIPTIONS: 

MAJOR BRANCH: 
--

Officials Scribe Diitaka Engraver Senipati Others Total 
no. of 
Grants 

By King 8 2 1 13 2 16 

By Queen 1 2 - 1 - 5 

By Feudatory I - - - 1 - 3 
Minister 

VATSGULMA BRANCH: 

Officials Scribe Dutaka Engraver Senapati Others Total 
no. of 
Grants 

By King 2 2 - 1 -

By Queen - - - - -

By Feudatory I - - - - 1 
Minister 

In the miscellaneous category, the Indore grant mentions rajukq 

which, was a term used in Asokan inscriptions. Tirodi mentions 

Rajadhikrta and the Hisse-Borala was mentions Karmopadeshtn i.e. 

supervisor. 

The table shows that king mentions the senapati while in grants 

by women only the Masoda grant mentions senapati in rest of grants 

by Prabhavatlgupta, senapatl was not mentioned. Probably women did 

not have right to refer the military officers and would again imply to her 

limitations. 
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For the Kalacuris, Saugor, Chhoti-Deori, Karitalai, Banaras 

plates, Rewa stone of Karna (year 800), Sarnath, Rewa stone of 

Narasimha, Paikora of Karna and Tewar plates do not mention such 

categories. The Tripuri and Ratnapur branch inscriptions37 mentions 

officials like scribe, engraver, eulogists, dutaka etc. The Saryupara 

branch inscriptions do not mention such officials. The grants by 

women also mention such officials. 

Comparing the Vaka~akas and Kalacuris we find both mention 

officials. Grants by women of the Vaka~akas do not mention officials 

but in Kalacuri grant by women except Saugor and Sarnath, mention 

such officials. This shows queens of the Kalacuri branch had the 

control over these administrative officials which Prabhavatigupta did 

not have. 

In terms of administrative power, it can be seen that women did 

not have much power. Women do not give land or villages, except in the 

case of Prabhavatigupta and the Kalacuri queens, Nohala and Rahada. 

In the case of Kalacuri queens Nohala and Alhaqadevi the grant is of 

the in,come rather than the village. Except Prabhavatigupta and Nohala 

no women grant exemptions. In the case of the latter, she give 

exemptions related to trade, which would imply her control over market 

place. In the case of donees the king grants to brahmanas whereas 

women, except Prabhavatigupta and feudatories/ministers do not give 

donations to brahmanas. No grant by women and feudatories address 

officers except the Umariya plates of the Kalacuri Vijayasiinha. The 

Kalacuris address a wide range of officers and also address the queen 

which would suggest her power and status in administration. Among 

the other officials and social categories mentioned women do not 

37 For reference see Appendix-III B, Column-VI. 
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mention as many categories as are mentioned by men. They do not 

refer to the Senapati which would suggest that their power was limited. 

The next chapter deals with the religious affiliations of kings, 

queens and feudatories/ministers of both the dynasties. The aim will 

be to see the variation as well as similarities. Patronage of religious 

institutions was an important means of claiming status. As such it is 

important to see the extent to which men and women followed similar 

or different strategies. 
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CHAPTER-V 

PATRONAGE OF RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS 

It is generally recognized that one of the common methods of 

claiming legitimacy was by obtaining the support of religious 

institutions. By giving patronage to different cults kings, queens and 

others proclaimed control over land and revenues. Cynthia Talbotl says 

that the legitimization of a ruler rested on his role as donor. This mode, 

of religions patronage had a wide territorial spread and acceptability. 2 

It was also a source of social prestige and a method of allocating 

surplus resources in the locality to those institutions and social groups 

that supported the donor.3 The present chapter deals with the pattern 

of religious patronage of the Vakatakas and Kalacuris. The chapter is 

divided into two sections, the first deals with invocations and grants in 

honour of deities and second, with various rituals mentioned in the 

inscriptions. 

I 

The Vakatakas were followers of 'Bhairava' 1.e. Siva. They 

described themselves as 'mahabhairava bhakta There was no 

invocation m Deotak plates of Rudrasena I and Indore plates of 

Pravarasena II. Information about the Miregaon plates of 

Prabhavatigupta is missing. For the Vatsagulma branch there was no 

invocation in Basim, India office, Bidar and Thalner plates. Of the total 

1 Talbot, Cynthia, 'Temples, Donors and Gifts: Pattern of Patronage in 13th Century South India', in 
Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 50, no. 2, I 99 I, p. 308. 
2 Chattopadhyaya, B.D., The Making of Early Medieval India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, (2"d edn.), 
1998, p. 35. 
3 Talbot, Cynthia, 'Temples, Donors and Gifts: Pattern of Patronage in 13th century South India', in 
Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 50, No. 2, 1991, p. 336. 
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thirty-two (32) inscriptions, sixteen (16) invoked Bhairava. All the 

grants by kings are in favour of Saivism. 

Some grants invoked Vi~l)U and Buddha, the Mandhal plates of 

Rudrasena II gave grant in honour of Vi~:pu in the name of 

Mondasvamin. Rudrasena II was one of the few Vakatakas rulers who 

supported Visnuism and not Saivism A.M. Shastri4 held that 

Rudrasena II played a pivotal role in popularizing the Bhagavata 

religion in the region. He further says that Mondasvamin was named 

after the place where the temple was situated. Hans T. Bakker>, 

however says that the girlhood name of Prabhavatigupta, wife of 

Rudrasena II, may have been Munda and the temple was constructed 

by her. This may thus reflect the influence of Prabhavatigupta was 

pointed. Since she supported Visnuism, Rudrasena II constructed the 

temple of Visnu although the Vakatakas were Saivite. , . . 
In the grants by women, Prabhavatigupta m Poona and 

Riddhapur plates paid obeisance and made donations to Vaisnava 

shrines, she described herself as 'bhagvata bhakta'. She, like the 

Guptas, paid obeisance to Vi~p.u. Thereby in this aspect as in 

genealogies, grant, donee, she marks out an identity different from the 

Vakatakas. No other Vakataka ruler after her supported Vaisnavism. . , 

The Ramtek inscription, by Pravhavatigupta's daughter, recorded 

a grant to the temple of Narasimha i.e. man-lion incarnation of Vi~l).U. 

The deity was named Prabhavatisvamin. This emphasizes on her 

Vaisnava affiliation and naming the deity after her mother would have 

been an indication of a claim to status. The Masoda plates given by the 

4 Shastri, A.M., Va!Wtakas: Source & Hist01y, Aryan Books International, New Delhi, 1997, p. 87. 
5 Bakker, Hans T., The Viikii!akas, An Essay in Hindu lconology, Egbert Forten Groninjen, Netherlands, 
1997, p. 19. 
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queen of Pravaresena II paid obeisance to Siva and is thus similar to 

the grants by kings.6 

Of Pravarasena II grants only the Pattan inscription records 

grant to Visnu. In this grant Bhairava was invoked and the grant was .. 
to 'mahapurusa' i.e. Vi~l)U. This grant was given at the request of 

Narayanaraja. The name of the donor also suggests Vaisnava 

affiliation. This would show that no one other than the king had right 

to give donations to Siva. And since the donor gave donations with the 

consent of the king, he paid obeisance to Siva and not Vi~pu in whose 

honour the grant was given. 

In the case of the Vatsagulma branch, no grant was given to 

Siva. There was no invocation in Basim, Bidar, India office and Thalner 

plates. The kings did not support Saivism that like the major branch. 

In the grants by feudatories and ministers obeisance was paid to 

'Sugata' i.e. Buddha. The Hisse-Borala inscription invokes 'bhagavata' 

i.e. Visnu and mentions the construction of the sudarshan lake. This .. 
records the donation by Arya Svamilladeva, ajiiakara (executive officer) 

of Devasena. This would probably imply that the ministers and 

feudatories had the right to invoke other gods but not Siva. It was also 

probable that the feudatories and ministers claimed social prestige 

through these grants. 

It was notable that none of the women gave grants to Siva except 

Masoda plates, given by wife of Pravarasena II which, as in other 

aspects of inscriptions do not show any kind of variation from the trend 

followed by king. It can be inferred that patronage to Siva was 

restricted to the king but the queens and ministers did not have the 

right to support the institution. Prabhavatigupta had a Vaisnava 

6 For reference see Appendix-IVA, Column-III. 
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affiliation congruent with Gupta practice of patronizing Vaisnavism. In 

the case of the Vatsagulma branch, the kings did not patronize 

saivism. The feudatories and ministers gave donations to Buddha. It 

can be said that they claimed social prestige by patronizing alternative 

traditions and were perhaps trying to assert their autonomy. 

The Kalacuris were ardent followers of Saivism. The kings were 

styled 'parama-mahesvara'. It was very interesting to note that in 

inscriptions the king and queens were compared to gods and 

goddesses. They not only compared themselves with Siva and Parvati 

but also Lakshmi and Visnu, Indra and Saci and others. This would .. 
imply that they did not restrict themselves to Saivism only but 

extended the analogy to other gods and goddesses in order to claim 

power. 

In the inscriptions of the Tripuri branch, of the total twenty 

seven (27) inscriptions only three (3) were kings and queens compared 

to gods and goddesses. In the Bilhari inscription Keyurvarsha was 

compared to Rudra i.e. Siva.7 Nohala was described as Rudrani i.e. 

Parvati and Lakshmi.8 In the Banaras plates Natta was described as .. 
Saci was to Indra, Kamala was to Upendra and Parvati was to Siva.9 In 

the Goharwa plates of Karrya, Yuvarajadeva was compared to Siva. 10 No 

other inscription of the Tripuri branch follows this method of 

legitimizaton which suggests that this kind of comparison did not hold 

much importance for them and they used other methods of claiming 

legitimization like giving land grants, invoking Siva etc. 

7 Mirashi V. V., Inscriptions oft he Kalacuri-Chedi Era, CII, Vol. IV, part- I, 1955, p. 211. 
8 lbid, p. 212. 
9 Ibid, p. 242. 
10 Ibid, p. 256. 
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In the case of the inscriptions of the Saryupara branch, the 

Kahila platesll compare most of the Kings and queens with gods and 

goddess. Kancanadevi and Gunambhodhedeva I were compared to 

Laksmi and Visnu. Sankaragana and Vidya were compared as Laksmi , . 
was to Vi&QU, Girija was to Siva. Gunasagar II and Rajava were 

compared to Laksmi, and Vi~pu, Rohini and Moon, Gauri and Siva, 

and Paulomi to Indra. The same inscriptions compares Sa:hkaragap.a III 

with Siva. In this branch claiming status through equating the kings 

and queens with gods and goddesses was an established practice. 

In the case of the Ratnapur branch of the total twenty three (23) 

grants, in five (5) grants kings and queens were compared to Laksmi 

Visnu, Uma-Siva etc. In the Ratanpur stone inscription of Jajalladeva I .. 
(year 866)12 Rajalla wife of P~thvideva I was described as Laksmi was to 

Vi~l)U, Parvati was to Siva and Saci was to Indra. Sheorinarayana stone 

inscription of Ratnadeva II (year 878)13 compared Jajalladeva I to Indra 

and Ratnadeva II to Jayanta (son of Indra). In this inscription the 

queen was not given the status equal to the king as she was not 

compared to goddesses. In the Akaltara stone inscriptionl4 Jajalladeva 

I and Lachchhalladevi were compared to Laksmi-Purushottama. In the 

same inscription Ratnadeva II was compared to Kumara. It can be said 

that the kings claimed divinity by claiming status equivalent to gods 

and goddesses but not always to Siva and Parvati. They compared 

themselves with other gods and goddesses of the brahmanical 

traditions. This can be interpreted as an example of cult syncretism. 

It is very interesting to note that in many cases the donor or 

donee was compared with the god and not the king. In the Diakoni 

11 Ibid, part -II, pp. 387-389. 
12 1bid, pp. 412-413. 
13 Ibid, p. 42. 
14 Ibid, pp. 432-433. 
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stone inscription 15 the donee, brahm~a Vi~IJ.U was compared with 

Visnu. In this case the donee probably was given respect by comparing .. 
him to deity. In the Rajim stone inscriptionl6 the donor Jagapala was 

compared with Rama. In the Ratnapur stone inscription of Prthvldeva 

tn: (year 1207)17, Ratnasirhha, and his wife Rambha, parents of the 

donor were compared with Sacl-lndra, daughter of Girlraja to Sambhu, 

and also to the daughter of milky ocean (dugdhabidhiputn} to 

Cakrapanl i.e. Vi~pu. Thus, the donor was claiming divinity for his 

parents. Thus, the donors and donees in these inscription were 

projected as being more important than the king as they and not the 

king were equated with the gods. 

The Kalacuris in their inscriptions gave made donations in 

honour of Siva. Of the total twenty-seven (27) inscriptions of the Tripuri 

branch, seventeen (17) invoke Siva. The invocation was missingls in 

two (2) inscriptions. In the twenty three (23) Ratnapur inscriptions 

seven (7) invoked Siva and the invocation was missing in ten (10) 

inscriptions. The Kalacuris do not give prominence to the Taittiriya 

Sakha as was given by Vakatakas. None of the Kalacuri inscriptions 

mention it. It was probable that by this period, the sacrificial ritual 

declined in status and other methods of claiming legitimacy was 

followed, including claiming divinity. 

The Saiva acaryas got special patronage from the Kalacuris 

especially the Tripuri branch. Yuvarajadeva I invited the Saiva acarya 

Prabhasiva of MattamayD.ra clan and the tradition of Saiva acaryas as 

the spiritual preceptor of the kings started. The Jabalpur stone 

inscriptions of Jayasiinha (year 920) mentions the king and the Saiva 

15 Ibid, p. 445. 
16 Ibid, p. 454. 
17 Ibid, p. 486. 
18 For reference see Appendix- IV 8, Column- III. 
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ascetic who was the religious preceptor. This inscription records the 

construction of the temple of Siva by the Saiva ascetic Vimalasiva, the 

spiritual perceptor of the king Jayasi:rhha. Thus, the Saiva ascetic 

gained prominence during this period. 

Mirashil9 says that it is likely that because of the influence of 

Nohala, wife of Yuvarajadeva I Saiva acarya of Mattamayura, came to 

Cedi. Similarly, he points out that the Kalacuri queen Alhanadevi who 

hailed from Mewar, placed the Pasupata ascetic Rudrarasi of Lata in 

charge of the temple of Siva and made grants of villages to him. It is 

very interesting to note that these queens gave grant to Saiva ascetic 

while the kings gave grant to brahmanas. This would imply that 

although the kings had Saiva ascetics as their spiritual preceptor they 

did not make grant to them. It was only the queens who gave grants to 

Saiva ascetics although they did not have the Saiva ascetic as their 

spiritual perceptor. 

In some inscriptions such as the Jabalpur inscription, the 

rajagurus of Kalacuris were mentioned among the royal officers, who 

received the grants of villages, land etc. In many of the Kalacuri grants 

the rajaguru was addressed among administrative functionaries, 

informing them about the donation of the grant. In the Umariya plates 

of Vijayasi:rhhadeva, rajaguru Vimalasiva was mentioned also as a 

Mahamantri The Jabalpur plates mention the role of rajaguru in royal 

affairs. This shows that their role was not restricted to religion as they 

transcended from religions sphere to political sphere. The rajaguru 

under the Tripuri branch had attained a royal status and were part of 

administrative functions. 

19 Mirashi, V.V., 'Siva acharyas ofMattamayura class', inlndain Historical Quarterly, Vol. 26, p. 8. 
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In most of the Kalacuri inscriptions the king was described 

meditating at the feet of 'parama-bhattaraka-maharajadhiraja

paramesvara - Vamadeva', whose identification has been a matter of 

contention among scholars. Vamadeva, according to Mirashi20 was the 

founder of the early Kalacuri dynasty. D.C. Sircar21 and V.S. Pathak 

identify Vamadeva as Vamasambhu, a Saiva ascetic. In the context of 

using such high-sounding titles for Vamadeva, D.C. Sircar22 says that 

a guru was no less than god thereby a title of parama mahesvara' 

ascribed to him was not surprising as his royal disciples also used 

similar titles. 

Saivism was patronized by the Kalacuri kings. Saivism was 

divided into four broad sects-Pasupata, Kaula, kapalika and Saiva 

siddhanta sects. Inscriptional evidence of all these sects were found, 

except the Kaula and Kapalika sects, in Kalacuri records. 

The Bilhari stone inscription of Yuvarajadeva II describes the 

king as engaged in the worship of Srikantha. Srikantha was believed to 

have founded the Pasupata sects.23 The Tewar stone inscription of 

Gayakarna referred to Bhavabrahmana, disciple of Pasupata ascetic 

Bhavatejas. The Bhere-ghat inscription of Narasimhadeva also 

mentioned the Pasupata ascetic Rudrarasi of Lata lineage to be in 

charge of the management of the temple endowed by Alhanadevi. The 

Pasupata sect held a prominent position in the Tripuri branch. 

The siddha sect was referred to in the Rewa inscription of 

Vijayasirhhadeva (K.C.E. 944), which described the genealogy of 

20 Mirashi, V.V., 'Identification ofVamadeva ofKalacuri Inscription', Indian Historical Quarterly, 
Vol. 33 (1957), p. 23. 
21 Sircar, D.C., 'Vamadeva, the Saiva Saint', ibid, Vol. 14 {I 935), p. 98. 
22 Ibid, p. I 00. 
23 Pathak, V.S., Hist01y of sa iva cults in North-India, c. 700- 1200 A.D., Varanasi, 1960, p. 6. 
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Malayasimha, a feudatory, who was eulogised as "siddharthayogi'. This 

inscription and mentions that Malayasimha erected the shrine of Rama 

and opened with an invocation to Maiijugosa, a Buddhist god. V.S. 

Pathak24 says that the building of the shrine of Rama was striking. He 

further says that tantraloka mentions Rama as Siva, the highest 

reality. The commentator Jayadratha explains Rama as a form of Siva 

which, pervades the whole universe. Rama was frequently mentioned in 

the later Siddha literature. He further says that Maiijugosa as a Siddha 

deity was also accepted. This would suggest an attempt to integrate 

various cults. 

The patronage to the Saiva-siddhanta sects could be inferred 

from the Bilhari, Candrehi and Gurgi inscriptions, which gave 

genealogies of Saiva acaryas of the Mattamayura clan. The various 

sects of Saivism were mentioned in the grants by kings, queens as well 

as feudatories. However women other than queen do not refer to Saiva 

sects. This would imply that members of royal family had access to 

Saiva sects. The grants by queens (Bilhari and Bhereghat) record 

grants to Saiva ascetic. 

After Saivism the next prominent cult was Vaisnavism. 

Sahkaraga.na II styled himself as 'parama-vaisnava'. The Khairha 

plates of Yasahkarna (KCE 823) traced his lineage to the 'lotus-navelled 

god' i.e. Vi~I)U Rajim stone inscription of Prthvideva II of Ratnapur 

branch paid obeisance to Rama, it was interesting that Tripuri branch 

kings were follower of Saivism except Sahkaragru:a and Yasahkarra. 

However, queens invariably make grants to show allegiances to Saiva 

ascetics. 

24 
Pathak, V.S., 'Some obscure saiva cults as kn•)Wn from inscriptions', Indian Historical Quarterly, 

Vol. 35, p. 130. 
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The Makundpur stone inscription of Gar'lgeyadeva (year 772) 

records the construction of a temple of Jalasayana i.e. Vi~I).U. Coins of 

Gangeyadeva also carry the Lakshmi and lotus motif.25 Gangeyadeva is 

thus different from other kings in the sense that he supported 

Vaisnavism. In the Karitalai inscription of Lakshmai].araja II the grant 

was given by Lakshmal)araja and Rahada, who paid obeisance to 

Varaha i.e. boar incarnation of Vi~l)U. This was the only grant where 

the queen who gave grant with the consent of the king paid obeisance 

to Vis.1).U. In the Kharod stone inscription of Ratnadeva II, we see that 

the mantri Gangadhara caused a mandapa of Sauri (Visnu) to be 

constructed. Thus, Vaisnavism also was prominent in the Kalacuri 

Kingdom. 

The Paikore stone pillar inscription of Kar:r:a records donation to 

some goddess, whose name was rot specified, but the donor invokes 

Ganapati. The Alhaghat stone inscription records the grant of the 

temple of Ambika and also the construction of the sha.tashadikaghat. 

In the Ratnapur branch inscriptions26, Mallar stone inscription of 

Jajalladeva II pays obeisance to Siva as well as GanapatL 

Sheorinarayan inscription of Jajalladeva II (year 919) records obeisance 

to Candracudesvara and also to Durga. The Kharod inscription 

mentions temples of Siva, Durga, Vi1?pu and Tunta GanapatL The 

Akaltara inscription contains invocations to Revanta i.e. Sun. It was 

interesting to note that goddesses were invoked by men i.e. they can 

invoke other gods and goddess but women were restricted to only 

Saivism. 

There was evidence of Kalacuris also following paiicayatana i.e. 

worshipping five deities incorporating Vi~!lu (in his various forms), 

25 Gupta, P.L., Coins, National Book Trust, New Delhi, (4th edu.,) 1996, p. 90. 
26 For reference see Appendix- IV 8, Column- Ill. 
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Siva, Durga, Ganesa and Sun sometimes included Sarasvati. The Gurgi 

stone inscription referred to the installation of the image named 

Srivatsa surrounded by four small shrines. In the Koni stone 

inscription of Prthvideva II (year 900), Sarvadhikarin Purushottam 

constructed a five shrined temple. In the Tripuri branch, the Rewa 

stone inscription of Karpa, records a grant given by Vappula. He built a 

temple of Siva, Vi~:pu and small shrines of Lakshmi-Narayana, and 

Uma-Mahesvara. It was notable that the image of Uma-mahesvara was 

installed by his wife Nayanavati. Again, it can be said that women were 

restricted to Saivism whereas men could make grant to other deities. 

Of the Kalacuri grants, Sarnath inscriptions record grants to the 

Buddhist monastery. This grant was given by Mamaka who was a 

follower of the Mahayana sect. She caused a copy of the 

astasadhasrikaprajiia to be written and also made some donations to 

the monastery. No kings or queens gave any grants to Buddhist deities. 

This may suggest that women other then the queen could support 

alternative cults, although they could not make grants to brahmanical 

cults. The Bahuriband statue inscription given by a Mahdbhojawhose 

name was missing, invoked Santinatha, the Jaina tirthankara. The 

colossal image was consecrated by acarya Subhadra. The Jains had a 

considerable following in the Kalacuri country.27 No Ratnapur branch 

inscription referred to any grant to Buddhist or Jaina traditions. 

Both the Vaka~akas and Kalacuris patronized Saivism. The kings 

claimed legitimacy by making invocations and grants to Saiva shrines 

and emphasizing their religious affiliations. Among queens, 

Prabhavatigupta deviates by invoking and Vi~q-·_u and making 

donations to Vaisnava shrines. It can also be said that probably she 

27 Sharma, R.K., Kalacuri and their times, Sundeep Prakashan, Delhi, 1980, p. 217. 
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did not have the right to grant to Saiva shrines. In the case of Kalacuri 

queens, they supported Saiva ascetics. It was also notable that men 

could make grants to many deities such as Siva, Vis,t;u, Durga, 

Ambika, Ganapati etc. but grants by women were restricted to Saivism 

in case the of the queens and Buddhism in the case of women other 

than queens. It was probable that brahmanical religious institutions 

did not accepted grants from women. 

II 

In their inscriptions the Vakatakas mention a number of rituals 

and sacrifices. The brahmaga as a priest had a relationship with 

K~triya embodying political power2s. Romila Thapar says that the 

sacrificial ritual was an exchange in which the gods were the recipients 

of offerings, bali, the priests were recipients of gifts and fees, dana and 

daksina and the K~triya as the one who ordered the ritual, was the 

recipient of the benevolence of the gods and of status and legitimacy 

among men. 29 The Vaka~akas claimed to be reviving old practices of 

sacrifice, emphasizing brahmanical traditions. 

All inscriptions3o except Deotak, Indore, Yavatmal, and Patna of 

the major branch mention the agnistoma, dportydma, ukthya, ~ocjasin, 

atiratra, vdjepeya, brihaspatisdva, sadyaskra and form asvamedhas 

performed by Pravaraseva I and ten asvamedhas for Bhavanaga. In the 

Mandai plates of Rudrasena II and the Miregaon inscription of 

Prabhavatigupta the information was missing. 

28 Thapar, Romila, Cultural Pasts, Essays in Early Indian Histmy, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 
2000, p. 516. 
29 Ibid, 
3° For reference see Appendix- IV (A), Column- IV. 
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In Poona and Riddhapur inscriptions of Prabhavatigupta 

mentions several asvamedhas for Samudragupta. It was noticeable 

that she did not refer to any sacrifices for herself and it suggests that 

since women could not perform sacrifices independently they did not 

claim to perform them. It is also noteworthy that most Vaka~aka kings 

do not claim to perform the sacrifices themselves, but only suggest 

there were performed by an illustrious ancestor. No grant by women 

except Masoda plates mentions sacrifices, Masoda plates mentions to 

the sacrifices as in the grants by king. 

According to the Gautama Dharmasutra there were seven forms 

of soma sacrifice agnisfoma, atyagnistoma, ukthya, s.oqasin, vajapeya, 

atiratra and aptoryama. 31 The agnistoma was the model of all Soma 

sacrifices and was an integral part of the Jyotistoma. The agnistoma 

was to be performed in Vasanta (spring) every year and on the new 

moon day. 32 In this sacrifice, the sacrificer and his wife performed the 

rituals. 

The ukthya, s,od,asin, atiratra, aptoryama were said to be 

performed by one who desires cattle, vigour, progeny, and all objects.33 

In the ukthya, a goat was sacrificed for Indra and Agni. 

The ~oqasiri34 sacrifice was performed after sunset. Soma was 

purchased for a cow that was of a very small stature and had red 

coloured ears. A cow was sacrificed for Indra. The fee was a reddish 

brown horse or a female mule. 

31 Kane, P.V., History ofDharmasastra, Vol. 2, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1941, 
p. 1134. 
32 Ibid, p. 1134-1135. 
33 Ibid, p. 1204. 
34 Ibid, p. 1204-05. 
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The atiratra35 also a soma sacrifice, referred to even in the 

Rgveda. Since this sacrifice was not completed in a day and went into 

the night therefore it was called atiratra. Besides the above mentioned 

another ewe or ram was offered to Sarasvati. The rest of sacrifice was 

offered to Indra. 

The aptoryama36 was similar to the atiratra. In this sacrifice was 

offered to Agni, Indra, Visvedevas and Vi~qu. 

The brihaspatisava was a kind of one day soma sacrifice 

performed by a brahmar:-a who performed the Vajapeya. 

The vajapeya37 involved collective drinking, animal sacrifice, 

chariot race. The drinking ritual was linked with notions of fertility. In 

this ritual a symbolic chariot race takes place in which, many members 

of the clan take part. The raja wins the game, it was a kind of 

legitimization process where the higher position or status of the king 

was proclaimed. 

The asvamedha3B was a major sacrifice. This sacrifice was also 

mentioned in Rgveda but it only referred to the killing of horse, N.N. 

Bhattacharyya says that during this phase, the horse-sacrifice did not 

have connotation of Kingship. In the Satapatha Brahmana details of 

the rituals were given. The horse was bathed in a pool and purified by 

sprinkling of water. After that the horse was set free for one year and 

guarded by many princes. After that the horse was sacrificed and a 

dialogue takes place between the chief queen and the priest. Sexual 

35 Ibid, p. 1205. 
36 Ibid, p. 1206. 
37 Ibid, p. 1206-07. 
38 Ibid, p. 1228-1239. 
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intercourse was enacted. It required a lot of resource mobilization and 

was a very important sacrifice. 

The record of the Vatsagulma also mention sacrifices. 

Vindhyasakti II mentions all the above sacrifices except the ukthya, 

sodasin and atiratra and instead mentions the jyotistoma. The Thalner 

inscription mentions the rituals as mentioned in the major branch 

inscriptions. There was no mention of any sacrifice in the Bidar, India 

office and Hisse-Borala inscriptions. None of the grants by feudatories 

and minister refer to sacrifices. This branch does not refer to the 

asvamedha which was a major sacrifice. This might indicate their 

relative lack of power in comparison to the major branch. 

The Vakatakas in majority of their inscriptions patronised 

Saivism. Yes, in the rituals, they listed in their inscriptions, Siva did 

not hold an important position. All the sacrifices and rituals were 

dedicated to Indra, Agni, etc. This probably shows that reference to the 

sacrifice was only a method of claiming legitimacy by clamining 

familiarity with old ritual traditions. 

The feudatories and ministers do not refer to any rituals and 

sacrifices. The queens also did not mention sacrifices or rituals. 

Prabhavatigupta only refers to several asvamedhas performed by 

Samudragupta. It shows that women and ministers did not have direct 

independent access to sacrifices. 

The relevance of referring to sacrifices seems to have declined by 

the 6th century A.D. The Kalacuris had moved to Purai).ic traditions and 

none of their inscriptions mentions any sacrifice or ritual performed by 

the ruler. The Kalacuris did not use sacrifice to claim legitimacy and 

superior status as done by the Vaka!aka kings. 
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The Kalacuris claimed divinity by comparing themselves with 

gods and goddesses suggesting that by this period sacrifices had lost 

their importance. 

In the both the dynasties the kings patronized Saivism. This may 

have been a significant cult in the region. The queens gave grants in 

honour of deities other than Siva. It can be said that there was a 

gendered division in patterns of patronage to religious institutions. The 

women of Kalacuri dynasties other than queens gave grants to 

Buddhist institutions. 

Besides, as we have seen, while Vaka~aka kings tried to enhance 

their status by referring to the performance of Vedic sacrifices, the 

queens (apart from Prabhavatigupta) do not do so. 

We thus see that there are a range of similarities and differences 

between Vaka~akas and Kalacuris, between kings and queens and 

between royalty and others both men and women. The elite could make 

and record grants. We will attempt to summarize the patterns that 

have emerged in our conclusion. 
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CHAPTER-VI 

CONCLUSION 

Historians have analyzed the early medieval period in terms of 

the various aspects such as polity, economy, society but have by and 

large ignored gender relations. Some of the scholars who have 

considered this period have drawn on the Puranic discourse on 

Kaliyuga in general and var:q.asarhkara in particular. Both of these 

would suggest that women were not conforming to the norms laid down 

in the dharmasastras. Interestingly, the inscriptional evidence of the 

Vakatakas and Kalacuris discussed in the preceding chapters does not 
• 

lay great emphasis on either Kaliyuga or varl)asarilkara. Instead, we 

find elite women occupying a small but significant space in political, 

economic and ritual spheres. 

Starting with the Vaka!akas, Prabhavatigupta holds a special 

position. She ruled as a regent for approximately fifteen years (c. 405 

420 A.D.) she gave three grants (Poona, Riddhapur and Miregaon 

inscriptions) out of the five (5) grants given by women in this dynasty. 

Interestingly, of the other two, one was given in memory of 

Prabhavatigupta by her daughter (Ramtek inscription). Another grant 

was given at the request of a Mahddevf (name not given), wife of 

Pravarasena II (Masoda plates), and does not show much variation 

from the grants by men (27 grants). All the grants by women belonged 

to the major branch. The Vatsagulma branch does not record any grant 

by women. 

In the Kalacuri records, there were SIX (6) grants by women of 

which, three (3) grants were given by queens (Bilhari, Bhereghat and 

Bhereghat Gauri-Sa:ti.kara temple inscriptions). Two grants record 
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donations by women who did not belong to the ruling family. It was 

very significant that by this period, women who did not belong to the 

ruling elite had the power and resources to make independent 

donations. Another grant was given for the religious merit of the 

donor's wife, Mokhi!'t. These grants belonged to the Tripuri branch. The 

Ratnapur and Saryupara branches do not record any grants by women. 

In terms of dating methods the Vaka~akas used regnal years. The 

grants by women used the regnal year of the king. Prabhavatigupta, in 

the Poona plates, where she was the regent, used the regnal year of 

Yuvaraja Divakarasena The feudatories and ministers do not give any 

date except the Hisse-Borala grant which refer to the Saka era. In this 

case, the donor deviates from the trend of using regnal years. 

In the Kalacuri grants, the dynastic year was used. The Kalacuri 

era began from approximately 248-49 A.D. Apart from grants by king, 

those made by women, feudatories and ministers also used the 

dynastic era. In the case of both Vakatakas and Kalacuris, we find that 

kings and queens follow a uniform pattern. Queens, including the 

otherwise powerful Prabhavatigupta, use regnal years of kings, in the 

case of Vaka~akas. At the same time, it is interesting that the queen in 

tht> Vaka~aka case can use regnal dates, unlike the male feudatories 

whose inscriptions are generally undated. It would suggest that women 

of the royal family probably had a higher status (even if derived from 

their husbands) than other elite men. 

In the case of the Kalacuris, there is greater conformity amongst 

men and women, both royal and elite. This may have to do with a 

somewhat different political structure (also reflected in the kinds of 

officials mentioned in chapter -4). 
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In terms of language and script, the Vaka~akas used Sanskrit 

and the box-headed variety of southern alphabets as script. The earlier 

grants like Basim plates were partly in Prakrit and partly in Sanskrit. 

All the other inscriptions by men as well as women have a common 

script and language. The Poona grant of Prabhavatigupta shows a 

deviation in this context. In this grant the northern variety of alphabets 

is more predominant than the southern variety. As noted earlier, this 

may indicate an attempt to assert her independent identity in terms of 

her Gupta origin, of which we have other more explicit indications as 

well. 

In the case of the Kalacuris, the language used was Sanskrit and 

the script was nagari. The only two inscriptions are Chhoti-Deori and 

the Sarnath inscriptions which use proto-nagari. As in the case of 

using dates in inscriptions, we find that the Kalacuri inscriptions are 

more uniform in terms of script and language. In other words, there are 

no sharp distinctions between royal and elite practice of men and 

women in this respect. 

In the case of the Vaka~akas, we had noted that the place of 

issue was occasionally named after the ruler making the grant e.g. 

Pravarapura named after Pravarasena II (Siwani, Chammak plates 

etc.), P:rthvisamudra after P:rthvisena II (Mahurjhari inscription). It is in 

this context that we find interesting variations in the case of 

Prabhavatigupta. In no instance is the place of issue named after her. 

What is also significant, is that when she refers to Nandivardhana as a 

place of issue, she simply mentions it, whereas Pravarasena II in his 

inscriptions (Jamb and Belora inscriptions) identifies it as 'vaijeyika 

dharmasthana'. It is likely that she did not have power to refer to it as 

an administrative center even when she issued an inscription from the 

place. For the Vatsagulma branch, the place of issue mentioned by the 
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kings was Vatsagulma, unlike the major branch where the place of 

issue is generally derived from the king's name. The feudatories and 

ministers do not mention any place of issue which would show that 

they did not have the right to refer to it. 

For the Kalacuris we generally find that the place of issue is not 

mentioned. Once again, as in case of dating practices, script and 

language, we find there are no sharp differences between royal and elite 

categories, or between men and women. 

In the case of titles used, the kings of both the dynasties used a 

wide range of titles. This is especially true of the Kalacuris who used 

titles such as nrpa, rajan, maharaja, mahiirajadhiiija, bhupati etc. The 

titles ascribed to women were relatively restricted to either mahadevf or 

mahdrajni. Prabhavatlgupta in Poona plates also used the title agra

mahisi. Virtually all these titled are derived from their positions as 

wives of rulers, and would suggest a degree of subordination. In many 

cases women were not associated with any title. 

The Jamb plates of Pravarasena II may be taken as a typical 

genealogy of the Vaka~akas. As we have seen (chapter - 3) this is 

standardized. In case of women, Prabhavatigupta marks a sharp 

contrast by mentioning only the Gupta genealogy (Poona and 

Riddhapur plates). The only Vakataka ruler she mentions is Rudrasena 

II. This is a clear indication of the importance she assigned to her natal 

family. In the standard Vaka!aka genealogy, only some wives of kings 

are mentioned, especially in terms of producing sons. It is likely that 

those women selected m inscriptions belonged to important 

contemporary ruling families andjor their sons were more powerful 

than their contemporary rulers (for example - Rudrasena I and 

Pravarasena II). Reference to women in genealogies of the Vatsagulma 
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branch and in those of inscriptions of the feudatories/ministers are 

relatively sparse. 

In the case of the Kalacuris, a uniform genealogy is mentioned. 

We also find the genealogy of the donor, donee, and sometimes even of 

the poet, scribe and other social categories. The queens in their 

inscriptions mentioned their lineage as well as the Kalacuri genealogy. 

In the genealogies given by men, women were mentioned. In tne 

Ratnapur and Saryupara branch, wives of most of the kings were 

mentioned. They were referred to as the producer of the successor. 

Their mention in the royal genealogy points out to their importance in 

the dynasty. As in some ofthe aspects mentioned, Kalacuri grants thus 

show a certain degree of uniformity in the case of genealogies which 

were used by both royal and elite men and women. 

Seals were used by Prabhavatigupta in all her grants. She 

describes herself as the mother of the crown prince (Poona) and of 

kings (Miregaon). The Vaka~aka kings such as Pravarasena II (Siwani, 

Dudia etc.), Prthvisena II (Mandhal plates), all used seals mentioning 

themselves as kings. In the Vatsagulma branch only Devasena uses 

seals describing himself as king, like the rulers of the major branch. 

The feudatories/ministers do not use any seal. 

In the case of the Kalacuris, the use of seals seems to have been 

relatively less or perhaps few have survived. Some kings like 

Jayasimha of the Tripuri branch, Ratnadeva II, PJjthvideva II and 

Pratapamalla of the Ratnapur branch and Sodhadeva of the Saryupara 

branch use seals. Thus, there was less prevalence of the use of seals as 

a mark of authentications. 

These characteristics, I.e. place of issue, title, genealogy and 

seals have been regarded as explicit identity markers with genealogies 
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and titles being more explicit than seals and place of issue 

Prabhavatigupta marks out a separate identity by giving a different 

genealogy as well as using her own seal. In this aspect feudatories and 

ministers did not have the right or power to use any of the explicit 

identity markers while some women of the royal family had access to 

these markers of power. In the case of the Kalacuris, we find that while 

both the ruling dynasties and other elite categories used genealogies, 

the use of seals was infrequent. 

Turning to the grants, we find that the Vaka!aka kings generally 

granted villages Prabhavatigupta also gave villages in all her grants, 

which shows that she had control over resources. In the Masoda 

plates, recording the grant by the wife of Pravarasena II, a plot of land 

was given. In the Vatsagulma branch the king gave villages but elite 

men did not give land which may indicate that their control over 

resources was relatively limited. 

In the case of the Kalacuris, most of the grants of villages or plot 

of land were given by the king, while women as well as feudatories and 

ministers supported the construction of temples, tank, garden etc. 

What is interesting here is that while there was a considerable 

uniformity in terms of what we have identified as implicit and explicit 

markers of identity, access to resources seems to have been much 

more sharply structured and even Kalacuri women of the royal family 

could not grant villages. 

We had suggested that the exemptions given to the donee were 

an indication of the power of the donor. Exemptions given by the 

Vakatakas were wide ranging, including rights to mines, revenues, 

hides etc. Prabhavatigupta gave all the exemptions mentioned in the 

grants given by the king, except the right to use forced labour. This 
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may suggest that she did not have the JDWer to transfer labour. The 

Vatsagulma kings (Vindhyasakti II and Harisena) gave exemptions. The 

feudatories/ministers do not give exemptions. 

In the case of the Kalacuris very few exemptions are specified 

and these are basically related to revenue. In the case of women only 

Nohala (Bilhari) gave exemptions. It was a unique grant as all the 

exemptions given were related to the market place. It shows her control 

over the market place. Interestingly, none of the kings grant such 

rights. 

Turning to the donees, most of the grants of the Vaka!aka kings 

were to brahmavas who belonged to the Taittfriya sakha, suggesting an 

emphasis on sacrifices. Prabhavatigupta (Riddhapur plates) gave grant 

to a brahma:r;a of the Taittiriya sakha, while in other grants she gave 

grant to an tictirya (Poona plates). In the Vatsagulma branch the king 

gave grants to brtihmana while grants by the feudatories/ministers do 

not mention any donee. 

In the Kalacuri records, kings and ministers gave grant to 

brahmanas while queens gave to Saiva ascetics. It can be said th:=tt 

probably, brahmanas did not take grant from women_. 

In the case of the Kalacuri, women may have had control over 

resources but did not have control over the administrative machinery. 

They do not give villages but only the income from them. They do not 

make exemptions, (except Nohala in the Bilhari grant). They do not 

mention the wide range of officials. And in their grants they do not 

address officials. But, as they were mentioned among officials, who 

were informed about the grant, this shows that they had some kind of 

control over resources. 
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Finally, we have examined patterns of patronage of religious 

institutions, suggesting that such patronage may have been a means of 

acquiring legitimacy. The Vaka~akas mainly gave grants to Saiva 

institutions and invoked Siva but Prabhavatlgupta claims to be a 

'parama bhagavat' and gave grants to Vaisnava shrines. The Ramtek 

inscription records a grant to a Vaisnava shrine. All the kings of the 

Vaka~aka branch mention vedic sacrifices performed by Pravarasena I. 

Prabhavatigupta mentioned asvamedha performed by Samudragupta. 

The Vatsagulma branch kings gave grant to Siva and t!le 

feudatories/ministers granted to Vaisnava and Bhagavata shrines, but 

not to Saiva shrines. Except for the Basim plate md Thalner plates 

none of the other inscriptions of the Vatsagulma branch mention 

sacrifices. 

In the case of the Kalacuris, the kings invoked Siva and 

patronized Saivism. They also supported Vaisnava and other shrines of 

Ganapati, Durga, Ambika, Revanta as well as Jaina and Buddhist 

deities. 

We can thus identify a hierarchy of cults and beliefs. Reference 

to vedic sacrifices are confined to kings a..11d queens (who, however did 

not claim to perform these themselves). Offering grants to Saiva shrines 

seems to have been a royal prerogative. Queens like Prabhavatlgupta 

exercise their own preferences in granting to Vaisnava shrines as could 

the feudatories. The pattern of the Kalacuris is somewhat similar. The 

king established affiliation to Saivism. Queens grarted to Saiva 

ascetics, while the feudatories and ministers supported a range of other 

cults. 

Overall it can be seen that Prabhavatlgupta marks out a special 

position for herself in all respects. It may be due to the fact she came 
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from a powerful family. Queens of the Kalacuris like Nohala held a 

special place but their status and power was not like that of 

Prabhavatigupta. 

In conclusion we can see that royal and elite men and women 

shared certain markers of identify in common. At the same time, there 

were differences based on control over resources, access to 

administrative and social categories and ability to establish 

connections with dominant religious traditions. There were also 

variations between the Vakatakas and Kalacuris. All of this suggests 

that gender identities in the region were not fixed. As such, this seems 

to be a dynamic period as far as gender identities are concerned. 
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Note to appendix: 

Abbreviations and Symbols 

ASCI 

en 

EI 

VSH 

Pmp 

* 

( ) 

Agrarian Structures in Central & Northern India. A study of 
Vakataka Inscriptions- K.M. Shrimali . 
Corpus Incriptionarum Indicarum-V.V. Mirashi 

Epigraphia Indica 

Vakataka Source & History -A.M. Shastri 

Parama-bhattaraka maharajadhiraja, paramesvara .. 

Not mentioned in the source 

Date arrived at by present day scholars 

Information missing 



No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

APPENDIX - 1 (A) 
Vakatakas 

I 

Inscription 

Deotak stone of Rudrasena I, 
err, vol. 5, pp. 1-4 

Basim plates of Vindhyasakti II, 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 93-100, EI, vol. 26, 
pp. 137-155 

Mandhal plates of Rudrasena II 
VSH, 85-88 

Poona plates of Prabhavatigupta 
en, vol. 5, pp. 5-9 
EI, Vol. 15, pp. 39-45. 

Jamb plates of Pravarasena II, 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 10-15 
EI, vol. 26, pp. 155 

Belora plates of Pravarasena II, 
err, vol. 5, pp. 16-21 

Mandhal plates of Pravarasena II, 
EI, Vol. 41, pp. 68-76 
ASCI, pp. 60-63 & 89-90 

II III 

Find spot Dynasty 

Deotak, Major 
Nagpur branch 

Basim, Vatsagulma 
Akola dist. 
Vidarbha 

Mandhal, Major 
Nagpur branch 

Wardha Major 
major branch 
branch 

Jamb Major 
Wardha branch 

Bel ora, Major 
Wardha branch 

Mandhal, Major 
Nagpur branch 
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IV v VI 

Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

(5th century) Partly Box-headed 
Sanskrit variety 
Partly 
Prakrit 

4th day of the first fortnight of Partly Box-headed 
Hemanta in 37th year (392 Sanskrit variety 
A.D.) Partly 

Prakrit 

7th day of 6th fortnight of * * 
rainy season in the 5th year 
(c. 405 A.D.) 

12th tithi of bright fortnight of Sanskrit Admixture of 
Karttika, 13th year of northern & 
Yuvaraja Divakarasena (418 southern 
A.D.) variety 

12th tithi of bright fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
Asvina in the 2nd regnal year variety 
(422 A.D.) 

13th tithi of bright fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
Karttika 11th year ( 431 A.D.) variety 

16th yer of the month Sanskrit * 
Karttika (436 A.D.) 



I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

8. Chammak plates of Chammak Major branch 13th tithi of bright fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
Pravarasena II, Vidarbha Jyestha in the 18th regnal variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 22-27 year (438 A.D.) 

9. Siwani plates of Pravarasena Siwani, Major branch 12th tithi of bright fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
II, Chhindwada Phalguna in the 18th year variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 28-32 dist., M.P. (438 A.D.) 

10. Riddhapura plates of Riddhapur Major branch 12th tithi of bright fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
Prabhavatigupta, Amravati Karttika, 19th year of variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 33-37, dist. Pravarasena II (439 A.D.) 
EI, vol. 39, pp. 199-204 

11. Masoda plates of Pravarasena Masod, Major branch Year 19, 2nd fortnight of the San skirt Box-headed 
II, Nagpur rainy season day 5L.., (439 variety 
ASCI, pp. 65-69 & 97-98 A.D.) 

12. Miregaon plates of Miregaon, Major branch 12th tithi of bright fortnight of * * 
Prabhavatigupta, Sakoli tahsil, Hemanata Pushyamasa, 20th 
VSH, pp. 91-93 Bhandara year of Pravarasena II (440 

dist. A.D.) .. 
13. Indore plates of Pravarasena - Major branch 15th tithi of dark fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 

II, V aisakha, in 23rd year ( 443 variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 38-42 A.D.) 
EI, vol. 24, pp. 52-56 
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No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

14. Dudia plates of Pravarasena II, Dudhia, Major branch lOth day of the 4th fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 43-47, Chhindwa the rainy season in the 23rd variety 
EI, vol. 3, pp. 258-262 dist., M.P. year (443 A.D.) 

15. Tirodi plates of Pravarasena Tirodi Major branch 12th tithi of dark fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
II, balaghat, Migha in the 23rct year ( 443 variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 48-52 M.P. A.D.) 

16. Wadgaon plates of Pravarasena Wadgaon Major branch lOth tithi of bright fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
II, Chanda dist. Jyestha in the 25th year (445 variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 53-56 A.D.) 
EI, vol. 27, pp. 74-79 

17. Yavatmal plates of Pravarasena Yavatmal, Major branch 26th year i.e. (446 A.D.) Sanskrit Box-headed 
II, Maharastra variety 
ASCI, pp. 63-65, 45 

18. Pattan plates of Pravarasena Pattan, Major branch 7th day of the dark fortnight Sanskrit Box-headed 
II, Betual, of Kartika in the 27th year i.e. variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 57-62 Madhya (447 A.D.) 

Pradesh 

19. Pandhurna plates of Tigaon in Major branch lOth tithi of dark fortnight of Sanskrit Box-headed 
Pravarasena II, Pandhurna, Vaisakha in the 29th regnal variety 
CII, vol. 5, pp. 63-68 Chhindwada year i.e. (449 A.D.) 
(also called Tigaon plates) 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

20. Pauni plates of Pravarasena II, Pauni, Major branch Dark fortnight Jyestha in the Sanskrit Box-headed 
ASCI, pp. 69-71, 98 Bhandara 32nd year i.e. (452 A.D.) variety 
EI, val. 38, pp. 53-56 dist. 

Maharastra 

21. Patna Museum plates of Probably Major branch - Sanskrit Box headed 
Pravarasena II, Balaghat (around tirodi plates) variety 
en, val. 5, pp. 69-72 
(also called Balaghat plates) 

22. Ramtek plates of Pravarasena Ramtek Major branch * * * 
II, 
(also called Mansar plates) 
VSH, pp. 125-135 

23. Bidar plates of Devasena, Bidar dist., Vatsagulma Dated in season, 5th year, Sanskrit (lot Box-headed 
VSH, pp. 107-110 Karnataka branch i.e. (455 A.D.) of Prakritism) variety 

24. Hisse-Borala plates of Hi sse-Borala, Vatsagumla Saka 380 corresponding Sanskrit Box-headed 
Devasena, Basim, Akola Branch to the year 3020 of a variety 
ASCI, pp. dist. cyclic reckoning in 
EI, voo. 37, pp. 1-3 astronomical terms. It 

also refers to the 
planetary position of the 
Great Bear, i.e. (457 -58 
A.D.) 

25. India office plates of Devasena, - Vatsagulma - Sanskrit Box-headed 
en, val. 5, pp. 101-102 branch (approx.) (450-70 A.D.) variety 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

26. Mandhal plates 'A' of Mandhal, Major branch 2nd year Grisma (472 Sanskrit Box-headed 
Prthvisena II, • Nagpur A.D.) variety 
ASCI, pp. 73-74, 
EI, vol. 41, pp. 159-180 

27. Mandhal plates 'B' of Mandhal, Major branch lOth year, Grisma Sanskrit Box-headed 
Prthvisena II, Nagpur (480 A.D.) variety 
ASCI, pp. 75-77 
EI, vol. 41, pp. 159-180 

28. Mahurjhari plates of Mahurjhari, Major branch 17th year Karttika Sanskrit Box-headed 
P~hvisena II, Nagpur (487 A.D.) variety 
ASCI, pp. 78-81, 101-102 

29. Ajanta cave inscription of Cave XVI, Vatsagulma - Sanskrit Box-headed 
Varahadeva Ajanta branch (approx. 475-499 A.D.) variety 
Minister of Harisena, 
en, vol. 5, pp-103-111 

30. Ghatotkacha cave inscription Ghatotkacha Vatsagulma - Sanskrit Box-headed 
of Varahadeva cave, Gulwada, branch (approx. 475-499 A.D.) variety 
Minister of Harisena, Ajanta 
en, vol. 5, pp. 112-119 

-

31. .Ajanta Cave inscription, Cave XVII, Vatsagulma - Sanskrit Box-headed 
Feudatory of Harisena, Ajanta branch (approx. 4 75-499 A.D.) variety 
en, vol. 5, pp. 120-129 

32. Thalner plates Harisena, Thalner, Vatsagulma 3rd year, i.e. (478 A.D.) Sanskrit Box-headed 
en, vol. 5, pp. Dhule, dist. branch variety 
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No. 

' 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Appendix - I (B) 
Kalcauris 

I 

Inscription 

Saugor stone inscription of 
Sa:rikaragal}.adeva I, 
en, vol. 4, (i), pp. 174-176 
EI, vol. 27, pp. 163-170 

Chhoti Deori stone inscription 
of Sailkaraga:Q.adeva I, 
err, vol. 4(i), pp. 176-178 

Karitalai stone inscription of 
Lakshmal}.araja II, 
en, vol. 4(i), p. 186-195, 
EI, vol. 2, pp. 174-179 

Gurgi stone inscription of 
Kokalladeva II, 
en, vol. 4(i), pp. 224-233 

Bilhari stone inscription of 
Yuvarajadeva II, 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 204-225 

Makundpur stone inscription 
of Gaitgeyadeva, 
en, vol. 4 (i) pp. 234-235 

II 

Find spot 

Saugor, Madhya 
Pradesh 

Chhoti Deori, 
Jabal pur, 
Madhya 
Pradesh 

Karitalai, 
Jabal pur, 
Madhya 
Pradesh 

Gurgi, Rewa 

Abalpur, 
Madhya 
Pradesh 

Rewa 

III IV v VI 

Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

Tripuri - Sanskrit Proto-nagari 
(8th century A.D.) 

Trip uri - Sanskrit Proto-nagari 
(8th century A.D.) (incorrect) 

Trip uri - Sanskrit Nagari 
(Approx. c. 940-65A.D.) 

Trip uri - Sanskrit Nagari 
(last quarter of lOth 

century A.D.) 

Trip uri - Sanskrit Nagari 
(c. lOth century A.D.) 

Trip uri Samvat 772, 12th tith1 of Sanskrit Nagari 
bright fortnight of 
Karttika, i.e. (1019-1020 
A.D.) 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

7. Banaras Plates of KarJ?.a, Banaras Trip uri 9th tithi of the dark Sanskrit Nagari 
CII, Vol. 4 (i) fortnight of Pha.Iguna (except verse 
pp. 236-250, year 793, i.e. (1042 A.D.) 12 which is in 
EI, Vol. 2, pp. 297-310 Prakrit) 

8. Paikore stone pillar East of Murari Trip uri - Sanskrit Proto-
inscription of KarJta station Bengali 
CII, vol. 4 (i), pp. 250-252 variety of 

Northern 
Indian 
alphabets 

9. Goharwa plates of Karp.a, Goharwa, Trip uri •' Full-moon day of Sanskrit Nagari 
CII, vol. 4 (i), pp. 252-263, EI, Manjhanpur, Karttika in the 7th regnal 
voo. 11, pp. 139-146 Allahabad year i.e. (1047 A.D.) 

10. Rewa stone inscription of Rewa, Vindhya Trip uri Year 800 i.e. (1048-49 Sanskrit Nagari 
Ka~a, Pradesh A.D.) 
CII, vol. 4 (i), pp. 263-275 
EI, vol. 24, pp. 102-115 

11. Samath stone inscription of Sarnath near Tripuri 15th tithi of bright {half) Sanskrti Nagari 
Kaqta, Varanasi fortnight of Asvina year (corrupt) 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 275-278 810 i.e. (1058-59 A.D.) 

12. Rewa stone inscription of Rewa, Vindhya Tripuri lOth tithi of bright Sanskrit Nagari 
Kal'l!-a, Pradesh fortnight of Magha in the 
CII, vol. 4 (i), pp. 278-284 year 812 i.e. (1061-62 

A.D.) 
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No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

13. Raipur plates of P~hvideva I, Raipur, Ratnapur 8th tithi of dark fortnight Sanskrit Nagari 
err, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 398-401 ehhattisgarh of Magha in the year 821 

i.e. (1069 A.D.) 

14. Khairha plates of Yasahkarna, Khairha, Tripuri 14th tithi of bright Sanskrit Nagari 
err, vol. 4 (i), pp. 289-299, Vindhya fortnight of Phalguna in 
EI, vol. 12, pp. 205-217 Pradesh the year 823 i.e. (1076 

A.D.) 

15. Kahila plates of Sodhadeva, Kahil a, Saryupara 7th tithi of bright Sanskrit Nagari 
err, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 382-397, Gorakpur, Uttar fortnight of Pausha of the 
EI, vol. 7, pp. 85-93 Pradesh year 1134 (Vikrama) i.e. 

(1077 A.D.) 

16. Amoda plates of P!i=hvideva I, Amoda, Ratnapur 7th tithi of dark fortnight San skirt Nagari 
er, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 401-409, Bilaspur, of Phalguna of the year 
EI, vol.-19, pp. 75-81 Madhya 831 i.e. (1079 A.D.) 

Pradesh 

17. Ratnapur stone inscription of Ratnapur, Ratnapur Year 866, 9th tithi of Sanskrit Nagari 
Jajalladeva I, Bilaspur, bright fortnight of 
en, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 409-417, EI, Madhya Margasirsha i.e. (1114 
vol. I, pp. 32-39 Pradesh A.D.) 

18. Sheoriniriyana plates of Sarkho, Janjgir Ratnapur Karttika, of the year 880 Sanskrit Nagari 
Ratnadeva II, i.e. (1128 A.D.) 
err, vol. 4 (ii), 
pp. 423-429 

19. Sirkho plates of Ratnadeva II, Sarkho, Janjgir Ranta pur Karttika, of the year 880 Sanskrit Nagari 
err, voo. 4 (ii), pp. 423-429 i.e. 1128 A.D. 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

20. Akaltara stone inscription of Akaltara, Ratnapur - Sanskrit Nagari 
Ratnadeva II, Bilaspur 

(12th century A.D.) 
CII, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 430-436 

21. Diakoni plates of P~thvideva Diakoni, Janjgir Ratnapur 11th tithi of dark Sanskrit Nagari 
II, fortnight of Marghasirsha 
CII, voo. 4 (ii), pp. 443-446, of year 890 i.e. (1138 
EI, vol. 28, pp. 146-154 A.D.) 

22. Pasid plates of P~hvideva II, Pasid, Baloda Ratnapur Karttika of year 893 i.e. Sanskrit Nagari 
EI, voo. 40, pp. 77-80 Bazar (1141 A.D.) 

23. Rajim stone inscription of Rajim, Raipur Ratnapur Year 896, 8th tithi of Sanskrit Nagari 
P~hvideva II, bright fortnight of Magha 
CII, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 450-457 i.e. (1145 A.D.) 

24. Bilaigarh plates of ~hvideva Bilaigarh, Ratnapur Year 896 i.e. (1145-46 Sanskrit Nagari 
II, Raipur A.D.) 
CII, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 458-462 
EI, vol. 29, pp. 97-104 

25. Koni stone inscription Koni, Bilaspur Ratnapur Year 900 i.e. (1148-49 Sanskrit Nagari 
Prthvideva II, A.D.) 
cir, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 463-473 
EI, vol. 28, pp. 336-337 

' 

Ghotia plates of Prthvideva II, 26. Ghotia, Baloda Ratnapur Year 1000 (?)bright Sanskrit Nagari 
CII, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 476-483 Bazar, Raipur fortnight of Bhadra 

(pa)da, i.e. (1148 A.D.) 
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No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

27. Am.oda plates (1st set) Arnoda, Ratnapur Year 900 i.e. (1149 A.D.) Sanskrit Nagari 
Prthvideva II, Bilaspur 
eii, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 474-478 

28. Ratnapur stone inscription Fort of Ratnapur Vikrama 1207 i.e. (1149- Sanskrit Nagari 
P~hvideva II, Ratnapur SO A.D.) 
en, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 483-490 
EI, vol. 1, pp. 45-50 

29. Tewar stone inscription of Tewar, Trip uri 1st tithi bright fortnight Sanskrit Nagari 
Gayakarna, Jabalpur, of Suchi of year 902 i.e. 
en, vol. 4 (i) pp. 305-309 Madhya (1151 A.D.) 

Pradesh 

30. Bahuriband statue inscription Bah uri band, Tripuri - Sanskrit Nagari 
of Gayakarna, Sihora, (indistinct c. 12th century en, vol. 4(i), pp. 309-311 Jabal pur 

A.D.) 

31. Amoda plates (2nd set) of Arnoda, Ratnapur 6th tithi of bright Sanskrit Nagari 
P~hvideva II, Bilaspur fortnight of Asvina of 
en, vo1.4 (ii), pp. 491-495 year 905 i..e (1152-53 

A.D.) 

32. Bhere-gh~t stone inscription Bhere-ghat, Trip uri Year 907 11th tithi bright Sanskrit Nagari 
of Narasimha, Jabal pur fortnight of Marghasrisha 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 312-321 i.e. (1155 A.D.) 
EI, vol. 2, pp. 7-17 

33. Lal-pahad rock inscription of Vindhya Trip uri 5th tithi bright fortnight Sanskrit Nagari 
NarasiJ:tJ.ha, Pradesh of Sravana year 909 i.e. 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 321-322 (1158 A.D.) 
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No. Inscription Find spot Dynasty Date (in A.D.) Language Script 

34. Alha-ghatstone inscription of Natural passes Trip uri Vikrama 1216 1st tithi of Sanskrit Nagari 
Narasimha, ofVindhya bright fortnight of (incorrect) 
CII, val. 4 (i), pp. 322-324 Pradesh Bhadrapada (1159 A.D.) 

35. Ratnapur stone inscription Ratnapur, Ratnapur Year 910 i.e. (1158-59 Sanskrit Nagari 
Prthvideva II, Madhya A.D.) 
c"n, val. 4 (ii), pp. 495-501 Pradesh 

36. Ratnapur stone inscription Fort of Ratnapur Year 915, i.e. (1163-64 Sanskrit Nagari 
P:~;thvideva II, Ratnapur A.D.) 
CII, val. 4 (ii) pp. 501-511 

37. Jabalpur plates of Jayasimha, Jabalpur, Trip uri Asvina, year 918 i.e. Sanskrit Nagari 
CII, val. 4 (i), pp. 324-331 Madhya (1167 A.D.) 

·Pradesh 

38. Mallar stone inscription of MaHar, Bilaspur Ratnapur Year 919 i..e (1167-68 Sanskrit Nagari 
Jajjalladeva II, A.D.) 
CII, val. 4 (ii), pp. 512-518, 
EI, val. 1, pp. 39-45 

39. Sheorinarayana stone Sheorinarayana, Ratnapur Year 919 i.e. (1167-68) Sanskrit Nagari 
inscription of Jajjalladeva II, Bilaspur 
CII, val. 4 (ii), pp. 519-527 

40. Amoda plates of Jajjalladeva Am ada, Ratnapur 5th tithi of dark fortnight Sanskrit Nagari 
II, Bilaspur of Agrana of year 91 (?) 
CII, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 528-533 i.e. (1167 A.D.) 
El, val. 19, pp. 209-214 
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41. Jabalpur stone inscription of Jabal pur, Triputi Year 926 i.e. (1174 A.D.) Sanskrit Nagari 
J ayasirilha, Madhya 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 331-339 Pradesh 

42. Rewa plates of Jayasimha, Rewa, Vindhya Trip uri 4th tithi of bright Sanskrit Nagari 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 340-344 Pradesh fortnight of Bhadrapada 

year 926 i.e. (1175 A.D.) 

43. Tewar stone inscription of Tewar Jabalpur, Trip uri Year 928, 6th tithi of Sanskrit Nagari 
Jayasimha, Madhya bright fortnight of 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 344-346 Pradesh Sravana i.e. (1177 A.D.) 
EI, vol. 2, pp. 17-19 

44. Kharod stone inscription of Kharod, Janjgir Ratnapur Year 933 i.e. (1181-82 Sanskrit Nagari 
Ratnadeva III, A.D.) 
en, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 533-543 
EI, vol. 21, pp. 159-165 

45. Umariya plates of Umariya, Panna Trip uri Asvina year 944 i.e. Sanskrit Nagari 
Vijayasimhadeva Dist., Madhya (1193 A.D.) 
EI, vol. 41, pp. 34-38 Pradesh 

46. Rewa stone inscription of Rewa, Vindhya Tripuri 1st tithi of bright Sanskrit (with Nagari 
Vijayasiinha, Pradesh fortnight of Bhadrapada many 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 346-358 year 944 i.e. (1193 A.D.) mistakes) 
El, vol. 19, pp. 295-99 

47. Rewa plates of Vijayasirii.ha, Rewa, Vindhya Trip uri 7th tithi of dark fortnight Sanskrit Nagari 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 358-363 Pradesh of Marghasirsha, year 

(Vikrama) 1253 i.e. (1193 
A.D.) 
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48. Rewa stone inscription of Rewa, Vindhya Trip uri Year 96(?) i.e. around Sanskrit Nagari 
Vijayasimha, Pradesh (1208-09 A.D.) 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 365-367 

49. Bhere-ghat Gauri-Sankara Bhere-ghat, Trip uri - Sanskrit Nagari 
temple inscription of Jabalpur c. 13th century A.D. 
Vijayasirhha, 
en, vol. 4 (i), pp. 363-364 

50. Pendrabandh plates Pendrabandh, Ratnapur lOth tithi bright fortnight Sanskrit Nagari 
Pratapari:talla, Baloda Bazar of Magha, year 965 i.e. 
en, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 543-549, (1214 A.D.) 
El, vol. 23, pp. 1-8 

51. Bilaigarh plates of Bilaigarh, Ratnapur Year 969 i.e. (1218 A.D.) Sanskrit Nagari 
Pratapamalla, Raipur 
en, vol. 4 (ii), pp. 549-554 
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No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

APPENDIX - II (A) 
Vakatakas 

Inscription 

I 

Deotak stone of. Rudrasena I, 
(4th century) 

Basim plates of VindhyaSakti II, 
(c 392 A.D.) 

Mandhal plates of Rudrasena II, 
(c. 405 A.D.) 

Poona plates of Prabhavatigupta, 
(c. 418 A.D.) 

Jamb plates of Pravarasena II, 
(c. 422 A.D.) 

Belora plates of Pravarasena II, 
(c. 431 A.D.) 

Mandhal plates of Pravaraseva II, 
(c. 436 A.D.) 

Chammak plates of Pravarasena 
(c. 438 A.D.) 

Siwani plates of Pravarasena II, 
(c. 438 A.d.) 

II 

Dynasty 

Major branch 

Vatsagulma 

Major branch 

Major branch 

Major branch 

Major branch 

Major branch 

II, Major branch 

Major branch 

III IV 

Place of issue Title/s 

- Raj an 

Vatsagulma, i..e Basim Dharmamaharaja 

* * 

Nandivardhan i.e., Agra-mahisi 
Nagardhan, Nagpur 

Nandivardhan, i..e Parama-mahesvara 
Nagardhan, Nagpur Maharaja 

Nandivardhan, i.e., Parama -mahesvara, 
Nagardhan, Nagpur Maharaja 

Pravarapura, i.e. Pavnar, Param.a-mahesvara, 
Wardha Maharaja 

Pravarapura, i.e. Pavnar, Parama-mahesvara, 
Wardha Maharaja 

- Parama-mahesvara, 

(probably pravarapura) Maharaja 
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No. Inscription Dynasty Place of issue Title/s 

10. Riddhapura plates of Prabhavatigupta Major branch Footprints of the lord of Mahadevi, Maharaja for 
(c. 439 A.D.) Ramgiri i.e. Ramtek Rudrasena (II) and 

Pravarasena (II) 

11. Masoda plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch - Mahadevi, Maharaja for 
(c. 439 A.D.) (probably Pravarapura) Pravarasena (II) 

12. Miregaon plates of Prabhavatigupta Major branch * * 
(c. 440 A.D.) 

13. Indore plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch - Maharaja 
(c. 443 A.D.) ' 

(probably Pravarapura) 

14. Dudia plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch Pravarapura, i.e. Pavnar, Maharaja 
(c. 443 A.D.) Wardha 

15. Tirodi plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch Narattangavari, i .. e Wari, Maharaja 
(c. 443 A.D.) Akottahsil 

16. Wadgaon plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch - Parama -mahesvara, 
(c. 445 A.D.) 

(probably Pravarapura) Maharaja 

17. Yavatmal plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch - Parama-mahesvara, 
(c. 446 A.D.) Maharaja 

18. Pattan plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch - Parama-mahesvara, 
(c. 447 A.D.) 

(probably Pravarapura) Maharaja 
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19. Pandhurna plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch Temple of Pravaresvara Maharaja 
(c. 449 A.D.) 

20. Pauni plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch Pravarapura, i.e. Pavnar, Parama-mahesvara, 
(c. 452 A.D.) Wardha Maharaja 

21. Patna Museum plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch - Maharaja 

22. Ramtek plates of Pravarasena II, Major branch 

23. Bidar plates of Devasena Vatsagulma branch Vatsagulma, i .. e Basim Dharma-maharaja 
(c. 455 A.D.) 

24. Hisse-Borala plates of Devasena, Vatsagulma branch - Rajah 
(c. 457-58 A.D.) 

25. India office plates of Devasena Vatsagulma branch Vatsagulma, i.e. Basim Maharaja 
(c 450-70 A.D.) 

26. Mandhal plates 'A' of P!i=hvisena II, Major branch Ramgiri Maharaja 
(c. 472 A.D.) 

27. Mandhal plates 'A' of P~hvisena II, Major branch Bennatasthana Maharaja 
(c. 480 A.D.) 

28. Mahurjhari plates of P~hvisena II, Major branch Prthv'isamudra Maharaja 
(c. 487 A.D.) 

29. Ajanta cave inscription of Varahadeva Vatsagulma branch - -

(c. 475-499 A.D.) 
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No. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

I 

Inscription 

Ghatotkacha cave inscriptions of 
Varahadeva 
(c. 475-499 A.D.) 

Ajanta cave inscription 
(c 475-499 A.D.) 

' 
Thalner plates of Harisena 
(c. 4 78 A.D.) 

APPENDIX - II (B) 
Kala curls 

Inscription 

I 

Saugor stone inscription of 
Sa:ilkaraga~adeva I, 
(c 8th century A.D.) 

<;hhoti Deori stone Inscription of 
Sahkaraga~adeva I, 
(c 8th century A.D.) 

Karitalai stone Inscription of 
Lakshma:t;tari.ja II, 
(c. 940-65 A.D.) 

II III IV 

Dynasty Place of issue Title/s 

Vatsagulma branch - -

Vatsagulma branch - -

Vatsagulma branch - Maharaja 

II III IV 

Dynasty Place of issue Title/s 

Trip uri - Paramabhattaraka 
Maharajadhiraj a 
Paramevara (Pmp), Ragye 
for donor Krsnadev! 

Tripuri - -

Trip uri - Raja, Mahadevi for 
Rahada 
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No. Inscription Dynasty Place of issue Title/s 

4. Gurgi stone Inscription of Kokalladeva Trip uri - -
II, 
(c. lOth century A.D.) 

5. Bilhari stone Inscriptions of Tripuri - Nrpa 
Yuvarajadeva II, 
(c. lOth century A.D.) 

6. Makundpur stone Inscriptions of Trip uri - Maharha maha-
Gangeyadeva mahattaka 
(c. 1019-20 A.D.) 

7. Banaras plates of Kar~a Tripuri Jayaskandhavara at Prnp, Trikalingadhipati 
(c. 1042 A.D.) Prayag 

8. Piakore stone Inscriptions of Kar:Q.a Trip uri - Maharaja, Cediraja 

9. Goharwa plates of Kar~a Tripuri Victorious camp at Prup, Trikalingadhipati 
(c. 1047 A.D.) Karnatirtha 

10. Rewa stone of Ka~a, Trip uri - Naradhipam 
(c. 1048-49 A.D.) 

11. Sarnath stone Inscription of Ka~a Trip uri - Prn p, Trikalingadhipati 
(c. 1048-59 A.D.) 

12. Rewa stone Inscription of KarJ!.a Trip uri - -
(c. 1058-59 A.D.) 
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13. Raipur plates of P~hvideva I, Ratnapur - Mahamandalesvara, the 
(c. 1069 A.D.) sole lord of 21,000 

(villages) and ruler of the 
entire kosala country 

14. Khairha plates of Yasahkarna Trip uri - Pmp. 
(c. 1076 A.D.) 

15. Kahila plates of Sodhadeva 
' (c. 1077 A.D.) . ' 

Saryupara - Pmp 

16. Amoda plates of P~thvideva I, Ratnapur - Lord of 21,000 (villages) 
(c. 1079 A.D.) and ruler of the Kosala 

country, 
Mahamandalesvara 
acquired 
panchamahasabda 

17. Ratnapur stone inscription of Ratnapur - -
Jajalladeva I, 
(c. 1114 A.D.) 

18. Sheorinarayana plates of Ratnadeva II, Ratnapur - Bhupati 
(c. i 127 A.D.) 

19. Sarkho plates of Ratnadeva II, Ratnapur - -

(c. 1128 A.D.) 
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20. Akaltara stone inscription of Ratnadeva Ratnapur - -

II, 
(c. 12th century A.D.) 

21. Diakoni plates of P:r;thvideva II, Ratnapur - Mahibhujo 
(c. 1138 A.D.) 

22. Pasid plates of P~hvideva II, 
(c. 1141 A.D.) 

Ratnapur - Mahibhujo 

23. Rajim stone Inscription of P~thvideva Ratnapur - Narendra, 
II, Panchamfu~asabda for 
(c. 1145 A.D.) donor Jagapala 

24. Bilaigarh plates of ~hvideva II, Ratnapur - Bhupati 
(c. 1145-46 A.D.) 

25. Koni stone inscription of P~hvideva II, Ratnapur - Mahibhujo 
(c. 1148-49 A.D.) 

26. Ghotia plates of P~hvideva II, Ratnapur - Bhuratnadeva 
(c. 1148 A.D.) 

27. Amoda plates (1st set) of P~hvideva II, Ratnapur - Bhuratnadeva 
(c. 1149 A.D.) 

28. Ratnapur stone Inscription Of Ratnapur - Naresvara 
P!thvideva II, 
(c. 1149 A.D.) 
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29. Tewar stone inscription of Gayakarna Trip uri - -

30. Bahuriband statue inscription Of Tripuri - -
Gayakarna 

31. Amoda plates (2nd set) of P~hvideva II, Ratnapur - -

(c. 1152-53 A.D.) 

32. Bhere-~hat stone inscription of Tripuri - Nrpa 
Narasimha 
(c. 1155 A.D.) 

33. Lal-pahad rock inscription of Narasi:rhha Tripuri - Pmp, Trikalingadhipati, 
(c. 1158 A.D.) Asvapati, Narapati 

34. Alpha-ghat stone inscription of Trip uri - Maharaj adhiraj a of 
Narasbhha Dahala 
(c. 1159 A.D.) 

35. Ratnapur stone inscription of Ratnapur - -
P~hvideva II, 
(c. 1158-59 A.D.) 

36. Ratnapur stone inscription of Ratnapur - Naresvara 
Prthvideva II, 
(c. 1163-64 A.D.) 

37. Jabalpur plates of Jayasilhha Trip uri - Pmp, Trikalingadhipau 
(c. 1167 A.D.) 
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38. Malliir stone inscription of Jajalladeva Ratnapur - Lord of Tummana 
II, 
(c. 1167-68 A.D.) 

39. Sheorinarayana stone inscription of Ratnapur - -

Jajalladeva II, 
(c. 1167-68 A.D.) 

40. Amoda plates of Jajalladeva II, Ratnapur - Nrpa 
(c. 1167 A.D.) 

41. Jabalpur stone inscription of Jayasbnha Trip uri - Nrpa 
(c. 1174 A.D.) 

-

42. Rewa stone of J ayasiinha Tripuri - Pmp, Trikalingadhipati 
(c. 1175 A.D.) 

-

43. Tewar stone inscription of Jayasilhha, Tripuri - Samrat 
(c. 1177 A.D.) 

44. Kharod stone inscription of Ratnadeva Ratnapur - -
II, 
(c. 1181-82 A.D.) 

45. Umariya plates of Vijayasimhadeva Trip uri - Pmp, Trikalingadhipati 
(c. 1193 A.D.) 

46. Rewa stone inscription of Trip uri - . Pmp, Trikalingadhipati 
Vijayasimhadeva 
(c. 1193 A.D.) 
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,' 

47. Rewa plates of Vijayasimhadeva Trip uri - Pmp, Trikatingadhipati 
(c. 1195 A.D.) 

48. Rewa plates of Vijayasimhadeva Trip uri - Pmp, Trikalingadhipati 
(c. 1208-09 A.D.) 

49. Bhere-ghat Gauri Sankara Temple Tripuri - Maharaja, Maharajni for 
inscription of Vijayasimhadeva Gosaladevi 
(c. 13th century A.D.) 

50. Pendrabandh Plates and Pratapamalla Ratnapur - Nrpa 
(c. 1214 A.D.) 

51. Bilaigarh Plates of Pratapamalla Ratnapur ,- Raja 
(c. 1218 A.D.) 
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I 

No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

APPENDIX - III (A) 
Vakataka 

I 

Inscription 

Deotak Stone of Rudrasena 
I, 
(4th century) 

Basim Plates of 
Vindhyasakti II, 
(c 392 A.D.) 

Mandhal plates of 
Rudrasena II, 
(c. 405 A.D.) 

Poona plates of 
Prabhavatigupta, 
(c. 418 A.D.) 

Jamb plates of Pravarasena 
II, 
(c. 422 A.D.) 

II III 

Dynasty Grant/s 

Major Construction of 
branch temple at 

Chikkamburi 
i.e. Chikmara 

Vatsagulma Village-
Akasapadda 

Major Villages 
branch Selludraha, 

Achchhattallika, 
Suragramka, 
Suragramaka 
and Aragramaka 

Major Village Danguna 
branch 

Major Village 
branch Kothuraka 

146 

IV v VI 

Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

- - -

Brahman a Ajiiapatl and soldiers Senapati 
belonging to Vanhu 
Atharavana 
Car ana 

Brahmana of ' * Senapatl 
different gotra Vibhisana 

Acarya Gramakutumbin, Scribe-
Chanalasvamin brahmana and others Chakradasa 

Brahmacararin Officials of noble birth Scribe 
Kaluttaka who are employed by the Nagavarman 
belonging to order of Sarvadhyaksa Dutaka-
Taittlriya sakha and our soldiers and Cakradeva 
of Yajurveda policeman 



I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

6. Belora plates of Pravarasena Major Mahallama Lata Suryasvamin of Officials of noble birth Scribe Mani 
II, branch in Asibhukti, Taittiriya Sakha who are employed by the Senapati-
(c. 431 A.D.) Ladki in order of Sarvadhyaksa Chitravarman 

M6rsitaluko and our soldiers and 
policeman 

7. Mandhal plates of Major Village Upadhyaya Officials of noble birth Senapati-
Pravaraseva II, branch Mmyasagrama Matrisvami who are employed by the Chitravarman 
(c. 436 A.D.) bank of Benna order of Sarvadhyaksa 

and our soldiers and 
policeman 

8. Chammak plates of Major 8000 nivartanas 1000 brahmana Officials of noble birth Senapati-
Pravarasena II, branch 1n (of whom only 49 who are employed by the Chitravarman 
(c. 438 A.D.) Charmmanka, were mentioned) order of Sarvadhyaksa 

i..e Chammak and our soldiers and 
policeman 

9. Siwani plates of Pravarasena Major Village Devaarmacharya Officials of noble birth Dutaka-
II, branch Brahmaputraka belonging to who are employed by the Acarya 
(c. 438 A.d.) Taittiriya sakha order of Sarvadhyaksa Senapati-

and our soldiers and Bappadeva 
policeman 

10. Riddhapura plates of Major Village Brahmaya of To gramamahattaras Dutaka-
Prabhavatigupta branch Asvatthana-gara Taittiriya Sakha Devananda-
(c. 439 A.D.) & a house and 4 Svamin 

huts of farmers Scribe-
Prabh usimha 
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No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

11. Masoda plates of Major 300 nivartanas Of two shares Officials of noble birth Senapati-
Pravarasena II, branch one to one who are employed by the Katyayana 
(c. 439 A.D.) Mahapurusha, & order of Sarvadhyaksa 

other to and our soldiers and 
Bopparya, policeman 
Visnuarya 
Aratyarya, 
Bhavarya, 
Bhavaopu tranyas 
& others 

12. Miregaon plates of Major Village Brahmanas, of * Drafted by 
Prabhavatigupta branch Jalapura-vataka Kasyapa gotra, Amatya 
(c. 440 A.D.) Bhattarya, Candra 

Svamikarya, 
Govyarya, 
Sankavarya and 
Dhararya 

13. Indore plates of Pravarasena Major Village Brahmana Officials of noble birth Written 
II, branch Gondarya and who are employed by the Rajuka 
(c. 443 A.D.) his six sons order of Sarvadhyaksa Kottadeva 

and our soldiers and 
policeman 
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officials 
mentioned 

14. Dudia plates of Pravarasena Major Village Y aksharya and Officials of noble birth Written 
II, branch Darbhamalaka Kalisarman who are employed by the Goladasa 
(c. 443 A.D.) 25 Nivartanas order of Sarvadhyaksa Senapatr-

Karmmakara and our soldiers and Namidasa 
(60 nivartanas) policeman of 

Arammirajya 

15. Tirodi plates of Pravarasena Major Village Brahmana- Officials of noble birth Written 
II, branch Kosambakhanda Varunarya who are employed by the Rajyadhikrta 
(c. 443 A.D.) order of Sarvadhyaksa Chamidasa 

and our soldiers and 
policeman of Bennakata 

16. Wadgaon plates of Major Village Velusuka Brahman a Officials of noble birth Scribe 
Pravarasena II, branch ( 400 ni vartana) Rudrarya who are employed by the Maradasa 
(c. 445 A.D.) order of Sarvadhyaksa Senapatr 

and our soldiers and Bappadeva 
policeman 

17. Yavatmal plates of Major Land in Lata Indrarya and To the village Senapatr-
Pravarasena II, branch Kapalli Svanideva of Bappadeva 
(c. 446 A.D.) Taittlriya Sakha 
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No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

18. Pattan plates of Pravarasena Major Land in - Officials of noble birth Scribe-
II, branch Asvatthakhetka who are employed by the Kalidasa 
(c. 447 A.D.) (400 nivartana) order of Sarvadhyaksa Engraver-

and our soldiers and Goldsmith 
policeman and the Isvara-datta 
residents of the village Senapati-

Katyayana 

19. Pandhurna plates of Major Land in village 7 brahmanas of Officials of noble birth Written 
Pravarasena II, branch Dhuvava take in Vajesaneya who are employed by the A cary a 
(c. 449 A.D.) exchange for Yajurveda order of Sarvadhyaksa Senapati-

village and our soldiers and Maddhapa 
Vij ayapallivataka policeman 
(2000 nivartana) 

20. Pauni plates of Pravarasena Major 50 nivartana & a Durggarya Officials of noble birth Senapati 
II, branch house site who are employed by the Maddhapa 
(c. 452 A.D.) ' order of Sarvadhyaksa 

and our soldiers and 
policeman 

21. Patna Museum plates of Major Village 3 brahmanas KG. tumbino gramavasina -
Pravarasena II branch Sriparnaka Gangarya, 

Vasurarya, and 
Rudrarya of 
Taittrriya sakha 
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No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

22. R.amtek plates of Major Tank & some * * Lost 
Pravarasena II, branch pious act 

23. Bidar plates of Devasena Vatsagulma Village Raddochha * Executor-
(c. 455 A.D.) branch Velpakonda (Chatuvejja) Samilladeva 

writter 
(lost) 

24. Hisse-Borala plates of Vatsagulma Construction of -

I 
- Karmopa-

Devasena, branch Lake Sudarsana destri Bappa 
(c. 457-58 A.D.) 

25. India office plates of Vatsagulma Village Yappajja Dharmasvamin Touring officers of noble -
Devasena branch and birth such as bhojakas 
(c 450-70 A.D.) Bhavasvamin and bhanda nayakas 

26. Mandhal plates 'A' of Major Village 3 brahmana- Officials of noble birth Scribe-
Prthvisena II, branch Kuruvajjaka Mahevarasvami, who are employed by the Sarvadatta 
(c·. 472 A.D.) Agnisvami and order of Sarvadhyaksa Senapati-

Brahmasvami of and our soldiers and Visnudatta 
Taittiriya Sakha policeman and also 

brahmcu1a;puroga 
gramaprativasino 
kutumbino 
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No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

27. Mandhal plates 'A' of Major branch Village 4 brahmanas Officials of noble birth who Scribe-
~hvisena II, Govvasahika Mahavarasvamr, are employed by the order of Sarvadatta 
(c. 480 A.D.) Brahmasvami, Sarvadhyaksa and our Senapati-

Harasvami and soldiers and policeman Visnudatta 
Varahasvamr of 
Kautsa gotra of 
Bennataka 

28. Mahurjhari plates of Major branch Village Visnudatta nd Officials of noble birth who Senapatr-
Prthvisena II, J amalakhetaka Bhavadatta of are employed by the order of Ravidatta . 

Vajasaneyi Sakha Sarvadhyaksa and our (c. 487 A.D.) 
of Yajurveda soldiers and policeman 

-
29. Ajanta cave inscription Vatsagulma Dedication of - -

of Vara!tadeva branch cave dwelling 
(c. 475-499 A.D.) with pictures 

and pillars 

30. Ghatotkacha Cave Vatsagulma Excavation of -
- -

Inscriptions of branch vihara, cave 
Varahadeva 
(c. 475-499 A.D.) 

-31. Ajanta Cave Inscription Vatsagulma Excavation of - -

(c 475-499 A.D.) branch vihara 
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No. 

32. 

No. 

1. 

2. 

I 

Inscription 

Thalner Plates of 
Harisena 
(c. 478 A.D.) 

APPENDIX - III (Bl 
Kalacuris 

I 

Inscription 

II 

Dynasty 

Vatsagulma 
branch 

II 

Dynasty 

Saugor Stone Inscription of Tripuri 
Sankaragap.adeva I, 
(c 8th century A.D.) 

Chhoti Deori Stone Trip uri 
Inscription of 
Sahkaraga~adeva I, 
(c 8th century A.D.) 

III IV v VI 

Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

Villages: 5 Devasvami, 
- Scribe-

donations of Gaingasvamai, Boppadeva 
20112 Varahasvami, Dutaka 
nivartanas Bhattarakasvami, Svamiladeva 

Khudasvanu and 
Dharasvami 

Ill IV v VI 

Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

Some religious work - - -

' 

Granary (Kadaru) - - -
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

3. Karitalai stone Inscription Trip uri Temple of Visnu, some 8 brahmanas - -. 
of Lakshmal;laraja II, village Dirghsakhila by 
(c. 940-65 A.D.) Lakshmanaraja 

village Chakrahradi by 
Rahada 
villages by sanka 
(ragana) and others 

4. Gurgi stone Inscription of Trip uri Villages Sarasadollka, - - Prasasti-Madu 
Kokalladeva II, V akkadollaka, Scribe-
(c. lOth century A.D.) Rajyanddha, Sivanaga 

N asapundika, Inscribed by 
Khatollika, Abhirapalli, Madhava 
etc. and 2 fields 

5. Bilhari stone Inscriptions Trip uri Temple of Siva Saiva ascetic - Written by-
of Yuvarajadeva II, Villages Nipaniya Isvarasiva Nru 
(c. lOth century A.D.) Dhangatapitaka, Engraver-

Pondi, Nagabala, Nanna 
Khailapataka, Vida, 
Sajjanate and 
Goshthapate 

6. Makundpur stone Trip uri Temple of Jalasayana - - Executer 
Inscriptions of (Visnu) Sil tradhara 
Gangeyadeva Sambhuka 
(c. 1019-20 A.D.) 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

' 

7. Banaras Plates of Karna Tripuri Village Srusi Brahmaya Mahadevi, -

(c. 1042 A.D.) Visvarupa Maharaj apu tra, 
Mahamantrins, and 
Mahamatya 

8. Piakore stone Inscriptions Tripuri Dedication of image - - -

ofKar!la of goddess (not 
specified) 

9. Goharwa plates of Karl?-a Trip uri Village Chandapatra Santisarman of Mahadevi, Writer-
(c. 1047 A.D.) Vajasaneya Maharajapu tra, Kananika 

Sakha Mahamantrin, Engraver-
Mahasandhi vigrahika, Vidyananda 
Mahamatya, 
Mahadharmadhika-
ranika, Mahapratihara, 
Mahakshapatalika, 
Mahabhandagarika, 
Mahasamanta, 
Mahapramattavare, 
Mahasvasadhnika and 
unnamed officials 

10. Rewa stone of Kar:r;ta, Trip uri Temple of Siva - - -
(c. 1048-49 A.D.) 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

11. Sarnath stone Inscription of Trip uri Donations to To monks - -

Kal'I).a monks and 
(c. 1048-59 A.D.) caused a copy of 

Ashbasadhas 
rikaprajna 

12. Rewa Stone Inscription of Tripuri Temple of Siva - - Prasasti-
Karna and of Visnu by Vajhuka 
(c. 1"058-59 A.D.) Vapulla image of 

Uma-Mahesvara 
by N ayanavati 

13. Raipur plates of ~hvideva Ratnapur Brahman a - Witness . 
I, Jug11ka Tri vikrama, 
(c. 1069 A.D.) 

vikrama and I Arjuna 
Engraver 
Hasala 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other officials 
mentioned 

14. Khairha Plates of Tripuri Villages-Deuta- Brahmana Mahadevi, Maharajaputra, Writer Vachchuka 
Yasahkarna Paiicheta and Gangadhara Mahamantrin, Mahamatya, 
(c. 1076 A.D.) Pachri Mahasamanta, 

Mahapurohita, 
Mahapratihara, 
Mahakshapatalika, 
Mahapramatri, 
Mahasvasadhinika, 
Mahabhandagarika, 
Mahadhyaksha and 
inhabitants of village 

15. Kahila plates of Saryupara 20 nalus of land 14 brahmanas Maharaj:iii, Maharaj apu tra, -. 
Soqhadeva in Tikarika part Mahasandhi vigrahika, 
(c. 1077 A.D.) of villages mahamahantaka, 

Mahiaripataka Mahapratihara, 
' Thiulapataka Mahasenapatl, 

varna pataka Mahakshapatalika, 
Duaripataka and Mahasand hanika, 
Chhibadate- Mahasrestin, mahadanika, 
mbha mahapa.."1.cha Kulika, 

Saulika, Gaulnika, 
Ghattapati, Tarapati, 
vishyadanika, 
Dushtasadhaka, 
Khandavala, Baladhira and 
others 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

16. Amoda plates of P~thvideva Ratnapur Village vasata Brahman a - Witness-
I, temple of Kesava Trivikram, 
(c. 1079 A.D.) V ankesvara land Vikram and 

by others Arjuna v,rriter-
Alhama 
sculptor-
Has ala 

17. Ratnapur stone inscription Ratnapur Village simli, - - Composer 
of Jajalladeva I, Arjunakona- name lost 
(c. 1114 A.D.) Sarana, to deity writer 

and a group of name lost 
patala trees to 
monastery at 
Janjgir 

18. Sheorinarayana plates of Ratnapur Village Tineri Narayana- - -

Ratnadeva II, sarman student 
(c. 1127 A.D.) of Samadeva 

19. Sarkho plates of Ratnadeva Ratnapur Village Brahmana - Written by , 
II, Chinchatata Padmanabha kirtidhara 
(c. 1128 A.D.) 

20. Akaltara stone inscription Ratnapur Temple of - - Prasasti-
of Ratnadeva II, Revanta, & a Devapani 
(c. 12th century A.D.) tank 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

21. Diakoni Plates of Prthvideva Ratnapur Village BrahmaJ).a Visnu - -. 
II, Budukuni 

. . 
(c. 1138 A.D.) 

22. Pasid plates of P~thvideva Ratnapur Village Dugara Brahman a - Writer-son a 
II, Parasara Kirti 
(c. 1141 A.D.) 

23. Rajim stone Inscription of Ratnapur Temple of Rama - - Prasasti-
I7thvideva II, and grant of Thakkura 
(c. 1145 A.D.) village Samaliya Jasamanda 

Engraver-
Ratnapala 

24. Bilaigarh plates of Ratnapur Village Brahmat}a - Composer-
~hvideva II, Pandaratalai Delhuk Malhana 
(c. 1145-46 A.D.) Prepared-

Vamana 

25. Koni stone inscription of Ratnapur Construction of Brahmana - Prasasti 
Prthvideva II, 5-shrined vasudeva (given 2 Kasala 
(c~ 1148-49 A.D.) tempel and plough measures 

some land in of land) 
village Saloni Purushottama 

given village 
Saloni 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

26. Ghotia plates of PJ:thvideva Ratnapur Village Gothada Brahman a - Written by-
II, Gothada Vatsaraja 
(c. 1148 A.D.) Incised by-

- Candaka 
\ 

27. Amoda plates (1st set) of Ratnapur Village A vata Brahmana - Written by-
Prthvideva II, Mihirasvamin Vatsaraja 
(c. 1149 A.D.) Engraved by-

Lakshmidhara 

28. Ratnapur stone Inscription Ratnapur Temple of siva - - Prasasti-
Of PI;thvideva II, (Bilvapani) at Devagasa 
(c. 1149 A.D.) Village Samba written by-

Kumarapala 
Incised by-
Sam pula 

29. Tewar stone inscription of Tripuri Temple of Siva Bhavabrahmana - Composed by-
Gayakarpa disciple of Prth vidhara 

Pasupata ascetic Incised by-
Bhavatejas Architect 

Mahidhara 

30. Bahuriband statue Trip uri Temple of - - Consecrated 
inscription Of Gayakarp.a Santinatha Acharya 

subhadra 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription ·,Dynasty . .. ;Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 

' mentioned 

31. Amoda plates (2nd set) of Ratnapur Village 3 brah.manas - Written by-
Prthvideva II, Budubudu Silana, Pithana Vatsaraja 
(c: 1152-53 A.D.) and Lakana Engraver-

Candarka 

32. Bhere-ghat stone Tripuri Temple of Siva Pasupata ascetic - Prasasti-
inscription of Narasimha (vidyanatha) Rudrarasi Sasidhara 
(c. 1155 A.D.) along with engraved by-

matha and a Mahidhara, 
hall of study Arc hi teet-Pi thi 
from the income 
of 2 villages 
Namaundi, and 
Makarapataka 

33. Lal-pahad rock inscription Tripuri Construction of - - Rauta 
of Narashhha water channel Balla! ad eva 
(c. 1158 A.D.) 

34. Alpha-ghat stone inscription. ·Tripuri Temple of - - Written by-
of Narasimha goddess Ambika Thakkura 
(c. 1159 A.D.) and Kamaladhara 

Sh.atashadika- Executed by-
ghat Kamalasimka, 

Soma, 
Kokasa, 
Palhana, and 
Dalhana 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

35. Ratnapur stone inscription Ratnapur Record of - - Prasasti-
of Prthvideva II, religious and Tribhuvana-
(c. (158-59 A.D.) charitable works pal a 

of Brahmadeva Scribe-
Kuniarapala, 
Engraver-
Dhanapati 
and Isvara 

36. Ratnapur stone inscription Ratnapur Religious and - - Prasasti-
of Prthvideva II, charitable work Devapani 
(c. 1 i63-64 A.D.) of Vallabharaja 

tank excavated 
by Svetalladevi 

37. Jabalpur plates of Trip uri Village Brahmana Maharajni Kalhanadevi, Written by-
Jayasimha Akharand Delhana Raj aguru Vimalasi va, Vatsaraja, 
(c. 1167 A.D.) Dharmapradhana Engraved by-

Pandita Raghava, Sculptor 
Sandhi vigrahika Talhana 
Purushottama, Pratihara 
Kamalasimha, and 
Dushtasadhya 
Padmasimha 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

38. Mallar stone inscription of Ratnapur Construction of - - Composer-
Jajalladeva II, temple of Siva Ratnasimka, 
(c. 1167-68 A.D.) (Kedar a) written by-

Ksatriya 
Kumarapala 
Sculptor 
Sam pula 

39. Sheorinarayana stone Ratnapur Amandadeva - - Prasasti & 
inscription of Jajalladeva II, gave village written by-
(c. 1167-68 A.D.) Chinch eli Kumarapala 

expense for engraver-
incense, lights Chhituka 
and other 
materials, 
execution of 
temple of Durga 
Rajadeva built 
temple of 
Purabia (Siva), 
tank and mango 
grove Rambhalla 
excavated tank 
and mango 
grove in village 
pajani 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other officials 
mentioned 

40. Amoda plates of Jajalladeva Ratnapur Village Bundera Astrologer - Written by-
II, Raghava Dharmaraja 
(c. 1167 A.D.) priest-Namadeva 

41. Jabalpur stone inscription Tripuri Temple of Siva - - Prasasti-
of J ayashnha king gave 3 Sasidhara 
(c. 1174 A.D.) villages 

Tekabhara, 
kandaravada 
and Vadiha 

42. Re~a stone of Jayasiihha Tripuri Village 2 Brahmanas - Written by-
(c. 1175 A.D.) Ahadapada Thakur a Thakkura 

Mahaditya and Vidyadhara 
Silhava Engraver -Kuke 

and Kikaka 

43. Tewar stone inscription of Trip uri Temple of Isvara - - -
JayasiJhha, (Siva) 
(c. 1177 A.D.) 

44. Kharod stone inscription of Ratnapur Benefications of - - Prasasti & 
Ratnadeva II, minister written by-
(c. 1181-82 A.D.) Gangadhara Kumarapala 

Engraver-Jat-o. 
supervisor-
Srestin 
Ralhana 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. I!tscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

45. Umariya plates of Tripuri 3 villages 26 Maharajiii, Maharaj apu tra 
-

Vijayasiinhadeva Bhathigrama, brahmanas Aj ayasimadeva, 
(c. 1193 A.D.) V alaha-digrama 20 1

/2 share Mahamantrin and Rajaguru 
and to each Vimalasiva, Mahapurohita 
Amilanadagrama Ratnadhara, 

Dharmapradhana and 
Mahamahataka Thhakkura 
Kirtisimha, Sandhiving-
rahika Thakkura 
Lakhanapala, 
Mahapradhana, 
Mahakshapatalika, 
Mahapradhana and 
Arthalekhin Thakkura 
Kesava, Mahapratihara 
Bhimasimha, Dushta-
sadhya, Charadhyaksha, 
Bhandagarika, 
Pramattavara and 
Asvasadhakika 

46. Rewa stone inscription of Trip uri Constructon of - Incised by--
Vijayasirilhadeva tank Ananta 
(c. 1193 A.D.) Doorkeeper-

Ralhana 
Prasasti-
Purushottam 
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I II III IV v VI 

No. Inscription Dynasty Grant/s Donee/s Officials addressed Other 
officials 
mentioned 

47. Rewa plates of Tripuri Village Grandsons Engraver 
-

Vijayasimhadeva Chhidanada ofMadhava - Vinani Kuke 
(c. 1195 A.D.) and his sons 

48. Rewa plates of Tripuri Village - Mahapradhana-Thakkura 
Sutradhara 

Vijayasirlthadeva Dhottavada kiki, Arthalekhin, Thakkura 
Ananta 

(c. 1208-09 A.D.) Kesava, Sandhivigrahika 
Lakhana, Mahamantrin-
Haripada, Mahamandalika 
Malaysimha, Rajaguru 
Vimalasiva 

49. Bhere-ghat Gaurisaiskara Trip uri For enshrined - -
-

Temple Inscription of god 
Vijayasimhadeva Bhagnakhidra 
(c. 13th century A.D.) 

50. Pendrabandh Plates and Ratnapur Village Kayatha Satya Written by-
-

Pratapamalla sadhara Pratiraja 
(c. 1214 A.D.) 

51. Bilaigarh Plates of Ratnapur Village Sirata Brahmana Written by-
-

Pratapamalla Haridasa Pratiraja 
(c. 1218 A.D.) 
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No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

APPENDIX - IV (A) 
Vakataka 

I 

Inscription 

Deotak Stone of Rudrasena 
I, 
(4th century) 

Basim plates of 
Vindhyasakti II, 
(c 392 A.D.) 

Mandhal Plates of 
Rudrasena II, 
(c. 405 A.D.) 

Poona Plates of 
Prabhavatigupta, 
(c. 418 A.D.) 

Jamb plates of Pravarasena 
II, 
(c. 422 A.D.) 

Belora plates of Pravarasena 
II, 
(c. 431 A.D.) 

II 

Dynasty 

Major branch 

Vatsagulma 

Major branch 

Major branch 

Major branch 

Major branch 

III IV 

Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

- -

- Agnistoma, Aportyamas, Vajapeya, 
Jyotistoma, Brihaspatisava, sadyaskra 
and four Asvamedhas 

Sesha-Sayin Visnu under the * 
name Mondasvamin 

Bhagavata (Visnu) 
' . Several Asvamedhas by Samudragupta 

Bhairava (Siva) Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 
Pravarasena (I) 

Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 
Pravarasena (I) 
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

7. Mandhal plates of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Pravaraseva II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 436 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

8. Chammak Plates of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Pravarasena II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 438 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

9. Siwani plates of Pravarasena Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 438 A.d.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

10. Riddhapura plates of Major branch Rama (Vi~J?-U) Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Prabhavatigupta Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 439 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

11. Masoda plates of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Pravarasena II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 439 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

12. Miregaon plates of Major branch * * 
Prabhavatigupta 
(c. 440 A.D.) 
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

13. Indore plates of Pravarasena Major branch - -

II, 
(c. 443 A.D.) 

14. Dudia plates of Pravarasena Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 443 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

15. Tirodi plates of Pravarasena Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 443 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

16. Wadgaon plates of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Pravarasena II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 445 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

1 '7. Yavatmal plates of Major branch Bhairava -
Pravarasena II, 
(c. 446 A.D.) 

18. Pattan plates of Pravarasena Major branch Bhairava grant for Mahapurusa Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
II, (Vi~~u) Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 447 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

19. Pandhurna plates of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Pravarasena II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 449 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

20. Pauni plates of Pravarasena Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 452 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

21. Patna Museum plates of Major branch Sambhu Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Pravarasena II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 

Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 
Pravarasena (I) 

22. Ramtek plates of Major branch Grant for Narasimha (Vi~Q.U} * 
Pravarasena II, under the name Prabhavatisvamin 

23. Bidar plates of Devasena Vatsagulma * * 
(c. 455 A.D.) branch 

24. Hisse-Borala plates of Vatsagulma Bhagavata (Vi~t:m) -
Devasena, branch 
(c. 457-58 A.D.) 

25. India office plates of Vatsagulma - -

Devasena bnmch 
(c 450-70 A.D.) 
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

26. Mandhal Plates 'A' of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
Pfi:hvisena II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 472 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

27. Mandhal Plates 'A' of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
P~hvisena II, Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 480 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

28. Mahurjhari Plates of Major branch Bhairava Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
P1;"thvisena II, ' Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 
(c. 487 A.D.) Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 

Pravarasena (I) 

29. Ajanta Cave Inscription of Vatsagulma Sugata (Buddha) -

Varahadeva branch 
(c. 475-499 A.D.) 

30. Ghatotkacha Cave Vatsagulma Buddha -

Inscriptions of Varahadeva branch 
(c. 475-499 A.D.) 

31. Ajanta Cave Inscription Vatsagulma Buddha -
(c 475-499 A.D.) branch 

32. Thalner Plates of Harisena Vatsagulma - Agnistoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Sodasin, 
(c. 478 A.D.) branch Atiratra, Brihaspatisava, Sadyaskra, 

Vajapeya and four Asvamedhas for 
Pravarasena (I) 
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No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

APPENDIX - IV (B) 
Kalacuris 

I 

Inscription 

Saugor Stone Inscription of 
Sarikaraga~adeva I, 
(c 8th century A.D.) 

Chhoti Deori stone Inscription 
of SankaragaJ?.adeva I, 
(c 8th century A.D.) 

Karitalai stone Inscription of 
Lakshmal}arija II, 
(c. 940-65 A.D.) 

Gurgi stone Inscription of 
Kokalladeva II, 
(c. lOth century A.D.) 

Bilhari stone Inscriptions of 
Yuvarajadeva II, 
(c. lOth century A.D.) 

Makundpur stone Inscriptions 
of Gangeyadeva 
(c. 1019-20 A.D.) 

Banaras plates of Ka~a 
(c. 1042 A.d.) 

II III IV 

Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

Trip uri Siva -

Trip uri Jatadhara (Siva) -

Trip uri Varaha (Visnu) 
c. 

-

Trip uri Siva -

Tripuri Siva -

Trip uri Visnu .. -

Trip uri Siva -
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

8. Piakore stone Inscriptions of Tripuri Ganapati -

Karna . 
9. Goharwa plates of Karna Tripuri Siva -

(c. 1047 A.D.) 

10. Rewa stone of Karl!a, Tripuri Siva -

(c. 1048-49 A.D.) 

11. Sarnath stone Inscription of Trip uri Buddha -

Karna 
(c. 1.048-59 A.D.) 

12. Rewa stone Inscription of Kar1:1a Tripuri Siva -

(c. 1058-59 A.D.) 

13. Raipur plates of Prthvideva I, Ratnapur Mahesvara obtained kingdom -

(c. 1069 A.D.) 
. 

by grace of Vankesvara 

14. Khairha plates of Yasahka~a Tripuri Mahesvara -

(c. 1076 A.D.) 

15. Kahila plates of So~hadeva Saryupara Mahesvara 
-

(c. 1077 A.D.) 

16. Amoda plates of Prthvideva I, Ratnapur -

(c. 1079 A.D.) 
. -
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I II Ill IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

17. Ratnapur stone inscription of Ratnapur -
-

Jajalladeva I, 
(c. 1114 A.D.) 

18. Sheorinarayana plates of Ratnapur -
-

Ratnadeva II, 
(c. 1127 A.D.) 

19. Sarkho plates of Ratnadeva II, Ratnapur Siva and Revanta 
-

(c. 1128 A.D.) 

20. Akaltara stone inscription of Ratnapur -
-

Ratnadeva II, 
(c. 12th century A.D.) 

21. Diakoni plates of Prthvideva II, Ratnapur -
-

(c. 1138 A.D.) 

22. Pasid plates of Prthvideva II, Ratnapur 
Vi~pu 

- I (c. 1141 A.D.) 
. 

23. Rajim stone Inscription of Ratnapur -
-

P:tt;hvideva II, 
(c. 1145 A.D.) 

24. Bilaigarh plates of Prthvideva II, Ratnapur 
Siva -

(c. 1145-46 A.D.) . 
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

25. Koni stone inscription of Ratnapur -
-

Prthvideva II, 
(c: 1148-49 A.D.) 

26. Ghotia plates of Pfthvideva II, Ratnapur -
-

(c. 1148 A.D.) 

27. Amoda plates (1st set) of Ratnapur -
-

Prthvideva II, 
(c: 1149 A.D.) 

28. Ratnapur stone Inscription Of Ratnapur Siva 
-

Prthvideva II, 
(c: 1149 A.D.) 

29. Tewar stone inscription of Trip uri Siva -
Gayakar~a 

30. Bahuriband statue inscription Tripuri Santinath -
Of Gayakar~a 

-
31. Amoda plates (2nd set) of Ratnapur -

~hvideva II, 
(c. 1152-53 A.D.) 

32. Bhere-ghat stone inscription of Tripuri Siva -

Narasimha 
(c. 1155 A.D.) 
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

33. Lal-pahad rock inscription of Trip uri Siva ' -
Narasiinha 
(c. 1158 A.D.) 

34. Alpha-ghat stone inscription of Trip uri Ambika -

N arasi:rhha 
(c. 1159 A.D.) 

-
35. Ratnapur stone inscription of Ratnapur -

PJ;thvideva II, 
(c. 1158-59 A.D.) 

36. Ratnapur stone inscription of Ratnapur Siva -

Prthvideva II, 
(c. 1163-64 A.D.) 

37. Jabalpur plates of Jayasb:hha Trip uri Mahesvara -

(c. 1167 A.D.) 

38. Mallar stone inscription of Ratnapur Kedara (Siva) and Ganapati -
Jajalladeva II, 
(c. 1167-68 A.D.) 

39. Sheorinarayana stone Ratnapur Siva -
inscription of Jajalladeva II, 
(c. 1167-68 A.D.) 

40. Amoda plates of Jajalladeva II, Ratnapur Siva -
(c. 1167 A.D.) 
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No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

41. Jabalpur stone inscription of Tripuri Kirtisvara (Siva) 
-

Jayasiinha 
(c. 1174 A.D.) 

42. Rewa stone of Jayasimha Trip uri Siva -

(c. 1175 A.D.) 

43. Tewar stone inscription of Trip uri Mahadeva -

Jayasimha, 
(c. 1177 A.D.) 

44. Kharod stone inscription of Ratnapur Siva -

Ratnadeva II, 
(c. 1181-82 A.D.) 

45. Umariya plates of Tripuri - -

Vijayasimhadeva 
(c·. 1193 A.D.) 

46. Rewa stone inscription of Tripuri Mahesvara -
Vijayasiinhadeva 
(c. 1193 A.D.) 

47. Rewa plates of Vijayasbnhadeva Tripuri Siva -

(c. 1195 A.D.) 

48. Rewa plates of Vijayasirithadeva Tripuri -
-

(c. 1208-09 A.D.) 
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I II III IV 

No. Inscription Dynasty Deity invoked Rituals mentioned 

49. Bhere-ghat Gauri Sankara Tripuri Bhagnakhidra -

Temple Inscription of 
Vijayasimhadeva 
(c. 13th century A.D.) 

50. Pendrabandh Plates and Ratnapur 
-

-

Pratapamalla 
(c. 1214 A.D.) 

51. Bilaigarh Plates of Pratapamalla Ratnapur Siva -
(c. 1218 A.D.) 
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